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ABSTRACT 
The engines of diesel cars marketed In the United States are examined. 
Prominent design features, performance characteristics, fuel economy and emis-
sions data are compared. Specific problems, In particular those of NOx and 
smoke emissions, are discussed along with the effects of Increasing diesel Iza-
tlon on dlesol fuel price and availability, current R&D work and advanced 
dlosel concepts. 
The study generally concludes that diesel cars currently have a fuel 
economy advantage over gasoline engine powered cars. Many of the Inherent 
dlesol drawbacks (noise and odor) have been reduced to a less objectionable 
lovel. An equivalent gasoline engine driveability has been obtained with 
turbocharglng. Diesel manufacturers see a growth In the diesel market for 
the next ten years. Uncertainties regarding future emission regulation may 
Inhibit future diesel production Investments. 
With spark Ignition engine technology advancing In the direction of 
hi!lh compression ratios, the fuel economy advantages of the diesel car is 
expocted to diminish. To retain its fuel economy lead, the diesel's poten-
tial for furthor Improvement must be used. 
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PREFACE 
This report was prepared by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the U.S. 
Department of Energy, Office of Transportation Programs, for the Vehicle 
Systems Program managed by Albert Chesnes. This work was done at JPL In the 
E ner~y and Contro I D I v I s Ion by the Propu I s Ion System Sect Ion as part of 
Vehicle Systems Tasks managed by Eugene Baughman. 
The work was performed by the Jot Propu I s Ion Laboratory and was spon-
sored by the U.S. Department of Energy under Interagency Agroements DE-AI01-
76CS51011 and DE-AI01-80CS50194 through NASA Task RD 152, Amendment 165. 
The purpose of th I s veh I c I 0 systems task was to perform a techn I ca I 
assossment of convent i ona I automot I ve eng I ne status and report the resu Its. 
The status of the techno logy reported I s that wh I ch was ava I I ab I e through 
Apri I 1981. This volume is part of the final report consisting of threo 
volumes. 
Volume I presents the st~hjs of Otto cycle ongine technologies; Volume II 
prlisonts tho status of 0 lose I eng I no techno I 09Y dnd VI) I ume I I I compar~s 
those convontlonal engine types and discusses their future potential. 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
Tho d I ese I eng I ne I s the most eff I c I ent mature heat eng i ne ava i I ab I e 
for current use. Rased upon EPA ratings, the fuel economy of diesel powered 
cars ranges, on the average, from 25 to 40% higher than fo~ emission control led 
spark-ignition automobiles of about the same Inertia weight and engine dis-
placement. The breakthrough In high speed automot i ve d I ese I eng i nes was 
brought about by Daimler Benz with the Introduction of the divided chamber 
more than 40 years ago. Since then, Daimler Benz and a number of other wei I 
known companies, such as Peugeot, Perkins, Nissan, Ricardo, Flat, and others, 
have been I nvo I ved In deve I op I ng and produc i ng d I ese I eng I nes for light 
trucks, taxi-cabs and other light duty vehicles where rei labi I ity and low 
operating cost are dominant factors. 
In the past, the diesel engine's low power density, bulk and weight, 
slow f'3SpOnSe, cold start problems, and Inconvenience caused by noise, smoke 
and odor, have deterred th'j pr I vate consumer from buy I ng a d i ese I powered 
car. However, due to gro~"ng concern about the rising cost of gasol ine and 
the possibility of acute shortages, the private Interest in diesel cars has 
risen sharply since 1973. This and the corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) 
requirOMents, h~ve spurred new developments that resulted in dramatic improvo-
ments In the small automotive diesel In regard to weight, size and drlve-
abi I I ty. 
In ~dditlon to DaiMler Benz and Peugeot, who supplied most of the diesel 
cars sold In the United States, a newcomer In the diesel field, Volkswagen 
(VW), began offering a diesel option for their subcompact Rabbit line in 
1977. General Motors (mn became the first U.S. producer to offer a gasolin-
englne-hased V-8 diesel as an option In their 1979 model pickup trucks, Olds 
Cutlass and Cadillac Eldl.rado cars. Other large producers such as Ford, 
Chrysler, and Bavarian Motor Works (BMW) are planning to have diosel options 
av~llahle in the near future. It is expected that by 1985, 25% or more of 
all cars sold In the United States will be diesel pm/ered. 
Un fortunate I y, the Sell es out look for d I ese I cars is overshadowed by 
factors th~t may Inhibit their widespread use In the United States and other 
froe-world countries. Present diesel automobiles can meet current emission 
standards, but their ability to meot future, more stringent emission require-
Ments rogard I ng part i cu I ates and nitrous ox I de (NOx ) is st II I an unreso I ved 
proh I em. Concern is mount I ng that part I cu I ates and organ I c matter e'll i tted 
frOM diosol engines may be carcinogenic and hazardous to health. Changing 
refinery production to produce more diesel fuel results in higher costs 
that wou j d have to be passed on to the d i eso I consumer un less rogu I ated 
otherwise. There are also I imits as to how much diesel fuel can be produced 
fr~ oach harrel of crude oil. 
A var i ety of pr i vate- and government- funded d i ese I or I en ted research 
programs are under way, pr i mar II yin Europe, the Un I ted States and Japan. 
Current ef forts concentrate rna i n I y on I mprov I ng and on I earn i ng more about 
the physics of diesel combustion and emissions, the causes of smoke and 
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odor, as wei I as the effects of engine operational and design parameters on 
em I ss Ion character I st I cs. Approaches are a I 50 be I ng stud I ed to entrap un-
des I rab I e part I cu I ate po I I utant5 that cannot be contra II ed by other means. 
Due to technology Imr:rovements made during the last 20 years In the 
small turbine and compressor field, turbocharglng (TC) has become practical 
for use In small automotive diesels. Turbocharglng tend!i to reduce NOx, 
smoke and odor, and sub&tant I a I lyra' ses the power-dens I ty (power /d I sp I ace-
ment) and driveability of diesels up to or beyond that of emission con-
trolled spark-Ignition engines. Turbocharged d">~el engines are currently 
marketed by DaImler Benz, Peugeot, and Audl. BMW wll I be the only producer 
to offer Q TC diesel without the option of a naturally aspirated versIon. 
Reyond TC, the high speed d I ese I eng I ne s t I I' has ! arge potent I a I for 
further Improvement. Current thinking In advanced engine research Is aimed 
at using more refined Injection techniques (programmed InJection), direct 
InJectlcn (01) open ch8mbar combustion, variable compression ratio, ceramic 
IInln9 of combustion ch8mber wal Is to reduce cooling losses, and th~ p~sslble 
use of ceramic cylinders and pistons, a technology that Is currently being 
pioneered by Cummins. The reduction of cooling losses results In higher 
Internal wall temperatures that tend to reduce the formation of particulates, 
and make the application of turbocompoundlng techniques more effective 
and perhaps economically feasible for cars. 
The use of exhaust heat by means of an organic Rankine engine (bottoming 
cycle) Is being dev~Ioped for use on trucks and large diesel engines. Oecause 
It requires relatively complex mechanical and control systems, bottoming 
does not seem to be an .. econom I ca I I Y feas I b I e approach for I I ght and med I um 
duty vehicles at this time. However, some privately sponsored efforts In 
this direction are being made. 
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SECTION 2 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
2.1 TYPICAL ENGINE DESIGN FEATURES AND OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 
Ooth the Otto and the diesel engine derive useful work from combustion 
under pressure, fo II owed by expans Ion and force act I ng on a piston. The 
fundamental difference betwee~ these two engine concepts lies In the way the 
fuel Is Introduced, and "'ow combustion Is brought about and controlled. 
Otto engines Ingest a mixture of a combustible fuel vapor and air, In 
wh i ch the I atter serves as the ox i d i zer as we I I as a work i ng flu I d. Com-
bustion and heat release are Initi~ted near the end of the compression phase 
with an e I ectr I ca II y i gn I ted fue I charge. Therefore, the Otto eng I ne is 
frequently referred to as the "spark ignition engine" cr, because it Is 
commonly operating on volati Ie petroleum fuel, as the "gasol ine engine." 
After ignition, the combustion process takes its course and cannot be further 
control led. The heat release is usually very rapid and takes place at almoST 
constant volume conditions. 
The d i ese I eng i ne ingests on I y air. Fue lis introduced as an atomi zed 
spray and mixed with the a I r by forced i nJ ect I on ne~r the end of the com-
pression phas(~. Ignition of the combustible mixture Is induced completoly 
by the temperdture rise resulting from the compression of air. Therefore, 
the d i esc I eng i ne is freq ucnt I y referred to as the "compr£,ss ion i gn I t Ion" 
en~l i nee 
Ono .)f the reasons that d I ese I eng i nes ar-9 more fue I af f I c lent thdn 
spilrk- i gn it i on eng i nos is that higher compress i on rat i os can be obta i ned 
without knock I n9. The theoret I ca I fue I eff i c I ency of both the Otto an(j 
the diesel engine improves with Increasin~ compression ratiQ. However, 
woiqht and friction penalties associated with high pressure and structural 
loads, plus cold starting requirements, are the primary factors that determine 
the practical compression ratio of ~ diesel engine. The best efficiency 
for di(~sols is obtained at compress lor ratios on the order ~f 16 to 18. 
1:1 present automotive diesels, the r:ompression ratio required for reliable 
5t~rtinq is about 22 to 1. 
T~e 5tron~est contributor to the diesel's superior partload fuel economy 
is tho absence of an inlot throttle. Instoad of throttl ing the inlot flow, 
dios(~ls are controlled by metering the fuel input per working cycle and 
cy I i ndor ar;cod i nq t"o tho load I ovo I dos ired. 0 i ose Is burn about 1.2 to 4 
times lednor thi1n Otto onqines ~nd gonerally operate at lowor combustion 
temperi1turos. Coolillg losses are reducod and loss exhaust energy is wastod 
in campar i son to the Otto en~J i nee 
H':lW(}Vllr. tho ('0 I at i ve I y I (~an combust" i on of the d i 050 I eng i ne is a I so 
the priMary cause for ono of tho major disavantages: d reducod power output 
pcr unit displ~ccmcnt. Also, tho higher compression ratio of diesel engines 
roqu j ros a stronger and hedv i er structure In o,-der to withstand tho higher 
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Internat strosses. A stronger crankshaft, and In engines with less th .... 
six cylinders. more flywh.el masl Is needed which Impairs the Inertle' response 
of the eng.ne. 
Most of the large commercial diesels built today ere open chember, 
direct 'nJectlon eng'nes (Fig. 2.1-IA), requiring high InJection pressures 
In order to obtain sufficient penetration white simultaneously keeping the 
drop'et s'ze smal'. A varloty of chamber doslgns has emerged over the years 
I n an effort to I mprove combust Ion eff I c I ency and to moderate the I nit I a. 
sudden heat rei esse and pressure r"I se. wh I ch Is the pr I mary cause for the 
dIesel's harsh dynamic behavIor and no'se generation. Nozzle orifice size, 
InJection pressure. fuel I 'ne and associated "waterharr.mer" effects are the 
prImary factors that limit minImum cylinder dIsplacement and max.mum eng'ne 
speed. A I though new and prom I sIng approaches to the open chamber "knock" 
problem are underway. the open chamber direct InJection concept Is currently 
onlv In use on larger engines with shaft speeds below 2500 rpm; and with a 
Mlnl~um cvllnder displacement on the order of t. 
The breakthrough for sma I I er cV; I nder d I sp I acoments and higher shaft 
spoeds was brought about bV Daimler Bel'z about 40 years ago with th. Intro-
ductIon of the divided chamber. As shown In Figure 2.1-1B, In the dIvIded 
chal"tber eng I ne, a part of the compressed a I r Is d I sp I aced from the ma I n 
chamber (0 through the throat (3) Intn the pre-chamber (2). Fuel Is Injected 
onlv Into tho pre"chambor (2) where most of the combustion occurs. The 
pressure rise associated wit, the heat release forces the hot gases through 
-the throat (3) and back into the main chamber where they eKpand to deliver 
useful work to tho piston while further combustion takes place. 
Tho pre-chamber concept has advantages and d I sadvant"tges. It al lows 
the small hlgh-spoed automotlvo dlgsel engine to be pract'ca' at the eKpense 
of eng t no eft I c I ency, w~ II each I ev I n9 reduced structura I we I ght, reduced 
noIse, Inpruvod drlveability and greater convenience. The main advantage 
provldec1 by tho pro-chnmbor Is that combustion and pressure spikes are 
conflnod to a smal I space, with a more favorable surface-to-volume ratio 
than Is feasible In opon chamber engines. As can be seon from FIgures 2.1-2, 
2.1-'5, and 2.1-4, tuel penetratfon distance, Injection p',·essure, heat losses, 
and I ~n I t Ion" de I ay times are therefore great I y reduced. Usua I I V, on I y one 
or two nozz I e or If I cos are req 1.1 I red to p, oduce an acceptab led I str I but I on 
and atomization of tho fuol. The pressure spikes associated wIth the InItial 
heat release are partially absorbod by the more spherIcally shaped structures 
farml".., the pre-chamber boforethey reach the main chamber and the piston. 
Consoq I/ent I y tho pressu"os act I ng on the I argo cy II nder and on the power 
trd J n are reduced, and s trossos and no I se I eve I are cons I derab I y lower than 
those proc1uced by opon chambor enginos. 
A further ste~) toward reducing IgnItion delay and associated pressure 
spikes, IO\llo"'n9 Injection pressures and raising the speed capabl I ltv, was 
obtaIned by off-setting the ttweat axis relative to the prechamber so that 
a swirl Is produced durlng tho compression phase, as shown In Figure 2.1-le. 
The sw I r II ng mot Ion of tho i ncom I ng a' r forces tho res I dUll I gases toward 
the canter of the chamber, and foeds fresh air past tho fuel nozzle In a 
htts~cal IV control fed and predictable manner. This further roduces the naces-
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figure 2.1-1. Typical Diesel Combustion Systems 
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Figure 2.1-2. Comparison of Fuel Injection Pressures (Ref. 1) 
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sary penetration distance and makes It possible to more <"ccurately meter 
and control the fuel Injection rate at high engine speeds. The swirl chamber 
concept was Introduced years ago by Ricardo, and most automotive diesels use 
the swirl chamber. 
As shown In Figure 2.1-5, the advantages of the pre-chamber and swtrl-
chamber aro offset hy Internal pressure losses, between the matn chamber and 
the pre-chamhor due to flow restriction through the connecting throat. These 
losses are caused by the pump I ng of a I r and hot gases from one chamber to 
the other and, as shown in Figure 2.1-6, Increase with engine speed. In 
terms of engine efficiency (Figure 2.1-7), tho high speed, divided chamber 
diesel part load offlcie~~y fal Is hetweon that of the spark-Ignition engine 
and t~e open chamber Did lose I eng I ne, due to losses caused by i nterna I 
pum~lnq hetween chambers. At high engine spoods, tho pumping losses es-
snnt i a II y cance I 'the advantages of the pre-chamber d i ese lover the spark-
Ignition onglno. 
The prohlem of controlling fuel flow in high-speod diosol ~ngines 
hocomos apparent in Figure 2.1-8. Plotted as a function of crank angle are 
tho funl pump displacomen-;' rate (q) and tho resultant system variablos. 
These vi1riablos include nozzle needle lift (8) and orifice size, fuel flow 
rate (10) and droplet penetration (5 and 6), the absolute amount of fuel 
admi n i stered to tho chamher (7), p Ius tho resu I tant pressure in the pro-
chamher 0). Comp.1rinq the fuel flow rate at the pump outlot (9) with tho 
flow rClto actually leaving tho nozzlo (10), tho fi~lure shows thClt a consid-
erahle lag ilnd distortion of the flow-rate profilo oxists, which bocomos 
morn rronoullcod as ong I nl~ spoed i ncroases. In th i s pdrt i cu I dr case, tho 
plH"lfl fends ovnr only i1 10 0 crank anqlo starting shortly bofore the top dead 
cnntor nne), wh\1reds the fuol in,joction ~wriod extonds ovor almost ·~Oo or 
~OO past thl~ TDC. Tho intorllction b(~tweon compononts, liquid inertia and 
funl Iino oxpdnsion and contraction due to prossure are primari Iy rosponsible 
for- th i s. 
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The figure also shows at (5) that approximately 15% of the total fuel 
injected has accumu I ated I n the chamber before se If-I gn it I on will actua II y 
start. This Is due to Ignition delay. It Is also the primary cause for the 
sudden I nit I a I heat re I ease typ I ca I for d I ese I eng I nes wh I ch, I n turn, Is 
the major cause for the knocking noise generated by diesel engines. Figure 
2.1-9 shows that the improvement In air turbulence, mixing and reduced Ignl-
t i on de I ay brought about by the I ntroduc' Ion of pre- and sw I r I chambers (B) 
and (C), has considerably flattened the heat-release profile as compared to 
the 01 engine (A) • 
Although the Internal stresses and friction In diesel engines are rela-
tively high, conservatively designed diesels usually outlast Otto engines of 
the same category by a factor of up to 2. The sturdier construction, closer 
hardware tolerances, and increased accuracy, as well as the late Injection 
of the fuel, are mainly responsible for the prolonged diesel life. The late 
injection of the fuel prevents film wash and 01 I dilution, one of the primary 
contr i butors to eng i ne wear, part i cu I ar I y dur I ng co I d starts. No tune-ups 
are required with diesels because all major operational functions (timing 
and fuel metering schedules), are designed into the system. However, the 
oil must be changed More often because of con tam i nat i on by part i cu I ates 
genercted during diesel combustion. In summary, maintenance and fuel costs 
are generally lower, and time between Major overhauls is considerably longer 
for diesel engines, which offsets the higher initial cost of the diesel' as 
compared to an Otto engine of the same displacement. 
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Gasoline-diesel conversions such as the ones developed by VW and General 
Motors (QM)/Oldsmoblle ar'e compromised designs that share a variety of compo-
nents and tooling with their gasoline counterparts. Although reinforced 
where necessary to cope with higher cylinder pressures, they are not expected 
to last as long as conventionally designed diesel engines. There Is not 
sufficient road experience available at the present time to draw conclusions. 
Volkswagen does not claim that their diesels will outlast their gasoline 
counterparts. Most of the diesel Rabbits on the road have accumulated an aver-
age of ahout 60,000 miles without mBjor complaints. General t~otors/Oldsmoblle 
dlosel conversions have exhibited Initial mechanical problems which have re-
ported I y been j'emed I ed and cannot be cons I dered typ I ca I for gaso II ne-d i ese I 
conversions. 
An inherent problem wi1h all diesel engines is that of cold starting. 
In order to reach the required self-Ignition temperature with cold fuel and 
a cold engine, the compression ratio (approximately 22) bui It into small 
diosel engines is usually higher than desirable from the fuel economy stand-
point alone. A heater element, or a so-called glow-plug, must be provided 
to preheat the entrapped air pr i or to eng i no start. [)epend i ng upon system 
capability and ~mbient t~~perature, 6 to 60 s of heating is normally required 
before the engine can be cranked up for start. More battery capacity is 
usually provided on diesel cars because of preheating and the higher starting 
torque required. 
The d i eso lis better adapted for the apr> I i cat i on of supercharg i ng tech-
niquos than tho qasol ino engine because the diesel does not have a fuel 
knock (pre-i~nition) problem. Supercharged diesels have about tho same power 
per unit displacement and unit woi~ht as comparable gasol ine engine';, but 
much oldd i tiona I des i qn and dove I opment effort is necessary to cope with 
the higher system pressures, and structural and thermal loads. 
To dato, all p()sson~lor-car diosel engines developed are of the four-
stroke type. This does not moan thdt two-stroke engines do not have their 
p I ace in the SMa I I automot i ve d i ese I c?te~lory, as thoy do now among truck 
en~lines. Tho simr>le goometry of two-cycle combustion chambers, lends it-
Sf! If rl'lc'Wo Lworab I y to the i ntroduct i on of coram i c mater i a I s than the head 
canf i ~urat ions of four-cyc I C l)nq i nes. The inherent prob I em 'II i th res i dua I 
gasos in two-cyclt) cn~lines might be used to an advantage as an exhaust gas 
recirculation (EGR) system. 
2.2 VEH I eLF FUF L ECONCl-W ANn rmFcmMANCl 
[) i oso I en~l i nos are usuClI I y offered ,1S an opt ion in d car that wi I I 
accept ni1hor engine with minor changes in the frdmo ,1nJ suspension sys-
tem. Thoroforo, most comparisons dre m<:lde on +;10 basis of diesel/gasoline 
options that have about the samo displacomt~n~- dnd box-volume for a qivon 
int~rtia weight. Diesel on'lino weiqht penal-ries are relatively small in 
relation to tho Vt~hic!e inertia weight, and Ci1n b~ ncqlected where the es-
sential ditf~rencos :1opond primari Iy upon the drive-cycle. An infinite num-
bnr of c1rive-cyclt1 variations aro possible. The oX"-romos ran~l0 from stoady-
st.1to vohicle oporation on il lev(>1 surface with a thormally conditioned 
ongine, to driving in frequent stop-and-go traffic with a cold engine. 
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Figure 2.2-1 compares the road load fuel economy of a 2-1 Otto/diesel 
engine option operating In high gear, showing a fuel economy advantage on 
the order of 100~ or more over the gasoline engine at slow speeds. At hlgh-
speed full-performance driving, the fuel economy advantage over the dlese! 
almost vanishes, because both engines run unthrottled. Flow pressure losses 
across the Inlet valves and pre-chamber pumping losses then become the 
dominant factors contributing to the Internal losses of both engines. As 
shown In Figure 2.2-2 the diesel's Inherent part-load efficiency characteris-
tic, which Is considerably flatter than that of conventional gasoline engines, 
is mainly responsible for the diesel's excellent fuel economy at low vehicle 
speeds. In low-speed operations involving frequent stops and waiting times, 
as In city driving, the diesels low-Idle fuel flow rate Is a strong contri-
butor to veh Ic Ie fuel economy. As can be seen from Figure 2.2-3, the Id Ie 
fue I f low rate of the d I ese I I siess than one th I rd that of a convent I ona I 
uniform charge gasoline engine, and less than one half that of a stratified 
charge gasoline engine. 
The dlesAI 's fuel economy advantages are apparent when comparing Environ-
mental Protection AgfJncy (EPA)-measured fuel economy data for highway t,nd 
urban driving. Tab!e 2.2-1 compares the EPA ratings of diesel/gasoline 
options for 1980 and 1981 model cars. Based on composite valuos, the diesel 
options exhibit a fuei economy gain of 24 to 57%, with a 38~ average gain 
over the gasoline option. The same average fuel economy advantage is obtained, 
as shown In Table 2.2-2, if diesel/gasoline engine options are compared on 
the basis of sales-weighted average Inertia weight. The sales-weighted 
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.N;44 
comparison, however, suffers from the fact that the large cars have been 
roore subject to fuel-economy oriented power reductions during recent years 
th~n the s~1 I cars that are already more fuel-efficient. Compared with the 
gasoline powered economy cars of the s~me weight cl~ss as shown In Table 
2.2-.3, the d I ese I average fue I advMtage over the gaso I I ne powered C":!lr Is 
only on the order of 25S. This number Is the present EPA consensus (Ref. 6) 
regarding dll:tsel fuel economy advantages when compared with the 1980/1981-
model gasoline engine mix currently on the road, Including three-way cat~Iyst 
control led and fuel Injected engines. 
As can be seen from Table 2.2-4, the fuel economy advantages of the 
current-design diesel reduce drastically If compared to spark-Ignition-engine 
powered cars that have the potent I a I to be on the road by the mid 1980s. 
1 mproved ~nd ~dvanced eng I ne systems that w II I compet"3 with the d I ese I by 
then, In large 'lumbers, are three-way-catalyst equipped and electronically 
control lad fuel-Injected engines, cylinder cut-off engines, anti-knock con-
trolled TC gasoline engines, and a general trend In 9a50llne engine design 
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Table 2.2-1. EPA Fuel Economy Comparison by Model Type 
Gasollno and Diesel Veh'lcles 
Compos I te mP9 
Model, 1980a Englne!Transmlsslon (C I ty/H Ighway) Difference, 
Audi 5000 121 CIOIMS Diesel 35 (27/43) 57 
131 CIDIMS Gasoline 21 (17/30) 
Cad I I I lIC 350 CID/A3 Diesel 23 (20/30) 35 
Sev i I I e/E I dorado 368 CID/A3 GasolIne 17 (14/22) 
Chevrolet C10 350 CID/A3 Diesel 23 (20/27) 28 
PIckup 305 CID/A3 Gasoline 18 (15/19) 
IH Scout 198 CID DieselIM4 22 (20/24) 38 
196 CID Gasollne/H4 16 (15/19) 
Mercedes Benz 
300 0 183 CID Dlesel/A4 22 (23/28 ) 39 
280 SE 168 CID Gasollne/A4 18 ( 16/20) 
Oldsrmbl Ie 350 CID Dlesal/A3 26 (22/34 ) 
Cutlass 305 CID Gasollne/A3 19 (17/24) 37 
260 CID Gasoline/A3 21 (19/24) 24 
Oldsrnobi Ie 88 350 CID Dlasel/A3 26 (22/34 ) 
307 CID Gasollne/A3 20 (17/25) 30 
260 CID Gasollne/A3 19 (17/2.3) 37 
Peugeot 504 141 CID Dlosel/A3 29 (28/32) 38 
170 CID Gasollne/A3 21 (19/25) 
Volkswagen 90 CID DieselIM4 41 06/49) 52 
Dasher 97 CID Gasollne!M4 27 (23/35) 
Volkswagen 90 CID Dlesel/M4 45 (40/50) 41 
Rabbit 89 CID Gasol Ine!M4 32 (27/41) 
Volvo Station 145 CID DlesolIM4-00 31 (28/38) 41 
Wagon (1981) 130 C I D Gaso II ne/M4-OO 22 (18/29) 
Averl~ge Model Type Difference: 38S 
aExcept where otherwise noted. 
bMpg difference = Dlesel-Gasollne 
Gasol I ne 
Oata taken from EPA "Test Car Ust," 1980 Second Edition. 
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1 Table 2.2-2. EPA Fuel Economy Comparisons Gasoline 
and Diesel Vehicles, 1980 Model 
----.---------------------------------------------------------------
Salewelghted Average mpga by Inertia Weight Class 
Diesel, mpg 
Gaso II ne, mpgb 
Improvement, % 
2250 
45.4 
31.4 
45 
2500 3000 
41.1 32.6 
27.5 23.9 
49 36 
Saleswolghted Average Improv~mentc = 38% 
Unwe i ghted Average Improve",,', ,t = 40.1% 
ilEPA Composite mpg. 
3500 4000 
26.7 26.4 
20.6 18.5 
30 43 
4500 
24.2 
17.5 
38 
bFrom Table C2 of SAE 1800853, corrected to reflect gasoline vehicle only. 
cRasod on total (gasoline and Diesel) sales fractions within classes 
normalized to total sales in the weight classes listed. 
Data takon from "Passenger Car and Light Truck Fuol Economy Trends Through 
1980," "J.D. Murrell, et al., ~iAE Paper 1800853, June 1980. 
to roturn to higher compression ratios. An Improvement of engine part-load 
fuel efficiency characteristics approaching those of the diesel, as shown 
In Figurn 2.2-4, are responsible for the reduced diesel advan1age over gasoline 
eng I nos. Howevor, the d i eSe I commun I ty I s not rest I ng on I ts I aure I sand 
concertod R&D efforts are underway to ma I nta I n the fue I advantage of the 
dlesol over the ~asollne engine. Major and prospective R&D effort continues 
In t~e direction of electronically controlled open chamber combustion, 
coramic lining of combustion chambers to reduce cooling losses, and turbo-
compound I ng, wh I ch adds up to a tota I I mprovemeTlt potpnt I a I on the order of 
40 % over the current design divided-chamber diesels. This work Is described 
In moro detail In Section 5.0. 
Oecause the di€tsel operatos generally at a higher alr-to-fuel ratio, 
the naturally aspirated dlosel produces approximately 30 to 35% less torque 
thllO (ldSollno onginos of comparable siza. Therefore, diesel cars are usually 
geared lower to compensate for the I ack of acce I erat I on, thus reduc I ng the 
2-1~ 
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Table 2.2-3. Fuel Economy Comparisons for the Best of 
1980 Model G~sollne and Ole~el Cars, 
Highest mpg by Inertl~ Weight Class 
Weight Class 
2250 2500 3000 
---
01 esel, mpg8 47.4 41.1 32.6 
Gaso I I n~, mpga 42.4 35.4 28.1 
Improvement, J 12 16 16 
Average Improvement = 
aEPA Conposlte mp]. 
Oata taken from "Passenger Car 
Through 1980," J .0. Murre I I, et 
an<1 Light 
a I. I SAE 
3500 
31.6 
22.3 
42 
25J 
Truck 
Paper 
4000 4500 
27.3 24.2 
21.7 18.2 
26 33 
fuel Economy 
1800853, June 
Trends 
1980. 
top speed by about 10%. Supercharged diesel cars exhibit driveability 
cnmparab I e to that of natura II y asp i rated gaso I! ne eng I nes of the same d I s-
pl,cement. By the mid 19~Os most diesel passenger cars marketed wll I probebly 
be ~C. Sma 1 I displacement diesels too sma I I to be TC wi I I possibty be super-
charged for acceter~tlon and passing, using mechanical ty jrlven or shock-wave 
(comprex)-type compressors, and R&D work In this direction Is currently In 
progress. 
2.3 B~tSStON 
Oiesal-pow'3red cars rMet 1980 emission standards without the use of 
c<'ltalytlc converters and t>'~l;l!ISt gas recirculation. They have hydrocarbc .. , 
(Ie) and t~Ox emissions com~c~' abte to open loop controlled catalyst-equipped 
spark-ignition powered cars, with carbon monoxide (CO) emissions generally 
lower. However, In addition to the regulated gaseous pollutants, diesel 
engines OMit particulates, smok\l, oxides of sulfur, odor and aldehydes. Of 
particular concern are the relatively large quantities of particulate matter 
and absorbo<1 organ I c compounds om i tted by d i ese I eng I nef" some be I i eyed tQ 
be carcinogenic. 
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Table 2.2-4. The mpg Advantaae of a TC Diesel Engine of Current 
Design Over Contending Current and Ad~anced 
Spark Ignition Engines (Ref. 4) 
Cont~ndlng 
Spark·-I ~n I t I Oil 
Eng I ne Concb~ts 
Conventional low compression 
(8.5:1) engine 
fuel-Injected 
Variahlo dlsolacemcnt 
(r.O/50) cylinder cut-off 
enqlnc 
Ad'J,lncod high 
(12.5:1) 
compression engine 
Variable inlet v~lve 
p~rtl~1 Iy throttled 
on~ine 
Variahlo Inlot valve/ 
variahle eC""1prosslon ratio 
unthrottled onqine 
Diesel 
Advantage 
Over Contender, ~a 
53 
40 
22 
7 
Rt4/I\arks 
1.7 J Aud I 
Modi f lod 
Porsche 924 
Porsche top 
(experimontal 
924 engine) 
Analysis 
Analysis 
"Composite Federal Cycle with 60 hp, 2400 Ib reference car. 
Thn emission standards projected for the future by tho EPA (Table 2.3-1) 
provido for a limlt(!tion of particulate omissions to 0.6 q/mi for the 1981 
!"'Odel, Md (, further reduction of that level to 0.2 g/mi for the 1983 model, 
as woll as " roduction of the UOx standi'lrd from 2 to 1 g/ml In 1981, and to 
1"\.4 q/Mi fr0fT\ 198'. A" discussed In more detail in Section 4.0, compliMce 
with slJeh standards Is an unresolvod problem. Figure 2.3-1 shows that tho 
prohloM i~ compounded by the tact that, for a given Inertia weight, the 
toehn i c(! I lI'ICasures wh I ch roduce NO x and part I cu I ates are not mutua II y com-
patlhlc. In the opinion of most i'lutOMOblle nanufacturers and dlesol experts, 
~ tlOx -:;t;,nd.,rlj ot 1.') q/mi can be met with existing diesel engines by mo.,ns 
ot injl.c:tion and tiMinq reflnamonts without the use of a speci~1 ~Mjsslon 
o)ntro! systt"I. rompliMce wit~ ~ ~IOx st~nd~rd of 1.0 g/mi or less will 
rHqll i rC' subst.,nt i '" I aMOunts of E(",R, wi +h attendant i ncrcase in H2 <HId pdrt icu-
I;,t(> l)Missit)n, plus (jcqrddation ot fuel economy and dur('lbll ity, ~s well as 
incnM<;od cost. The qenorl!ll concensus Is that 80.4 g/Mi NO x standord will 
not be att~lnablc at 01 I with current prodlctoble technology. 
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T~~r", 2.3-1. S~~r",-· a~~ °r0~e=6",~ ~·an~ar~s f0r Gase~~5 a~1 Particulate Emissions (Ref. 7) 
,. I k, ... a~ Ie P0 I I iJtants, ghd 
'''0~t:J! f-r: rv tiS )( Particulates v-' 
Year , , 
..--
S·~,er Ct",er Other Other 
Sa r. STates Sa r • States Cal. States Cal. States 
1'179 (;.4 1.5~ 9.0 15.0 1.5 2.G 
19B5 0.39 C.41c II 7.0 1.0 
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" " 
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\~o I ghts Ran~l 1:19 from 2250 I b to 4500 I b 
To c1<lte, only the 1.5-1 four-cylinder VW Rabbit diesel, the smallest of 
a", can rTIt~ot tho 11)81 partlcul<3te standard of 0.6 ~l/ml and 1.0 g/mi NOx by 
a nilrrow marq In. The others, wh ich an) IlJrgor, w I I I have prob I ems moot i ng 
tho ErA proposed schedule <Table 2.3-1) for NOx and partlculato emissions. 
Genflr(ll (·1otors, tho prouucor of the I ar9E)st d I ese I cars marketed I n the 
Un I tod St<ltos .i') I ned hy ~1orced('>s nen::: (MO), Peugeot, and VW, asked the EPA 
In 197<) to qrant ,,4-yr walvor from tho 190I, 1.0 g/ml NOx standard to a 
1.') qlml lovel, ,]nu reprieve from tho O.t) 9/ml standard for particulates 
starting In 19B1. Undol- tho 11)77 Clo(!n Air Act, sUCtl a waiver Is available 
If tha iluto maker- Cdn conv I nce tho EPA that d Wd I vor: 
(1) Is necossary to permit tho uso of diesel engine technology. 
(2) Ooas not endanger publ Ie health. 
(3) WI I I result In slqniticilnt fuel saving. 
(4) Th<lt tho tHchnology used has potontlal tor long-term air quality 
bOIlt1f its. 
In rosp()nso to <In lwtl)nS I vo study conducted by GM Wof. 8) ;'lnd othor 
simi lar stud los thdt 5lJhst"ntl.Jtt.~ thl) <1bovo rOQulromonts <lnu the nood for 
"Oro dovnlopnoni- time, tho EPA hDS dolayed the Imposition of tho O.6-~1/ml 
st.lndl1rd f,H' par·t i eu I "tt~S lint I I 1 QB2. It h<,s ,1 I so ~rantod a 2-yr wa I vor 
(Insto(ld of 4) from tho 1.0-q/ml NOx standard to <l lovol of 1.5 ~/ml. Tho 
C('II I fnrn i a Air I~OSl)UrCO nO.1rd (CAf~O) h,'5 l1pprovod of th is wa I vor tor Cdrs 
M<'Irkotod in Call fl)rnil1 provided the manufacturer warrantlos tho proper func-
tionin~J of tho omission contl'ol dnd assoclatod fuol systoms for 100,000 mi. 
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for W, which ml~ots the 1.0-g/ml NOx stMd~rd by ., narrow margin with 
till' 1."-:i R~bblt dll1sol, tho 1.0-g/ml NOx standard W.JS was rolaxod only to 1.~-~/ml for tho Rabbit, to 1.4 g/ml for the Dasher, and to 1.5 g/ml tor tho 
f I vo- ... ~v II ndor Aud I d I OSO I car. A I I others, rog~rd I aSS ot s I zo, have to ~dhoro to tho 1.5-~/ml NO
x 
standard during the waiver period. The curront 
\11,11 VOl' s i tu,.,t I on m~y hocomo statutory unt II nO\ll ways to 5 I mul taneous I Y roduco 
NO", ~nd p<.lrtlculato omissions Cdn bo found. 
2.4 FUEL AVAILAE3IL1TY AND COST 
[)losl.1 fUl,1 Is prt'Sllntly aval1<lblo from moro th<ln 10,000 stdtlons thr()l1~lhollt tho lInih",d St"tos ~Iong tho m.:ljor highways and In metropolitan 
,"'ll,1';. t.1os t of thosl~ <.lrt' truck stops, as on I y about 5% of tho g,'so I I no ~;tWVICl' st~th)ns cdrry dlt_lsol fuol. Accordln~l to tho numbor shown In Tablt1 ~~.4-1, tho prlct' ,'f dlt'Sl,1 fllol h~s rison durlnq rocont YOdrs along with 
that of ~~5011no with an avor~qo dlfforonco romalnlng ilt 13%. 
Indlc"tll,ns ,1I"l'l th,1t tho prl(;o of dit1so1 funl I~: possibly ~loln~l tl) rlso 
bt'V,'lhl thc1t (,f q"sl)lllh_-' In th('l futur-t). Thl) qonlw,..,1 Incro,lso In fuel pr-Icos 
";lI'ly In ,')N w"s till' n\~;l1lt of J world-wllh, shl'rt<l~ll) of crudo oil brought 
"hnut by thl' l)I'EC "t'mh,'r~l''\. II S I nel' thon thl) pr 1 co (1f d 1050 I fuo I hclS r I son 
., t" L,'; tt'r r' ,\ h' tl",n t'1,..,t \)f ~" so! i nl1 hOC;'ll S~ ('If tht' U. S. d I ~)SO I f loot ql,,\\~th dUl'inq tll,lt pllri~'d of timl". Tho trlJckin~l industry h~s mJdo rt"lcont 
dt'rhli,ds tn" SI\(',~i,'1 ,lit'~;nl ftl,'1 "III'lCltif'n ;"Hl prier' ,~ontrol_ If t1H'50 dl'-
Pl,Hlds ,H'" 1'11,t. th,' ,'xlstinq shor't,'tlll in tho privat" sHctor will on a~l~lr<1V"tod, 
,'Ihl tilt' 1'111'11' PI'it'l' of dll)Sul funl bolnq sold to prlvato consumors will be 
~;tn)n~ll y i I·'p,h.:tod-
111 ,ldditi,)11 t,) tlh' n~I"til)n:-;hips botwoon :;uprly ~'nl1 ,1t_1I"~lIH1, tlw pri,'t' 
"f di"'-,l'I hJt,1 will .ll~;,' bt' dlct;1tl>,1 t,y tht' pr-"du,:tlon C()st "t thl' ,-uflnory-'\"('I'I'\~ i,,'1 to,) :;tlld i l'~; l""ductl'd by .1\"1(..1CO Clnd Mobil l1 i I Co. u~ot. q), t',)f i nllf'Y ,.",;t~; ,H'" rww l'I'il'1,1I'i Iy fr'o"1 ",~:;r'll illt~ P"Odlll~tll)n but will !-;"I tt 111l)rl' t,) di,'~;t>1 pr,)ductil)n. f"1',"" ,1 :;pucific v~,ltJl' "f q,lS,)I int' tIl llisti I ",tl' r',ltil.' 
"n.l 1'1.'1 ,'1W, dil.l~;t'l p,'"dlJl.,tll)11 i~; 111,,)l't' 1"Pl1!1sivl' hO"::,IlJSI' it "l'quir'us inl)rO l,nt,r'qy 
t,'r 11t";ulhwi:"ti()11 .1".1 hydr't1cr',ll'kinq. FI:l lJrI' ~.4-' :;hl)W~;. h)r l",,,',pl,'I. 
tht' ,'h,1I1\l
l
' il) 11,1';1)1 i:ll' to disti 11"to (l:/D) rdt 1l) rnquir'l~d for' ,1 ~;hift fr'"", 
'1,1';" I In" h) "i 1~~;I.' I f lit' I, ,1~;:;UI11IILl th"t tho pt,,'..::t>nt ,'qt' of "I I ,1 i~; til I"t,'s 
r',"'''lin:; tJ!1ch,lIh1l,d. I\~; i,hllc"hhl by tht' d"td p()int "t al;/l'--' O.-l, tho fr'.lt'tll)n 
,'If di,l';I'1 fLh,1 th,1t ,'"n \'I" "hi-IITH,d "t ., qiVl'" c;lll I",tl~' h ItlS~; If till) I't",,~t'ld,i~ll' ~,t "th,w di~;tll I,ltt~S .;uch ,'~; jt,t fLh,1 ,,,'t' ,,1St' ilhTO~ISOJ Ii) tIlt) 
hltll!"'. ""finl)!'il"; ~'I't)f'"tlnq "t " typic.,1 'l,,~;,)1 int,-tu-,listi 11 • ..,tt, ,'"til) of 
1 • 1 ,'.111 I Ih'I'I',l~;,' 1'11,1 iI' "lItPl;t .,f d 1l1~;t' I f tltl i bv 1l1% with rn i Ill)!' ch"nql's i f1 
""i .. ,tinq ';\,'d,',"~;' !~nV"l1d th,lt, tn".i')" ~;y~;tl'I" ,'h,Hh]t':; .1r'l' !'l'quir'l,d. "r",,:-;ill1l1I1 
';l1ift t.) <1il,~;,'1 hl,'1 ,~n tht' lwdt'" "t ,H){ i'; ,;"id to b0 fl),,~;lblu In.l rotll1lw)' 
which j,; nptil.,I:nd $~)f' dit'~;lll fLll,l pr,)ductil)n. 
111 ,lI1Y l-"~;'" ,;tJb~; t "nt 1., I i nV(lS t-rnl'nt i:; r-,'qu I "t'd. ,"1d "'LJ~; t bll l't'l:UVtH'O'.1. 
'-,'r' 1'",1"'1'1.,. Fiqllr.' ~'.4-~' SI'lI'W'; ttlt' l'lt f"ct "t n>f inl1ry ,~h"n<lo In tho dirlh~­
t i .,n e,f rnl'ro 11 i ,";t' I t lit' I. Ill)r'm,", I i.~l'd tn tho P'- I Cl' ,)t d i l~Sl' I flit"' I (llXC I ud I n~l 
t.lX(l';) h-,r' " r'"tint"'v Opt'r",tir'lll "t " Ilnrm" I ~1,,~;,)llno-todi5till.ltl' rdti,.1 of 
1.7 •. f\" ,~"n btl ~;tH'nt I'rlcln~l pol Icy h..lS d stron~, Intluonco. In C..l!>O A, 
-
eM tt reZ"' recr:' ., t "", 
-.""' ...... ..,...,l',"'" .. 9i"l.'l( 'III.;!IIIIII' .. tl"" ... Q ......... ,....,..."""""'~-\r ~"""-:"""'''''_'7~ __ ...... _,..''"''; ___ .. ..-~i ..~.~~.--..--...-~-..,....~ __ -'''''''''. 
Table 2.4-1. Fuel Price Comparisons of Unleaded Gasoline and Diesel 
Fuel #2 (Cents Per Gallon Retail with Tax) 
Unleaded Regular 
Gasoll nea Diesel Fuel nb D I fferencec 
1976 61.4 52.7 8.7 or 
1977 65.0 57.3 7.7 or 
1978 67.0 58.2 8.8 or 
1979 90.3 81.4 8.9 or 
1980 126.9 109.2 17.7 or 
Average Difference 13% 
ar.1 I x of "Fu I I Serve" and "Se I f Serve" from Reference 1 1 • 
bn"sod on "d,justed (see text) retail price (ex tax) from 
Reference 10, plus a constant 15 per gal Ion for state and 
Feder" I taxes. 
C% Difference = Gasoline-Diesel 
Gasol I ne 
14% 
12% 
13% 
10% 
14% 
(Figure 2.4-2A), the price of gasoline is artificially kept constant and 
the dlAsel price Is adjusted as necessary to maintain refinery revenue. In 
case R, the d I ese I pr i ce rises In proport I on to I ncrementa I cost, and the 
gasollno price Is adjusted as nec(~ssary to maintain refinery revenue. If 
gascd I ne pr I ces are a II owed to drop accord I ng to that fuel's fa I r share of 
the production cost, then diesel prices will be forced up even more than 
shown In Figure 2.4-2B. This would severely dampen consumer Interest In 
diesel cars. 
If It Is important from the overal I energy standpoint, a certain regu-
lation of tho fuel prlcos would be necessary to keep the consumer Interest 
In dle501 cars alive. In France (Ref. 11), for oxample, the price of diesal 
fue I and goso II ne is current I y rcqu I ated by t axat I on so that the d i ese I 
fue I pr i co rema I ns about 1/3 be I OJ! that of gaso I I nee Th Is h()s drast i ca I I y 
Increased tho usn of diesel cars by a factor of four during the last 5 
years. With further diesellzatlon, this differential In price is expected 
to docroaso and to lovel off at 10 to 15%. 
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0.9 
FIgur02.4-1. [ffoct of rlo~t Chango fr~~ Gasol ino to 
nlos~1 FU01 on Oistl I I ate-te-Gdse I ina 
Hiltio met. 10) 
0.7 
I\nl)tl1or bl~t,)r \.~k\SI'ly rol'-1tod to tuel cost is th.)t of fuol qU.3llty. 
C~\mr 1,1 I nts havo ht)on \'0 I cod rocont I yin pross reports (I{of. 13) about tho 
Llr~lt~ ,)MOunts l)f Wl1tor found In dit~sel fuol dellvof"lld ilt retail pumps. In 
,1n I sol ,1tt'd but n"trl~I1l(~ C,lS0, 24-qa I of w;'ltt.!r wore found I n a 27-9a I tdnk. 
Til i s i~, not ,1 n'pr~::;l'nt.1t I vo Cd SO but the go nora I s I tUdt Ion sooms cr i t i Cd I 
('l1otJqh t,) W,)n",1nt f urtl1(!r i n\'l~st I ~ldt I on dnd COI'rlKt I vo <lct Ion. Curront 
o I,br"\.)h I II' P,) sSlm~ll"" 1~,W f uo I sy 5 tt'lns ,1'"0 dos I ~lnt)d to hllnd lou P to 10% watl1". 
It tlw f i I tor" Is not offt'ctivo, sm<lll dmounts pdssing throu~lh tho fuol pump 
,HId noz!lns CiHl "llsult in foul in~l, which wi II rosult in costly r\~p.3l; bi lis. 
1111' oi I Ct)mI1,lnil)S cl"im thdt dil1so1 tuol with low w,lh'r contol1t C,ln b,) 
dl'l iVt""I'd to Johb\'r"'~ ,)nd rlltdi I\.,rs, but thdT Wdtl"" is t.Jkon on during t,',lI)Sfl"" 
h,'tW('tm ~;tl)/',l~W "wi I itil1S. nt)C(HJ~,O it i~; hl)<:lvi0" tl1"n dioslll hJl)l, til,) 
W,)t"I" ~;I~ttl.'~~ to tht' b,1tt,)rn pf ttw '~ttwd~lt' t.Jnks, ~nd when '~upp I i ('~> h"Cl>f')I) 
'~C,H"".', d I ';tr i 'lIlt,)!"" pump d,'O~W" into tho t,Hlks th,Hl tlwy nor'm~ II y lin. 
Arh)thlw ~w()hl(\m i~~ th,lt r'1.11lY st,ltions .Wl' switchinq fr'urn low domi1nd fu.\ls 
'~lI,'h ;h ~wl'rnllJln :l,l~; to dll~~;.'1 flll'l, .1nd dn not propl)rly flush :;tlH"i1~Jl' tdnks 
h.,f l ),'" 11';('. TIll' w,,' of old, lo,'kinq tdnks th<lt ,illow q'"ound w.3tor to soop 
in is dlsn il problom. 
1 hI' th~'t'I' m,1,jlw IlIrnp.l,," t1 i 1'~('1 Cdr producor~;, MB, PlHJ:lt',)t, and V~J, 
,H"" ~;,lid to d"wnpl"y thl' W<lt\~," contt'nt prot'll.,,,, hl~C,WSt1 it mi~lht disCOlJr"~ltl 
pr'(),,~)(\.~t i VI' hlly.'r",. .A.c,'(),"d i nq to l~M, prl.lsl>nt d i ese I enq i no .,ystorn~; .1'"0 
d,'~;iqn,~d t() "')1'0 with :1 wdtn," 1~(1nt.'nt in th,) fuol l)f up to 10%. Uoy,)nd 
l'h,lt, ,'''rT\'(~tiv., .)11<1 pr,\\',)ntiv,\ mO,I';IWl\~' I'1lJ~;t bo t,1kl)n, from tho 1':1."in stll'"d~ln 
Lh~i I i ty tl) tht) ,'nqirw no!!. I.'. Th., cost to .Jcc,)mpllsh this t.lsk must h' 
P,l~;';.'d ()Il t,) tIlt' d i ,~s,'1 cu"tnlll,l,". At tho pr"esont t iml.l, GM rocornmollds 
hllvilll] dil'~;\.)1 fIJI~1 dt t'"IIC:'" ~tl)PS, r"ther than in ndsol int> statlnns. Tnh:k 
';~op~; h,1\'.) ,l fdst turnovo,", <Jnd t'"UCklWS do not tolorato wi.ltor in t'loir 
tIJI!!. 
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FI~ure 2.4-2. Effect of Gasollne-to-Distil late Ratio on 
Gasoline and Diesel Fuel Pr:clng (Ref. 12) 
Option A: Gasoline Price Constant, Diesel Price 
Adjusted to Maintain Refinery Revenue 
Option 0: Dlesol Price Rises In Proportion 10 
Incremental Cost. Gasolin3 Price 
Adjusted to Maintain Refinery Revenue 
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Since mld-1980 (Ref. 14) GM-dlesel owners can have a water detection 
device instal led in their vehicles. It is essentially an In-tank fuel 
strainer/water separator combined with a fuel-guage type float that flashes 
a lamp whenever more than 4-gal of water have collected In the tank. General 
Motors advises that you hurry to the nearest service station and syphon the 
water from the tank, using "convenient means" when this occurs. 
2.5 GENERAL ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
The reasons that a pr I vate consumer dec i des to buy a d I aSe I-powered 
car are many and change with t I me. Unt I I 1974 (Tab I e 2.5-1), super i or fue I 
econOMy, low maintenance and durabil ity were the primary motivating factors. 
The concern of a possible gasoline shortage was a relatively smal I contributor. 
Today, in contrast to the ratings shown in Table 2.5-1, the primary 
motives for buying a diesel car are: (1) freedom from concern over the gaso-
line shortage and the ever-increasing price of gasoline, and (2) maintain-
ing ownership of a large and convenient luxury car by switching to a larger 
diesel-powered vehicle, which also has acceptable economy of operation. 
Group (1) primarily represents the buyer-s of small diesel-powered cars such 
as the VW Rabbit and Peugeot, and group (2) represents the buyers of mid-to-
larCje size diesel-powered cars, such as the Mercedes 300D, the Oldsmobile 
r.lJt I ass and the CC'ld i I lac E I dorado. A I so, many of the new buyers are d i ese I 
buffs, or are merely intrigued by new and innovative engines and cars. Be-
cause of the interest of buyers other than the very economy-m i nded, the 
total nUMber of diesel cars sold in the United States ,ad tripled during the 
i977-1978 tir:m period and doubled during the 1978-1979 period. Optimistic 
prod i ct ions are that by 1985, 25% of a II new cars marketed in the Un i ted 
States would be diesel-powered to meet expected customer demands (Ref. 10). 
The current market share of passenger car diesels sold in the United States 
is on the order of 3-1/2%. 
The seem i nq I y br i ght future of the d i ese I car is overshadowed by a 
number of very uncertain economic factors other than consumer demand. These 
f actor-s wi I I d i ct ate the future d i (~se I market trend, and wi I I pass i b I Y i n-
hi bit the use of pr i vate I y-owned d i ese I cars in the Un i ted States and in 
other free world countries. Of primary concern are the cost and energy 
<lspects assoc i ated with d sw itch frOM gaso line to diesel fue I, and the 
controvHrsial nature and technical feasibility of future emission standards 
for NO x and particulates. 
According to analysis CHef. <), :"akinCl the higher mpg capabi I ity of 
d i ese I s and the higher energy content of d i ese I fue I into account, the tot a I 
energy savings associated with the use of a diesel-powered vehicle is on the 
order of 11%. Additional savings will be realized at the refinery when 
switchinq fn." Cjdsoline to more diesel fuel. For example, by reducing the 
~1dsol inc-to-,:isti Ilate ratio frOM the existing 1.7 to 0.9, 10% less energy 
would he lJsod in t~e refinery relative to the energy contained in the addi-
tional di(~si:1 fuel prodl~ced. Adding this 10% to the above indicated 11% 
would brinq the total en<)r~lY savings to about 20%. "nationwide change from 
a gasol ine!1istil late ~atio of 1.7 to 0.9 would provide enough diesel 
f ue I to conver-t 20 to 30% of tho ga so line fleet to d i ese I, depend i n~ upon 
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Table 2.5-1. How 8nd Why Owners Decided to Purchase 
a Diesel-Powered C8r 
Overa I I Economy 
Fuel Economy 
Low Maintenance 
Availability nf Fuel During 
Gasoline Shor .agea 
Durability of Diesel Engine 
Prior Ownership of Diesel 
Automobile 
Engineering/Engine Design 
Prior Experience with Non-
Automotive Diesel Engine 
Clean Emissions 
Reliability of Diesel 
Recom~nded by Friend/Relative 
Energy Cr i s i sa 
Pollution-Control Oevlce5 Required 
or Gasoline Engines 
Lower Cost of Diesel Fuel 
Wanted to Try It/Experiment 
Suits My Needs 
AI I Other Reasons 
Mercedes 
2400 3000 
34~ 
20 
12 
7 
17 
8 
3 
6 
4 
7 
7 
7 
3 
3 
3 
31 
30% 
25 
16 
14 
10 
8 
7 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
9 
Peugeot 
34% 
30 
19 
7 
7 
4 
3 
7 
8 
5 
4 
6 
7 
8 
3 
3 
24 
aHow a !'"espondent would distinguish between these two questions was not 
exp I a i ned. 
Sources: J.D. Power & Associates, 1974, 1975. 
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the amount of distillate converted to jet fuel. For a conversion level 
be I ow a rat I 0 of 0.9, energy sav I ngs wou I d drop sharp I y because hydrogen 
cracking would become nocessary to produce more diesel fuel. 
Although the net savIngs of automotive petroleum energy that would 
resu I t from a 20 to ~O% conyers I on of the gaso II ne fleet to d I ese I I s on I y 
on the order of 4 to 6%, such a conversion would stili be of Interest from a 
national energy standpoint. It is Questionable, however, whether consumer 
I nterest In d I ese I cars wou I d keep up with the trend of fue I pr I ces. The 
price trend shown In Figure 2.4-28 would definitely be a deterrent to 
buy I ng a d I ese I car. Fue I pr Ices wou I d have to be regu I ated as shown in 
Figure 2.4-2A (or similarly) to favorably balance the demand for gasoline 
and diesel cars from the total energy standpoint. 
A study conducted by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
in 1977 (Ref. 10) arrived at essentially the same conclusion. But it was 
postu I ated that d i ese I ponetrat i on for the major auto producers w II I be 
ahout 5% in 19R1, dnd will grow at a rate of 5% per year, reaching 25% by 
1985. flssuming a 10-yr lifetime for diesel cars, this would constitute 
7.,% of the total fleet by 1985, which is well within the I imits that could 
bo supported by exis"tinq refineries without major system changes. 
In addition to energy considerations, tho emission Issue will be the 
primiwy LK~or in determining the fate of tho diesel car. The maximum size 
of tho diosel fleet will I ikoly be determined by the emission levels that 
Cdn he tolerdted nation-wide, or perhaps in a given area. The latter would 
mean t hdt thn ~lrowth of the d i ese I f loet wou I d be lim i ted more In high dens i ty 
traffic arOdS than in the open country. In metropolitan areas, a curtailin~J 
of ttw pr i vdte d i ese I fleet in favor of tax i cabs and other comf'l'lerc I a I light 
duty vohicles is quite possible. Diesel cars may be completely banned in 
C<lliforni<l because of tho oxtremely stringent emission standdrds and acceler-
atf~1 t imo-schl~du los, wh i ch exceed thoso proposed by the EPA for the other 49 
states (Tdble 2.3-1). 
An oconomic f<lctor whi,:h strongly affects consumer choice is the higher 
prico (~f tho diosel car. A~ roontioned narlier, diesels are moro oxponsive 
thiln qi'l';O I i nt' onq i nt'S because they work under rrore demand i ng cond i t lons 
(hiqh opor<ltinq prt'~;surl's) rOQuirin~l closer tolerdnces. En]ine structural 
wniqhts .1ro incrodso,1 to COp.1 «ith higher stressc>s and larger amounts of 
tTl('ti)I~; <lro usod to prOdlJCt1 an on~line. Dlosel injection syst(.ms are hi~lh­
pr.'ci',ion m"chanic,ll devices th"t .lre more c05tly to make than carburetion 
<Jnd sp,lrk iqnition sysh~ms. Diesel engines are mado in smaller numbers, 
dnd hr.lCkots dnd frame chiJn90S aro usually required to install the diesel 
optiort. 
At the' pr'l'~;,'nt time, tho bdSO pric(> of il diosel option is about 10 
pnrCI'nt ahov(> the V' i Cl' of the bdSO !laso I i no en:! I ne-powored car. Accord j n~l 
to thn ,~''lI11rron rl) 1.1t i cns hip bt~twoen product i (In cos t and va I ume, the pr i ce of 
tho d i t~~;(' I opt i l'n ShOll I d co .. ,.,o down with i ncreas i nq penetrat i on and groater 
producti,)11 volwoo, althouqh this is very uncertain because the actual conSUMer 
pr i cn 11f .1 i t~se I Cilrs i 5 ~rt'at I y af fected by supp I y 3nd deMdnd at the reta i I 
Ilwol. \"ith diosel Ci.Jrs currently bein~l in short supply, it is almost impos-
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sihln to buy i1 tlie501 from a retal Ie," at the producer's suggested retail 
price. Pealnrs take "dvdnt.lqo of this situation by loading diesel cars 
with" vuloty of costly options and dealer-Installed accessories, many of 
which dre not at illl dttractive to the economy-minded buyer. 
Conslderinq the iotal picture, the economic future of the privately 
owned diosol car Is hiqhly sonsltive to a variety of factors, many of which 
ilrn not pn~lict<lblo. This makes a long term market analysis less meaningful 
at this timn. Those factors that are known optimistically suggost significant 
qrowth of the diosel markot in the U.S. by 1985. Those known factors are in 
ossenco: 
(1) Improved fuel economy. 
(7.) The nend to moet legislated Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE> 
~lU i de I i nos. 
0) Ttlt' desire to continue with the production of tami Iy size cars. 
(4) Ttl(' C()sts dnd problems ,'lssoci,'ltod with meeting future fuel ecunomy 
,\nd em iss i on r"oqu I rnments with ~laso I I ne en9 I nes. 
«) Ttl(' i nerO,l';':- In mil os dr I von per barre I of crude 0 i I thdt Cdn he 
,1(~h i eyed with I ncrlMsod d I OSl~ I penetrat Ion. 
«) TlH' potential of mt.~etln~l future strinqent omission stdnddrds 
without tht' llsn of criticill ruteri<1ls, which are now needed 
for" tho ciltdlytic contrail In~J of exhaust emissions. 
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SECTION 3 
DEVELOPMENT STATUS AND BACKGROUND 
3.1 BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 
Diesel engines for light and medium duty vehicles are currently pro-
duced by Mercedes Benz, Peugeot, Perkins, Deutz, Opel, Flat and Volkswagen 
In Europe; by Nlssan, Toyo Kogyo, and Isuzu In Japan; and by General Motors/ 
Oldsmobile In tho United States. Up to this point In time (1981), only Mer-
cedes Renz, Peugeot, Vo I kswagen, and Genera I Motors offer d I ese I opt Ions 
with 5e I ected II nes of cllrs I n the Un i ted States. Renau It, F I at, BMW, and 
Volvo wi II also offer diesel options In Europe and In the U.S. In the near 
future. Ford, Arnerlclln Motors, lind Generlll Motors are plllnning to Install 
diesels mllde in Japan by Toyo Kogyo lind Isuzu Into selected lines of sub-
compact cars to reserve a p I ace I n the sma I I d I ese I market for the 1900s. 
Japanese car producers such as Datsun and Toyota wi I I have diesel options 
for solocted lines of passenger cars and mini-trucks starting with the 1981 
model. 
Bocause the d I esc I scenar 10 I s very comp I ex and Changes rap I d I y, the 
fol lowing discussion wi I I concentrate on the current and wei I ~nown production 
lines of se I ected producers, wh I ch are cons I dered mos t representat I ve of 
the current state-of-the-art in their specific category, and are of primary 
interest for the U.S. diesel market. Listed In order of r'llarket penetration, 
these are Mercedes Benz, Peugeot, Volkswagen, Oldsmobile, and BlIvlIrlan 
r.1otorworks/Steyr. Th i s group Is representat I ve of two ert i re I y d if ferent 
schoo I s of th ink i ng in regard to eng i ne deve I opment: (1) eng i nes that are 
designed from scratch to be nothing but a diesel (Mercedes Benz, Peugeot), 
and (2) diesel conversions that are based upon the extensive utilization of 
existing gasoline engine tachnology, production tooling, and engine components 
(Volkwagen, Oldsmobile). This group also comprises three of the most distinc-
t i ve des I gn features found In d i ese I eng i nes - the pre-chambor (Mercedes 
Renz), the swirl chamber (Peugeot, Volkwagen, Oldsmobile), and the direct 
injection open chamber (BMW). 
The case hi stor i es of Mercedes Benz and Vo I kswagen are descr i bed in 
more data; I than was or I gina I I Y Intended with i n the scope of th i s report. 
However, th I s was necessary to understand the techn i ca I d iff I cu It i es, th·~ 
effort, and the time frames associated with the development of automotive 
diesel engines. 
~.2 ME~CEDES £lENl 
The first diosel passenger car (the 260 D) was introduced by Mercedes 
flenz (MA) in 1936. Since then, the I ine of diesel cars developed by MB has 
underqone a number of fund~mental d~sign Changes. AI I MB engine models have 
one Important desiqn feature in common - the pre-chamber which has undergone 
a varioty of changes and modifications without abandoning the original design 
concept. 
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Despite the success of the Ricardo swirl chamber which has been adopted 
by most other automotive diesel developers, Me has consistently adhered to 
the pre-chamber concept (Figure 2.1-18) which It regards as the best com-
promise from the standpoint of operational smoothness, noise and turbocharg-
Ing. Mercedes Benz claims that over a wide part of the operating range, the 
prechamber system makes possible an almost Ideally constant combustion pres-
sure, which Is of primary Import~nce with regard to noise abatement. With 
turbocharged eng I nes I n part I cu I ar, mechan I ca I loads and stresses on v I to I 
engine components are reduced. The MB pre-chamber exhibits lowest HC emis-
sions, and NOx emissions are marginally higher, when compared to a swirl 
chamber, (Figure 2.1-IC) under Identical vehicle conditions and Identical 
engine design. The slight advantages of tile swirl chamber are not considered 
sufficient by MB to be of decisive Importance In complying with future r«lx 
emission standards. 
Table 3.2-1 shows the change of engine displacement, speed and per-
formance over the years, which resulted from a zealous effort to Improve 
diesel driveability and consumer acceptance. Since the Introduction of the 
prechaMber with the 260 0 and 170 0 mode I s, the first ~jor step to a 
modernized diesel was the change frO"' conventional pushrod overhead valve 
design to an overhead camshaft as In the 190 0 model (OM 621 engine) In 
1953. The OM 621 engine then became the baseline for Ma's diesel production 
program, and In Its last stage Is represented by the OM 616, a 2.4-J engine 
hav I ng It bore of 91 mm. The gradua I I ncrease of eng I ne d i sp lacement trom 
the 1.8-J 1800 through t~e 2.4-J 2600 was accomplished without major changes 
In basic engine design. Of prime importance was a proprietary cooling slot 
arrangement between adjacent cylinders, which allows for an extremely narrow 
spacing of the cylinders. With the OM 616/2400, the performance capability 
a I the MB four-cy I i nder I I ne of eng I nes had reached its lim j ts of speed and 
displac8m{Jnt. 
As dlscussod In Section 2.5, the sudden upswing In diesel sales because 
of the 1973 011 crisis and demands for more power and better drlveabll Ity 
c..,lIed for a further increase In engine displacement. Instead of going to 
a new s I x-cy II nder des I gn, MB added one more cy II nder of the same bore and 
stroke to the OM 616 engine (Table 3.2-2). This represented the best com-
promIse In turms of weight, sIze, Investments and production cost, as compared 
to designIng a new six-cylinder engine. The OM 617 was the fIrst five-cylinder 
eng I no ~\ler j nsta II ed I n a passenger Cdr and was 1 nit I a II y greeted w j th 
skepticisM, although a five-cylInder In-line design has long been I~ use In 
stationary, ma"lne, and truck engines. Careful engine balancing, a soft and 
c~reful Iy dampened engine suspension, and the Installation of a torsion 
daMper Or'! the front end of the crankshdft have resulted In a vibrational 
characteristics similar to a six-cylinder engine. The engine was marketed 
fo~ the first time In 1974 In the 300 0 models, together with OM 615 and 616 
four-cylinder engines ~hich wera t~en produced to power the 2000, 2200, and 
2400 Iinos. 
In sp I te of the many ullcerta I nt les regard I ng t"e future of d I esa I 
cars, '·1ercedes Benz decided In 1976 to develop a more powerful turbo-
chargeli varslon of the OM 617 engine (designated ~ 617 "A") for Instal-
latlo, Into their Ictrgar 300 SO line of cars. Pilot production of the 
onglno was 5tarted In 1977, and pro
'
1uction for the U.S. bogan early In 1978 • 
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T~~lA 3.2-1. Hi5toric~1 SurvAY of '~ercAdAS Benz Diesel Cars (Ref. 15) 
Max. Ou1"pu1" 
a1" Speed, Torque Number Dry Engine 
Production DisolacAr'lCnt, Stroke, Bore, (0 in) a1" Speed, t..f Welgh1", 
iYOA Englnl) Year 'Cf~ r.T1 fTl"1 kW rpM Nm rpm Cy Ii nders kg 
2f,rx; C!~ 138 1':>36 2545 100 90 33 3300 4 
1700 ~1):3G 1949 1697 100 73.5 28 3200 96 2000 4 
1BOO O',~ 636 1953 1767 100 75 31 3500 101 2000 4 
1900 ry~ 62 I 1958 1097 83.6 85 37 4000 108 2200 4 I, 
2000 OM 621 1965 1988 83.6 87 40 4200 113 2400 4 
v- 2000 a.., 6 15 1967 1988 83.6 87 40 4200 113 2400 4 
I 
v-
2200 OM 6'5 1967 2197 92.4 87 44 4200 126 2400 4 i j 
2400 C'M 6'6 1973 2404 92.4 91 48 4200 137 2400 4 :1 
:1 
I' 
3000 ~617 1974 3005 92.4 91 59 4000 t72 2400 5 I :1 
i! 
'i 
2000 ~ 615 1976 }95 
22'X'1 OM 615 1976 ----------- As Above --------------- 197 
241)\') ()~ 616 1976 197 
3000 ()..1617 1916 229 
31)rlCD ~617 1977 229 
30ClSO (1.' 617A 1978 2998 92.4 90.0 85 4200 :5 244 
rUi~ 
Charged 
j 
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Table 3.2-2. Mechanical Data of Late~t Mercedes Benz Four-
and Flve-Cyl !nder Naturally Aspirated Automotive 
Diesel Engines (Ref. 16) 
'-'. 
Oata ().1 616 OM 617 
Bore mm ( In. ) 91. (3.S8) 91. (3.58) 
Stroke IIITl (in.) 92.4 (3.64) 92.4 (3.64) 
Bore/Stroke '-? "10 0.98 0.98 
Dis;llacamen1" 
.., (In3 ) 2404. ( 147) 3005. ( 183) '.;m-
Number of Cylinders 4 5 
~1axiMum Output 62 77 
(SAE net hp) 
Rated Speed (rpm) 4200 4000 
Weight (kg) 203 234 
Coopared to the naturally aspirated (NA) five-cyl inder OM 617 diesal, the 
turbocharged vet"s ion d I sp I ays an increase in performance on the order of 43 
percent, with a ~eight increase of only 7%. In conjunction with their newly 
developed 300 SO sedan, the turbocharged OM 617 "A" shown i1 Figure 3.2-1 
is the latest step in the evolutlor of MB-devel0ged diesel cars. 
A pub Ii shed paper (Ref. 15 ~, descr I bes the OM 61 7 eng i ne as fa I lows: 
The cranksha ft Is forged and is supported by six tr i -meta I bear I ngs. The 
tors i on damper is integra I with the front pu I ley, wh i ch a I so dr i ves the 
accessories. The overhead camshdft is chain driven and features a hydraul ic 
cha I n tens i oner and gu ide (F I gure 3.2-2) wh I ch was found necessary 1 n order 
to cope with torque fluctuatior,s induced by the injection pump. The con-
necting rods are forged and annealed. The pistons are of cast high silicon 
aluminum alloy and have three rings. All of these oscillating parts are 
1 dent i ca I with the four-cy I i nder mode Is. The cy I i nder block and head are 
of cast iron alloy. No valve seat Ir,serts are required. C:yl inder head 
de5ign is essentially the same as that of the four-cylinder engine, but 
dri lied cool ing pa5sages are provided in order to improve cool ing of the 
bridge areas between the inlet and the outlet valves. 
The exhaust rldnifold is a dual flow design which mInImIzes flow losses 
and exhaust pressure differences between t'1e individual cylinders. This, in 
conjunction with long inlet pipes that have a pronounced ram effect, plus a 
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Figure 3.2-1. Longitudinal ~nd Cross-Sectional View of Mercedes Benz 
OM 617/\ A.utumotive Diesel Engine (Ref. 15) 
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Figure 3.2-2. OM 617 Chain Drive (Ref. 16) 
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sm~11 valvo timln~l lWtwldP, has provon vO"Y effective In achieving a uniform 
wdumotrlc offlcloncy bt,tWtlon cylinders. Because of tho strong Influence of 
011 tompordturu on onq I no wOdr, tho OM 617 eng I ne h.Js been equ I pped wi th a 
th~rmostat I ca I 1 y contro II od d I r /0 I I hlMt exchanger, wh I ch assures a short 
warm-up and also ments tho high demands for externdl cooling during operation 
at high thormal 10dds. 
Tho OM 617 enq I no usus d Bosch 5-p I unger In-II ne injector pump wh I ch 
looters <lnti contro I s tho I njoct I on vo I ume I n the usua I manner by an upper and 
lowor hollx lip In the rack-and-plnlon driven plungers. The time duration of 
oach Injection dt)ponds on tho ambient pressure and t'IO engine load In such a 
way i1S to obtain tho optimum fuel oconomy, performance, emissions, and nolso 
lovels. I,ljoetton timing Is controlled by medns of a centrifugally operated 
timor' • 
In contr',lst to all ft)ur-cyllndllr M8 on91nos which havo a pneumatic 
~l<")Vt~rllor', tho OM 617 f I ve-cy II nder Is oqu looed with a mochan I Cd I governor 
W~l i eh mdtcht)s thn dt' I i von'd tuo I to the '1 i" (low in the I die and max I mum 
SPt't)t! r,lnql>;. Butwoor) thl~~'U rdn~lt1S, th(~ driver controls the fuel flow with 
tht~ q,lS rnd'll to pr't)dUCl~ tho roqlJirod torquo. According to MB, the uso of d 
1l1odldnic,11 lWVl",rwr h,lS " numoor of advdllt,lgoS. Hod motion control Is more 
lIllih)rm (w~lkh ht'lps to rnlnimi . :n oxhdust omissions) dnd mdximum engine 
spt~od is tnuro pn'cisoly controlled. An inlet throttle, ori91nally I't~quil'~d 
to ~lt'rh'r'\'h' ttw Cl)l1tr'o I Vi1CUllm for tho pnGumat i c govOI'nor ut th~ four-cy II ndnr 
onq I n~s, I::; no I on~lOl' needod. 
Ttw .. 'nqille ust's pintll) n,).:zlos th'Jt oporato iJt ,1 rl:11<ltlvoly low injec-
t i on pn~s';ur'l' on tht~ ol'dt:'\r of 170 bdr' (approx I mat,) I y 1800 ps I). In urder 
to rtl,ltJcn tht) jqiti.11 he,lt r'l'lt~ast' qr',ldll1nt ;.)lh1 on~lino nolso, the noz,:los 
"H',) +ullt,d S,~) th"t fu,'! dl"llvl~ry dur'in~l tho I~nitlon delay p~rlol1 is ~lS low 
as f'()~;~;ibll). Thn i'ljoctlun prl!Ssur'l~ I inos i]ro oqllippod with rov(lf'SO flow 
dilmpt)nlnq \,<llve~; which allow for frt'lo flow In thl.~ dirHctlon of tho nl)lzlo 
whil .. , rllhwl1 flr'('~,slJr't' W,Wl)S, which .1ro mainly responslblle for dft~r-Injoc­
tinn, dr'(' f'fft~ctiv"1Iy ddrn;wrwd. Tho qUdntitl~s of fuel Introduced duo to 
,l f tt)r' i n.il>ct i ,)n ,H't' nl1~lll q i b I Y Sind I I, hut thoy do not i cO<lb I Y I ncro<'lso He ilnd 
,~,lI'hnll rnnrll)xido (CO) t)missionc:;, bocause thoy ""0 Introduced to.) I"tv to 
pt~nnit compl.'tl' t:,)!ohustion. Althnugh dt)S(Tlbod by M3 <lS woll proven .Jnd re-
I i ;lh 1(1, 11<'.:: Il'~; l"lt til j s typo havl) rorlwtod I y shown d tondency to tou I up 
0,1511 y lind to dt'woll)p d ""<lttl in~l" noise. 
Th,) ~;ll pl'r'ch,If'~lt)d Vt1t"S i l)n ,) f till) OM 617 on',l i no (OM b 1 7 A) LJ sos oj turno-
ch,lr'~l('" d(l\'t' I "pod hy Gi1ITl1tt/A. i!\oSt'arch wi til a pr'(>5slJrll-act i lIatt)t1 wastv ~Jate 
thclt limit,. tlln dh:.olutll hoost PI'I~"SLJr8 to ,1 m(l,imurn of 1.7 har (Fi9uro '.2-). 
Tho rlll,ltivolv fl"t 0pt~r.'ltinq ch,"wactt~ristics of tht) vanoloss contr'ifu~l"l 
Cl)/l1pr'o'; C;l'l' Iwno it:. ,.1 favor db I t) rn..ltc:h s() thJt dt ong i no spool1s <lbovo 1600 rpm, 
Cl')!1)prllSSor t)fficl(lrll~Y could bl) 'l)"intdinod hetwoon ()"i <lnd 74$ (FiSjLJrl3 ~.2-4). 
Tho tlwbint1 is SiLO" to pr'twidt' tor IMxlMum perfor'mi1nCt> dt modium on,l lno 
.;pnl):I:, .1nJ 10,1,1:>. Tho W~1~tt) q;ltt' byp,lSS opons as nocoss,H"y to dvold o\'or-
pn>:.slJr i /"t i on ,HId ,)'(coss i VI) bc1Ck pr'(>sSIJrt~ r I SO hC'l:iluso of I ncrOdsod pump i n~l 
1,):;:;1':' ,1'1' hiqtwr llnqilW Spot,ds. With tho bypllss system, tho tlJdx)ch<lr~lOr' 
h,\5 th),'n shown to hI) roueh fTllJl'O r'ospt)nsivo during trdnsiont operations than 
.1 flxod qoor1lotr'y, uncontrollod turbocll"r~lor. 
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Figure 3.2-3. GarrAtt Turbocharger with Integral Waste 
Gate Control (Ref. 15) 
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Figure 3.2-4. Engine Operating Field Shown Within Compressor 
Characteristics (Ref. 15) 
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Tho OM 617A engine Is of essentially the same design as the OM 617 
(Tab i 0 ~. 2-2) • However, a number of changes and new des I gn features not 
road II y arparent were I ntroduced to cope with the higher mochan I ca I and 
therma I loads, wh I cn are about 50% higher than those encountered I n the 
naturally aspirated OM 611 engine. The crankshaft was bath-nltrlded to 
effect an Increase In hardness and fatigue strength. The main bearings dre 
the same ~5 those I n the OM 617 en~11 ne except for the ax I a I thrust bear I ng 
which displayed fatigue cracks In the thrust collars and had to be changed 
from an IntOSJral design, to a doslgn with separate thrust rings. The con-
nect I ng rod bear I ngs of the OM 617 eng I ne exh I b i ted severe damage under 
turbocharged operation and extensive testing was required to design a new 
bearln~l capable of coping with the higher loads, while retaining the same 
dimensions. 
The pistons had to be redesigned and were equipped with cooling oil 
jots which squirted oil into an integrated ring channel underneath the piston 
c:r'own. This reducod the maximum piston temperature to an acceptable level, 
on th('! order of nr;o C. Tho all WdS fed and metered to the ring channels 
by moans of calibr<1h~d jets which aim from a stationary manifold at the open 
ends of the rln~l channel in the lower' end of the piston skirts. From thero, 
tho 0 I I I s transported up to the r i nSl channe I by the rec I procat i ng mot I on 
of tho piston. Piston noiso generation was minimized by narrowing the 
piston cloaranc:e in tho lower part of the skirt, and by increasing the wrist 
pin boar i n~l d I .lmoter·. The ax I d I I en~lth of the pistons was extl3nded and the 
connecting rods wore shortened correspondingly. 
The val ve~; were mod if I ed to cope \~ I th the higher combust Ion pressure 
by prov i d i n~l moro mater I ." I arounJ the heads for I mpr'oved rig i d I ty. The 
exhClllst valves <'lro sodium cooled to make the stems more heat resistant 3nd 
warp-proof. To provide the 01 I for the above described piston cooling sys-
teM, d nOI</, t1n I <'lrgt'!d, ch,1 i n dl" i ven a I I pUMP was Incorporated. Th I s requ I red 
design chdnges I~ the crankcase area. 
Tho ry Ii nder IH~ad qask(~t Is d l:r i t i Cd I e I emant I n a I I d i eS81 en~l I nes, 
pilrt i eu I ar I yin those wh I ch are supercharged. The pre-chamber concept is 
of great :H1 vantaCll1 hero bl~C;HJSe tho gasket Is not In d I n~ct contact w I ttl the 
~ I ~lh tompnr'atures. However, a new g<~sket had to be dove loped and the 
cl)ollnq arollnd the most cr'iticClI nred between adjacent cylinders had to be 
qn~dt I y i ncro<l~;ed. Tho now gasket corr-espond sin form wit', that of tho 
l1<1ttWdlly dspirat,d enCllne but a newly developed elastic inner material Is 
u-;t~d thdt C:lW(~S d UI- i n~l eng i no orJer'at I on dnd, I mprovos the long-term compres-
sion ehdrdch~rlstlcs of thn ~lasket. As mentioned earllar, cool ing slots 
wor'<~ lJ<;ed hehwon cylinder's to Impr'ove cool ing on MB's ndturally aspirated 
f'.)llr ,ll1d fivo-cyllndnr onqinfls since 1974. On tht) supercharged onglne, the 
coo I i nq slots \)(ltwoon thl~ cy I i ndlws dre open toward the g~sket t,,) ma I ntd ina 
I()w ~l<,sknt tempordture hotween cylinders that assures rei iable seal ing of 
qas and wdter. 
II I ':lh('~;t thnnnd I I 0(1d '; oWl' oncountnrotl at the bottom of tho pre-chamber 
<1I1d I n tl1'.~ thr'l)"t tKltwOt1n the pn~- and rl<1 I n chambers. A good conduct i ve 
j1<lth thdt dlssip;,tes <1"(ce:~~; hOilt Into the cyl Indor head Is of utmost Irnpor-
tdnce. To decompl Is" this, tho contdct dred between the pre-chamber dnd 
-,......,~~---.---- ----.---~- -~------~--~----~------~~----"""-"*--"'·--4""""'-
cylinder head was enlarged. Combustion optimization tests also led to a 
change In pre-chamber volume and to a different arrangement of the fuel 
orifices for the supercharged engine. 
The Injec~lon system for the supercharged englnn Is manufactured by 
Bosch and Is bas I ca I I Y the same as the one used on the natura I I Y asp I rated 
eng I ne, with schedu I e changes that a I low for the Increased fue I demands of 
the turbocharged engine. The fuel quantity Is Increased as the boost pres-
sure rises to a certain maximum flow rate In a manner that produces the same 
fuel-to-alr ratios and exhaust smoke characteristics as the ones obtained in 
the naturally aspirated engine. From this point on, the fuel quantity In-
creases with boost pressure at a lower rate. The combustion mixture becomes 
leaner as the boost pressure rises, which additionally reduces NOx and smoke 
development. 
To cope with a higher Injection pressure of 140 bar, the Bosch pintle 
nozzle (Figure 3.2-5) was modified by Introducing a longitudinal bore In 
tho center of the r I nt Ie <Deta I I "A") wh I ch Is connected to the plenum chambe 
by means of a transverse bore. Th I s produces a more stab I e f low at low 
neodle lil'ts In the early Injection phase, and Is less prone to clogging 
than the standard Bosch nozz I e. The arrangement has a I so been found to 
almost eliminate the pinging cold start noise which is usually caused by 
clogging of the annular slot around the pintle. 
Oesign changes were also necessary to accommodate the turbocharger 
and associated ducting. 8ecause the Garrett turbine Is of a single scroll 
design, tho dual exhaust of the naturally aspirated engine was Changed 
to a single exhaust leading directly into the scroll inlet. The turbo-
char~ler is rigidly flanged to the exhaust manifold. The ducts are flexible 
to a II ow for expans i on and eng i ne movement, and to reduce the transfer of 
acoustical noise between the components. 
The performance chara:.teristlcs of both versions of the OM 617 fivo-
cylinder on9ine are compared in Figure 3.2-6. The turbocharged version has 
46% more torque than the n<)turally aspirated engine at the same speed, which 
was obtained by precise tuning of the turbocharger and its waste gate control. 
\~ith a fixed geometry turbocharger, the mid-range torque would be lower, and 
maximum torque would occur at high speeds where it is not needed. 
Figure 3.2-7 shows the relationship between engine sp~~d, and engine and 
supercharnor performance criteria at full power operation. As mentioned 
earlier, a low exhau<;t smoke (Figure 3.2-7a) in the main drivinG range abovo 
2500 rpm is achieved by a waste gate which I imits the boost pressure to 1.7 
bar and allows for proqressivoly I(,<)ner combustion with increasing engine 
sroeds fran the point where tho 'Jlaste ~late starts to open. The waste gato 
a I so i nSlJres that tho max i mUM RMEP occurs at low ong i ne speed. The ong i ne 
inlet tOMper.1ture (Fi~lure '3.2-7d) does not exceed 100°C (212°F) whict) is 
favori'lhlo frOf!1 the matorials dnd tho NOx emission standpoint. Tho turhine 
t,~pori1tlJrt! does not OXc.efH1 ROOoe (1470°F), a value that is very conserva-
tive for today's gas turbines. 
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The successful adaptation of the turbocharger Is also apparent from the 
flatness of the fuel consumption map (Figure 3.2-8). The fuel consumptIon 
curves closely parallel road-load demands over a wide range of engine speeds 
and power settIngs. The optImum and near-optImum fuel consumption Islands 
center about the part-load speed and I cad range most frequent I y used In 
urban drivIng. WIth 245 gal/kWh, the fuel consumptIon of the supercharged 
version Is 20 gal/kWh (9~) better than that exhibited by the naturally aspi-
rated OM 617 engine. 
Mercedes Benz d I ese I cars current I y produced have a key start system. 
Turn I ng the key energ I zes the g I ow plugs and a ye II ow I I ght appears on the 
dashboard. The time for glow plug operation Is Indicated by the yellow lamp 
and Is dependent upon engine coolant temperature In the cylinder head. The 
glow plugs remain energized until the engine has started, but glow operation 
Is limited to 150 s to avoid excessive battery drainage. 
Figure 3.2-9 shows the progress that has been made over the years from 
the 180 0 model (1953) to the present time with regard to acceleration. 
This progress has been achieved by gradually reducing engine weight, Improving 
power per unit displacement, and by reducing the weight of the cars as well. 
With a 0 to 60 mph acceleration time of 13 s the 300 SO has equal or faster 
acceleration than most gasoline powered cars. With a 0 to 60 mph time of 21 s, 
the naturally aspirated 3000 is considered sluggl~h by U.S. standards. 
Figure ~.2-10 compares the road-load vehicle fuel economy of the MB 240 
0, 300 0, and 300 SO. AI I models display superior fuel economy at low vehicle 
speeds. Compared to the 240 0, the fue I economy of the 300 0 Iss II ght I Y 
lower, because vehicle weight Is higher and ~ greater number of cylinders Is 
Involved, which results in a reduced BMEP and a higher specific fuel con-
SUMption. Mercedes Benz says this effect could be minimized by reducing the 
rear axle ratio to about 6~ slower ratio. 
Figure 3.2-11 compares fuel economy and exhaust emissions of the 300 0 
and SO under highway, ur~an and composite driving conditions. A fuel economy 
advantage of the supercharged 300 SO over the 240 and 300 0 models Is evident 
(Figure 3.2-11B), and would be even more apparent If compared to a 300 SO 
car equipped with a naturally aspirated engine of equivalent power. The 
high torque brought about by turbocharglng made It possible to operate at a 
lower rear axle ratio and closer to the optimuM specific fuel economy Island 
of the eng I ne map. The turbocharged vers I on Iss light I Y higher in NO x 
emission (Figure 3.2-11A) but Is considerably lower In CO and HC, which Is 
also Indicative of a lower particulate emission. Both versions have been 
i rnproved to camp I y with U. S. statutory em Iss ion standl'lrds for the durat I on 
of the waivers for NOx and p~rtlculates. 
Figure 3.2-12 compares the Inter i or no! se I eve I s of the 300 0 and thE:! 
300 SO diesels to the 230 series Mercedes Benz gasoline powered car for the 
125 to 1000 Hz octave band spectrum at speeds of 30, 55 and 80 mph. At high 
speed there is no significant difference between the dlesel- and the 9asol Ine-
powered cars. At al I speods, the octave band levels decrease uniformly with 
Increasing frequency. There are no dominant peaks at any vehicle or engine 
speed. Oesp I te the f act that the f I ve-cy I i nder eng i ne poses some Inherent 
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dynamic problems, generally excel lent noIse behavior was attaIned by careful-
I y tun I ng and dampen I ng the ong I ne suspens I on and attached components, by 
reduc I ng no I se r.:3d I at I on from the eng I ne, and by reduc I fig the frequency 
response of the car 10 the lowest possible level. However, MB feels that 
noIse generated during low speed full power acceleration must be furthl3r 
redw::ed to favorably compare with the lowar noise level of a gasoline powered 
car. 
Mercedos Aenz has not reved I ed any plans for the future at th is time. 
Indications are that R&D work is concentrated primarily on Injection refine-
ments and the Implamantatlon of electronically controlled exhaust gas recir-
culation (EGR). Mercedes Benz has reportedly developed a new crankcase 
vent II at Ion system (RE::If. 17 i that keeps the eng I ne 0 II from m I x I n9 with 
blow-by gases, thereby reducing oil contamination from carbon particles, 
wh I ch becomes a sovere prob I em with EGR. The system reported l'i works so 
we I I that M8 has cons i dered ra I sing the 0 II change I nterva I fran 3000 to 
5000 miles on their existing engines. 
f)osp i te the uncerta i n future for d I eSG I cars I n the Un i ted States, MB 
Is continuing present marketing, and forecast an Increase In total sal~s In 
tho U.S. Vehicles Included are the 240 D, 300 D, 300 SO and a 300 CD coupe. 
A station wagon, designated the 300 TO (T for touring and transport), powered 
hy nn OM 617A engine, has recently been added to the line of r>1ercedes Benz 
cars. Current plans limit U.S. diosel sales to 65% of their pr'oduction, 
p,-esumab I y depend I n9 upon the extens i on of the em I ss Ion wa i ver. 
3.3 PEUGEOT 
Peu~}eot has boen produc i ng d I ese I cars for many years, but I t was not 
unt i I 1974 thC1t I t I ntraduced the X090 d I ese I as an opt I on for the i r 504 
series sednns and station wagons In the United States. The XD90 engine was 
a new dosign and Is manufactured on d separate production line. 
As shown In Figures ~."3-1 and 3.3-2 the engine is a conventional four 
cylinder push-rod-overhead valve design which feeds into a Ricardo-type 
COl'1t~t V swirl chamber. The engine block is cast iron, and the heads are 
alumll'um. Tho crankshaft has five bearings. A Bosch EP/VM 2200 HR 12 typo 
injoction pump Is lJsl~d. The Peugeot 504 diesel is 2 mm larger in boro and 
stroke than the 504 gaso line eng i ne, and .j i sp I aces 2. 112 i. . It deve lops 62 
bph at 4500 rpm, Clnd a maximum torQuo of 91 ft-Ib at 2000 rpl'1, ver'Sus 92 hp 
and 120 ft-I b dovo loped by the 504 naso I I no eng I ne with a 1. 971-i d i sp I acament. 
Tho en~l i no wn I ghs ·180 I b inc I ud i ng c I uteh hous I ng and gearbox, compared to 
3t11 Ib for tho Slasoline option. The 0 to 60 mph dcceleratior'l time obtained 
with 504 diesols dvera00d 23.~ sec, and attained a maximUM speed of 84 
mph, versus 16.2 sec and 98 mph with the 504 gasollno engine. 
In 1977, tho d i sp I <lcoment of tho 504 d i eso I was i ncrodsad to 2. ~ (Tab I e 
~.3-1), which boosted tho r<]ted power from 62 to 71 hp dnd rerlucod the 0 
to GO mph accol.)rdtion time from 2:~.6 to 21 soc (Ref. 19). The 504 series 
."f d i o~o I s accounts for apor'ox i mate I y 20% af a I I its passenger car de I i-
veries. Peugeot Intends to further strengthen Its commltmE::lnt to diosols, 
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T8ble 3.3-1. Peugeot Engine D8ta (Ref. 18) 
504 505, 506 
Type NA Diesel 
Gasoline Diesel NA TC 
Number of Cy I I nders 4 4 4 4 
Bore (mm) 88 90 
Stroke (mm) 81 82 
Displacement (cc) 1971 2112 2300 2300 
'~omlnal power (hp) 92 62 71 80 
@ (rpm) 5600 4500 4500 4100 
Maximum Torque 120 91 136.0 
(ft- I bs) 
@ (rpm) 2000 
Compression Ratio 22.2 22.2 21 
Engine Weight Inclu- 381 480 
ding Clutch & Gearbox 
( I b) 
0-60 mph Acceleration 16.2 23.6 21 17.5 
(sec) 
Maximum Speed (mph) 98 84 
Boost Pressure, Bar NA NA NA 0.6 
(gauge) 
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and accord I n9 to press I nformat I on (Ref. 20), w II I I ntroduce two new mode Is 
- the 305 GRD and a turbocharged version of the 2.3 diesel. 
The 305 GRD four-cylinder engine, which will be marketed In the U.S. 
by 1983, Is designed to mount transversely for front wheel drive, and with a 
displacement of 94.4 cld (1.5471 ) Is obviously aiming at the market now 
taken by the VW Rabbit diesel. It has a chain drive overhead camshaft and, 
as with a I I other Peugeot d I ese Is, uses a Ricardo Comet V sw I r I chamber. 
Head and block are of a II ght a II oy I ntegra I des I gn with wet II ners. The 
center crankshaft bearing (one out of five) ties Into the block with vertical 
and horizontal rods for Increased stiffness. Compression ratio Is 22.5 and 
as on other Peugeot engines, the Injection system Is by Bosch. 
A turbocharged version of the 2.3-~ engine (Figure 3.3-3) will be Intro-
duced In 1981 In the U.S. by Peugeot to power their line of 505 cars. Turbo-
charging will boost engine power from 71 to 80 hp at a lower rpm (4100), 
with a flatter torq ue character 1st i c that produces 136 ft-I b at on I y 2000 
rpm. No deta II s of spec I f I c I nterna I des I gn changes are ava II ab I e at th I s 
point in time, except that the engine has been reinforced to take the higher 
loads associated with turbocharglng. The compression ratio has been reduced 
from 22.2 to 21. The turbocharger Is a Garrett/AIResearch T03, which Is 
currently used in gasoline-powered Ford Mustangs and GM pickups. A sprlng-
loaded waste gate limits the maximum boost pressure to .6 bar. Equipped 
with a 5 speed transm iss I on the TC 505 has demonstrated a 28/36 mpg EPA 
rating and a 17.5 soc, 0-60 mph acceleration capabi Ilty, compared to 29/35 
mpg and 23.5 sec for the naturally aspirated version. The price the consumer 
pays for improved driveabi lity is $1000, or approximately 10% over the natu-
rally aspirated version. 
Peugeot Is one of the smallest diesel producers. Reported Iy, Peugeot 
was the first diosel manufacturer capable of having their naturally aspirated 
2.3-i 504 model car certified to a 1.0 g/ml NOx standard In 1980 (Ref. 17). 
This car wi II also moet 1981 California standards, but the turbocharged 
Figur e 3.3-3. Peugeot 604 Turbocharged 73-hp Engine (Ref. 2') 
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version 10111 I not. As of December 1980 the turbocharged Te 505 h~s completed 
U.S. c6rtlflc~tlon with the 1.5 NOx w~lver. Peugeot R&D work Is concentr~ted 
pr I mar II y on deve I op I ng ~ modu I ~t' ng EGR system ~nd on' mprov I ng the f ue I 
Injection system. 
3.4. VOLKSWAGE~~ 
Vo I kswagen I s ~ newcomer 'n the eutomot I 'Ie d I ese I fie I d, but h~s 
taken the le~d In the sub-compact end compact cless with both the neturelly 
aspirated and turbocharged engines. Volkswagen can be considered most compe-
tent and successful where the diesel conversion of existing g~sollne engines 
Is concerned. Fortunately, VW has published and presented a wealth of In-
formation (Refs. 22, 23, 24, 25) regarding design det~11 and performance of 
their diesel engines, ~s weI I as Information pertaining to design rationale 
and development approaches. 
The VW 1.5-1, 50-hp diesel Is a comparatively recent development. It 
was In it I a I I Y I nt'"oduced in Europe as a power p I ant for the VW Go I f car, and 
was MarkeTed In the U.S. belglnnlng in 1976 as an option for the car which Is 
now designated "Rabbit" here. The engine has evolved from the 1.6-1 VW 
gaso line eng I ne wh i ch has been marketed in the U. S. since 1974. Reported I ,(, 
the engine was o"lglnally designed with a later dlasellzati01 in mind. As 
shown in Figures 3.4-1 and 3.4-2, It Is a four-stroke, four-cylinder overhead 
ca~ design using a swirl chamber combustion system generally patterned after 
the R i c~rdo des i gn, with combust I on pressure load i ng on I y s light I y higher 
than In "'he gasoline version. The engine Is fitted with a Bosch Model VE 
,jistributor type injection pump with a mechanical governor which Is simi Idr 
to the on'3 used by Mercedes Benz. The cylinder head is cast aluminum and 
t~e Ma i n cy I i nder block is of cast iron. .A.I though both are close Iy based 
upon e~isting VW gasol ine engine design, both have proven very adaptable to 
·1 i es!'!1 use 101 i th regard to st I ftness and temperature. There have been no 
pro~ I eMS in sea ling the '=y I i nder head to the b I oc'-<. in the d i ese I vers I on. 
no ctlan~es hav'3 been necessary in bearing design and materials, and crankshaft 
des i g~ is adequate for hand I I ng "'he d i ese I combust i 0'1 loads. The pistons 
are alu'!'IinUM alloy of a three-ring design with a "t~l-resist" insert in tIe 
top ring groove, and have a special crown design that Integrates most effi-
c i I3nt I y 101 i th the pre-chamber combust Ion system. The eng i ne has a bore of 
11).5"1Y'11 and an 80-mn"I stroke. At 286 Ib, it weighs only 37 Ib more than a 
1.1-1 equivalent performance gasol ine engine. 
~ unique feature is a special Pirel II-designed nylon and rubber cogged 
belt syst9m which was developed after extensive testing. As cen can be seen 
from Figure 3.4-1, ~he cogged side of the belt drives the Injection pump and 
tha overhead cam. T"'Ie smooth side of the bel t dr I ves eng i ne accessor i es 
which do not req,Jlre fixed gearing. A tuned Intake manifold reduces the 
gas-flow losses across tl-te engine, and as shown in Figure 3.4-3, achieves 
v0lu 'l\etrlc efficiencies 0f up to 90% that are relatively hlgl-t for a smell 
high slleccl d i ese I eng i nee Accord i ng to VW, product i on eng I nes of the de-
scribed design will meet the performance criteria shown In Figure 3.4-4 
withl1 the Indicated tolerances (Ref. 23). The rated output of 50 hp Is 
o~ta in ed at the 5000-rp.., maxinum speed. The 1.6-1 gasoline engine for the 
Vw qahblt is ratej at 70 hp et 5000 rpm. 
A comparison of the ro~d lo~j fuel consuMption of the gasoline and diesel 
v'3rsi ons of the Rabbit engine Is shown i1 Figure 3.4-5. It is seen thdt at 
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F i Ur d .4-1. Cut-Away Vipw of 1. 5-J, 50-hp, VW 
~u ~omotive Diosel Engine (Ref . 25) 
Figure 3.4-2. Cross-Sectional View of 1.5-1, 50-hp, VW 
~utomotlve Dlosel (Ref. 25) 
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low speed the gas mileage of the diesel Is substantially higher (up to 100 
percent) than that of the gasoline engine equivalent. For composite driving, 
VW claims that their diesel car gives superior fuel econ~ over the gasoline 
version of equal displacement on the order of 25 to 40 •• 
The Environmental Protection Agency currently rates the Rabbit diesel 
first In fuel econ~, according to the latest 1981 data for 49 states (R.f. 
26). The Rabbit diesel car Is rated 42/56 mpg with a four-speed transmission, 
38/56 mpg with a five-speed transmlsslo~, and sllght!y less for the California 
versions. The production diesel-powered Rabbit meets current emission stan-
dards for CO, He, and NOx, and wll I Just meet 1981 emissions standards, In-
c I ud I n9 the one for part I cu I ates. The car cannot meet 1980 Ca II forn I a or 
1983 federal standards without the 1.5-NOx waiver. 
Tests with a turbocharged five-speed version of the diesel Rabbit car have 
been In progress since 1978. The turbocharged engine resombles the 1.5-1 
Rabbit dlosel with slight modlfir.~tlons of the combustion ~hamber and hardware 
changes as necessary to cope with higher operating pressur-es, temperatures, 
and stre5ses. A turbocharger doveloped by Garret ~ 'AIR9search Is used. 
Figure 3.4-6 ~hows the performance data of the turbocharged 1.5-1 engine In 
comparison with a naturally aspirated gasollno engine having the same 
rated powor output. The eng I ne develops 70 hp at 5000 rpm, wll I ch Is 20 hp 
fIIOre than the natura I I Y asp I rated Rabb ltd I ese I eng I M. ~ccord I n9 to VW, 
the top speed demonstrated with a 2250 Ib VW test car was appro)(lmately 
100 mph, and the Cdr achieved 80 mpg at 30 mph, 62 mpg at 50 mph, an~ 21 mpg 
at top speed. Up to 55 mpg was obtainable as an average In city drl~lng and 
69 mp9 on I'llghways. The 0 to 60 mph acceleration time demonstrated was on 
the order of 13.S soc, which Is better than the gasoline powered Rabbit car. 
Compdred to other dlosels (see Figures 3.7-1 and 3.7-2), the fual economy 
gains obtained with tl'lo resoarch, turbocharged Rabbits are extraordinari Iy 
high, which suggests that fuel cut-off during dec91eratlon and coasting was 
uso\i I n test runs. 
For the present time, VW relies on exp~ndlng the existing four-cylinder 
Mtura" y asp I rated diesel I nto a "ne of f I ve- and s I x-cy II nder eng I nes. ,.. 
f I ve-cy II nder vers Ion became dva II ab I e as an opt Ion for the Aud i 500(; In 
mld-1979. It develops 67 hp at 4800 rpm, which Is relatively low power for 
a car that weighs ~OOO lb. The 0 to 60 acceleration time of the diesel 
;lowered Aud I 5000 I s on the order of 17 to 19 s. Th I sis rather s I ugg i sh 
by U.S. standards. A turbocharged version of the fl ' .. e-cyllnder Audi ",III 
reportedly be available for tho lQ82 model year (Ref. 26). 
The S Ix-cy i I nder vers Ion Is earmark.ed br use In" ght commerc I a I vetil-
clas. RetaIning the same cylinder dimensions, the engine has a displacement 
of 2.383-J, and produces 75 (DIN) bhp at 4500 rpm. This engine will tempo-
rarily be adopted by Volvo, and be fitted Into the Volvo 242 coupes, sedans, 
and 245 wagons. Volvo Is developing a sl)(-cyllnder diesel of Its own, but 
adopt I ng the VW eng I ne w III lower C8P I ta I e)(pend I tures and perm It QU I ckvr 
entry Int'o the diesel II'Il!rket In t"le ,Q80s. 
Althoug~ t'he existing 1.5-1 Rabbit dlosel meets the 1.0 g/mi NOx standard 
~y a ndrrow margin, VW had Joined GMls request for a 4-year 1.5 g/mi NOx 
walve~ In order to Introduce a slightly larger (1.6-.1) four-cylinder diesel 
for the Rabb I t and Dasher mode I 5 to I mprove a I r-cond it loned performance. 
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The 1.6-1 diesel has a new crankshaft with a larger stroke, a new block, new 
pistons, and mewe 011 capacity. 
The rationale for development in the direction of a modular unit produc-
tion system Is the result of trade-off studies ~onducted at Volkswagen which 
have shown that cy II nder un its between 300 and 400 cc produce the highest 
spec I f I c output I n terms of power-per-un I t swept vo I ume. Accord I ng to a 
published paper (Ref. 23), for cylinder sizes smaller than 300 cc, the surface-
to-volume ratio of the combustion chamber Increases, which leads to Increased 
heat losses and lower combustion efficiency. The loss In specific output 
assoc I ated with sma I I er cy II nder size cannot be compensated by ra I sing the 
nominal engine speed without causing a drop In volumetric and thermal effici-
ency, and a steep I r.crease In fr I ct I on losses and fue I consumpt I on. With 
smaller cylinder bores, It also becomes more difficult and costly to comply 
with the diesel tolerance requirements. Cylinder sizes of more than 400 cc 
(assuming certain restrictions with regard to bore-stroke ratios, piston 
velocity, friction losses and mass forces) require a reduction In nominal 
speed more than necessary to maintain a high specific output on the order of 
25 kW/l. 
Figures 3.4-7 through 3.4-9 show the effect of the number of cylinders 
on the relationship between engine geometry and performance output, assuming 
that: (1) the single cylinder volume wil I remain within the bracketed values 
tilscussed above (less than 400, and greater than 300 cc), (2) the piston 
speb~ wil I not exceed 13.5 m/sec, (3) engine nominal spaeds wil I not exceed 
5000 rpm, and (4) the bore/stroke ratios will remain within the VW-preferred 
value of approximately 1.1. Within these constraints, a production line of 
four-, five-, six-, and a paper ~'ght-cyl Inder engine cover a total dlsplace-
~nt range of 1.2 to 3.2J. En~lne weight, including accessories, radiator, 
water and 0 II Is pr i mar I I Y a funct I on of power, and increases with power 
output (Figure 3.4-7>. The number of cylinders also has a strong effect. 
The eng i ne spec i fie we i ght shows a d i st i nct opt i r.1um for power uutput and 
number of cylinders. (Figure 3.4-8). Minimum practical wall thickness as 
determined by foundry technology, as wei I as accessory weight (which change5 
only to a SMail extent with engine weight) are primari Iy resonsible for 
th is. I n any case, the use of a turbocharger makes a d I sti nct decrease In 
engine weight for a given power output possible (dashed lins, Figure 3.4-8). 
The relationship between engine displacement and box-volume is almost linear 
for a given number of cylinders (Figure 3.4-9). From the box-volume or 
packaging standpoint, four-cylinder engines are most advantageous up to 
2.6-.~ displacement. Beyond that, a larger number of cylinders leads to a 
more compact design. A V-configuration is of Increasing advantage with 
larger displacements. 
3.5 OLDSMOBILE 
At the present time, al I of the large U.S. auto makers are involved In 
automotive diesel engine projects, but GM Is the only U.S. firm that cur-
rent I y manu factures passenger ca:- d i e~. e Is, of 0 I dsmoblle des i gn. The 0 Ids 
diesel has been marketed since 1978 In the CutlaSS Supreme, 88 and 98 Olds-
mobile line of cars, In the Cadillac Eldorado and Seville models, and In 
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GM II ght duty pickup trucks ~nd vans. There were 177,000 eng I nes bu II t 
for the 1979 model year (Ref. 27). 
The automotive diesel development at Olds started In 1973 with an ~Iter­
nate engine ev~luatlon, which Included Opel and Nlssan engines, and a GM V-6 
eng I ne with both direct and pre-chamber I nject Ion. Th I s was fo I lowed by an 
extens I va combust Ion chamber eva I uat I on progrlJm that compared near I y 300 
combinations of various pre-chamber and Injection nozzle designs. As a re-
sult of these studies, Oldsmobile decided to proceed with the development of 
a 350 CIO (5.7-1) v-a diesel (Figure 3.5-1) that would use as much manufac-
turing tooling as possible from the Olds family of gasoline engines currently 
in production. Oldsmobile took an approach similar to VW by converting an 
existing gasoline engine Into a diesel r~ther than developing a totally new 
diesel engine. 
As c~n be seen from Table 3.5-1, the major dimensions of tne diesel ~re 
the same as those of the 350 CIO Olds gasoline engine. However, a number of 
chan~es were I ntroduced to ach I eve suff I c I ent I y clean d I ese I combust i on, 
and to compensate for the Increased structural loads, vibration, noise and 
wear. Referring to Figure 3.5-2, the cast iron cylinder head Is modified to 
recleve the Injection nozzles, the glow plug and a cast stainless steel 
pre-chamber, and to provide for a c~npresslon ratio of 22.5. The pre-chamber 
I s pressed i nt:> the head. As a resu I t of the above ment loned combust I on 
chamber evaluation tests, a swirl chamber was chosen which has a tangentially 
o~fset throat and an Inboar:! Injection nozzle. According to Olds, this 
arrangement has prov~n f avorab lew I th regard to HC and r~ox em I ss Ions, and 
I n the reduct Ion of smoke and no i se (Ref. 28). An Interest i ng feature is 
the so-ca I led flame slot wh i ch directs the hot gases com I ng f rom the pre-
chamber into the va I ve pockets and at a f I at ang I e over the p I stan tops. 
This proved to be very helpful In reducing piston heating. 
The head gasket of the Olds diesel was derived from a new head gasket 
developed by Fel-Pro, which was Introduced on Olds gasolino engines In 1977. 
The gasket consists of a metal core and a thin sheot of "beater add" asbestos 
that is chemically laminated to each side of the core with a thermoset ad-
hesive, and Is then coated with blue Teflon. In addition, the new Fel-Pro 
gasket foatures beaded s II I cone sea I I ng mater I a I wh I ch Is pr I nted on both 
sides of the gasket to sea I the coo I I ng passages across the head-to-b lock 
I nterfaces. The gasket for the d I ese I has the same bo I t pattern and bas I c 
materials as that used in t"'e gasol ine engine, but a number of extra features 
were added to cope wit... the hi 9her temperature and combust i on pressure of 
the diesol. 
The combustion pressure of the Olds engine is on the order of 1100 psi 
versus 850 psi In the gasoline en~lne. This Is relatively low when compared 
to 1800 psi, which Is typical In GM direct injection truck diesels. To 
assure effective sealing of the combustion area, a stainless steel wire 
a-ring was Incorporated that provides for sealing of extremely high pressures 
wi,en clamped between the block and the cy II nder head. The wire gasket runs 
around the ma i n combust i on chamber and has an extended tab that acts as a 
heat shield beneath the pre-chaMber, where temperatures are highest. 
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Table 3.5-1. Basic Dimensions - Gasoline Versus Diesel (Ref. 28) 
5.7 Liter Diesel vs. 5.7 Gasoline EnglnAs 
Gasoline Diesel 
Bore x Stroke 4.047 x 3.385 4.047 x 3.385 
Bore Center Distance 4.625 4.625 
Deck Height 9.330 9.330 
Rod Bearing DI~ter 2.125 2.125 
M~ I ," Bear I ng Diameter 2.500 3.000 
Rod Center to Center 6.000 5.8855 
Piston Pin Diameter .9805 1.095 
Piston Pin Wall .192 .214 
Piston Weight 641 g 796 g 
Figure 3.5-2. Section View - Olds Combustion Chamber (Ref. 28) 
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The Intake valves were changed from 1041-1047 steel to 21-2 steel to 
Increase high temperature strength. In the gasoline version, this material 
Is used only for the outlet valve. To cope with Increased stresses throughout 
the valve drive train and wIth Impaired 011 quality because of carbon con-
tam I nat I on, the d I ese I va I ves were prov I ded with we I ded-on hardened tIps. 
The camshaft IMterlal was changed from a moderate carbide level to high 
carbIde hardenable cast Iron (Conkerall), and the lifter material was changed 
from slntered Iron (typical of gasoline engl~es) to a tungsten titanium chi I led 
Iron alloy. 
The pistons had to undergo 5 I gn I f I cant redes I gn. The compos I t Ion of 
a I um I num a I loy used I n the gaso II ne eng I ne was changed to Increase high 
temperature strength. The transItion from the skirt Into the head was rein-
forced for Improved thermal and Impact resIstance. Pin offset was eliminated 
to reduce skirt loading. The top compression ring was provided with an Insert 
molded cast Iron full groove protector, and the top ring side clearance was 
increased to promote the necessary free ring movement to avoid ring sticking 
at high temperatures. The piston pin diameter was I ncreased from .978 to 
1.11, and the pIn wal I section from 0.217 to 0.273 In. The connectIng rods 
were made of an en I arged I sect I on for I ncreased co I umn load and greater 
bend I ng strength. The pIn base was a I so en I arged and was fitted with a 
bushIng to provide for a free floatIng piston ~In. The crankshaft structure 
was sign I f I cant lyre I nforced and the ma I n bear i ng diameter was Increased 
from 2.5 to 3 In. No changes in materIal, heat treatment or production 
methods are reported. 
The Injection pump used by Olds Is a Roosa Master Model DB2 pump suppl led 
by the Hartford DIvisIon of Stanadyne, Inc. In contrast to the multi-plunger, 
In-I ine type Bosch pump, which has been adopted by most other diesel producers, 
the Roosa Master pump Is an opposed rotary plunger distrIbutor type of PUMP 
wh I ch has been rood if I ed to meet the fue I demands of the 0 I ds eng I nee The 
pump has a centrifugal governor that controls idle and maximum speed, and an 
automatically controlled injection device that advances the cam timing ring 
of the pump as necessary to implement an optimized InjectIon timIng schedule. 
The nozzles are of the multihole fixed orifice type and are also supplied by 
Stanadyne. 
The Stanadyne Injection pump has been subject to a variety 0f consumer 
complaints. During the first ten-thousand miles of service I ife, the pump 
developed sealing problems around the governor waight container ring leading 
to roug'"l Idling, frequent stalling and complete failure. These conditIons 
may have contr i buted to or have been the cause of other comp I a I nts such as 
excessIve oiling. Reportedly all these deficIencies have been remedIed, 
~nd cannot be considered typical for gasoline-diesel conversions. General 
~otors has I ntroduced a redes I gned pump that Is wdrranted aga I nst fa" ure 
for five years or 50,000 ml, and Is retroactive on al I Olds diesels produced 
since 1977 and used on GM cars, most of which had less the 50,000 ml at this 
point in time. 
FIgure 3.5-3 shows the typical ~erformance characteristics of the engIne. 
The maxiMum horsepower is 120 at 3600 rpm, maximum torque (220 ft-Ib) occurs 
at 1600 rpm. The EPA rated vehicle fuel efficIencIes achIeved with General 
~otors cars and light trucks are shown In Table 2.2-1. The Olds productIon 
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Figure 3.5-3. Performance Characteristics of Oldsmobile 
350 CID Diesel Engine (Ref. 28) 
line engine meet current emission st~ndards with ~ comfort~ble margin for 
the duration of the 1.5 g/mi NO x waiver. The emission deterioration behavior 
expe~ienced with this engine after 50,000 ml is considered excel lent. 
Compliance with future emission standards represents an engineering challenge 
for an eng I ne of th Iss I ze, and w" I be discussed in more deta" I n Sect ion 
4.0. Tho engine has been certified for 1.5 g/ml NOx, including ARB 100,000 
mi Ie warranty requirements. 
According to Olds 88 (4000 Ib IW) and 98 (4500 Ib IW) model ca~s powered 
with the above described diesel engine exhibited a performance level that Is 
competitive with many gasol ine-powered, family-size automobiles (Ret. 28). 
The 0 to 60 accele~atlon time is on the order of 16 sec. Diesel combustion 
noise and vibration have been kept to a minimum by a variety ot means: (1) 
by design measu~es taken in the combustion, Injection nozzle and timing 
areas; (2) by carefully tuning engine accesso~y mounts, ~nd Inlet and exh~ust 
ducts; and (3) by using ~coustlc Insulation for a high density hood blanket 
~nd In-dash Insulation barrier. 
Reportedly, there Is no perceptible combustion noise at highway cruising 
speeds. There is discernible b~t not objectionable noise during Idle and in 
urban traffic operations. Olds claims that smoke and odor generated by 
their diesels are below objectionable levels under all operating conditions. 
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I n the 0 I ds d I ese I deve I opment program, great emphas I s was p I aced on 
improving the cold start capability, which Is an area of traditional concorn 
wIth all diesels. The Olds engine Is said to start with No.2 diesel fuel 
after a 12-hour soak at 10 0 F with no more than four seconds of crank I ng. 
As with other d I ese Is, the start I ng procedure I s "turn-key" with a I amp 
IndIcating that the engine Is ready for starting. With a new glow plug 
system that was Introduced in 1979, the glow time could be reduced from 60 
to 6 sec (Ref. 29). The now system uses a temperature sensor In the cylinder 
head near the pre-chamber, and a vo I tage regu I ator wh I ch beg Ins energ I zing 
the 9 I ow plugs at high current, then tapers of f as tho sensor temperature 
rises. The glow plugs stay on for about 60 sec after start to eliminate 
white smoke and to assure a smooth Idle and good Initial acceleration. 
Using a block heater (which Is supplied with all Olds d;esels), pre-heated 
batteries and No. 1 diesel fuel, starts have been demonstrated with engine 
a~blent temperatures as low as -40°F. 
~. 6 BAVAR I AN ~t:)TOR WORKS 
Accord I ng to ear I I er press I n format i n (Ref. :30) BMW has beon deve 1-
opln9 a 2.4-J diesel engIne since 1978 with plans to market the engIne with 
S281-series cars in the near future. Primarily addressing the high perfor-
mance I uxury sedan market, turbocharg I ng was be I i eved to be essent I a I and 
of Interest to other developers, an intermediate, naturally aspirated diesel 
versIon was not considered. 
The 2.4-J BMW diesel is derived from the M 60 gasoline engine which was 
normally produced in 2.0-J and 2.:3-j versions. The engIne uses a Ricardo 
Comet Mark V Swirl chamber, a Bosch rotary type Injection pump, and a Garrett 
AiRcsoarch turbocharger with a" Integral wastegate. The 2.4-J displacement 
was obtainerl by sli ghtly increa5ing the stroke of the 2.~-J gasoline version. 
The dIose I, we I ghs 400 I b I nc I ud I ng the turbocharger, on I y 22 I b more than 
th e 2.~-j gasoline version. It develops 115 hp at 5000 rpm , and a Maximum 
t orque of 137 ft-Ib at 2500 rpm. As shown In Figure 3.6-1, the maximum 
power is slightly less than that of the 2-J gasoline version, but there Is 
considerably more torque avaIlable throughout the speed range. In the 523 
~p,ries cars, the diesel is expected to perform as wei I as the smaller gasoline 
version at an average (mpg) fuel savIngs 0' the order of 20%. 
In a very r ecent press release CRef. 31) BMW revealed design features 
and test data pertainin to a :3.2-j six-cylinder dlosel en;Jlne with plans 
f or marketin it in "'Ie near future with 7-serles BMW cars that each weIgh 
about 3700 l b. The deve lopment of thIs engi ne Is a joint effort between 
gMW, Austrian Steyr Daim l er Puch and the Franz Lis t Institute (OVL) In Gral, 
Austri a. It started apl'lroxlmately in 1978, as was Implied In earlier press 
Information (Ref. 30) . 
The des i gn approach taken is unique when compared t o all other high 
speed d I ose I en;! i nos on the Market today and schedu I ed for market I n9 I n the 
near f uture . It uses open-chamber, direct fuel injection by means of Indi-
vidual (apl'ldrant ly cam operated) Injec tors without a central I njection pump, 
nrl is of a monoblock de-Ign, I.e., cylinder block and heads are cast In ono 
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FIgure 3.6-1. ComparIson of Power and Torque CharacterIstIcs 
for BMW 2-1 GasolIne vs. 2.4-J DIesel EngIne 
pIece. The entIre engIne Is fully encapsulated wIth InsulatIng materIals to 
attenuate unavoIdable noIse radIatIon and to reduce thermal losses. The 
engIne Is also turbocharged and develops a maxImum power of 150 hp. 
In tests wIth a 7-serles BMW car, the engIne was shown to be capable of 
acceleratIng the relatIvely heavy (4090 Ib IW) car from 0 to 60 mph In less 
than 13 sec, and of yIeldIng 34.5 mpg at a constant speed of 60 mph. Fuel 
economy of 18.2 mpg was reportedly obtaIned at 113 mph. 
It Is Interesting to note how the open chamber noise problem was rosolved 
In an apparently satisfactory manner In three separate steps: (1) byellml-
nat I ng high pressure fue I II nes for better control of the I nject I on rate, 
(2) by stIffenIng the block and thus reducing the radIation of combustIon 
noises, and 0) by encapsulating the entIre power plant to Insulate and to 
confine stll I unavoidably generated diesel noises within a controlled space. 
A I though none of these measures are I nnovat I ve by themse I ves, I n concert 
they represent a un I Que I y new des I gn approach that may we I I revo I ut I on I ze 
the deslg~ of small high-speed dlosels. If strIking fuel economy advantages 
can be demonstrated over a longer period of time (at least two model years) 
that will Justify the Introduction of costly design features such as the 
IndIvidual Injector pumps, and the monoblock desIgn which probably requires 
high technology foundry techniques, specIal tooling, and more time for pro-
duction. Apparently all of the BMW diesel projects are nearing the produc-
tion stage, starting In 1983 with the above descrIbed turbocharged 2.4-J 
un I ts. A new eng I no assemb I y P I ant jo I nt I y owned by ~ and Steyr I s be I ng 
built In Austria that will be ready to produce BMW gasoline engines In 1982, 
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the 2.4-j diesel engine In 1983, and the newly developed BMW-Steyr 3.2-1 open 
chamber diesel starting In 1984. 
Ford Motor Company, reportedly, wi I I be the first U.S. automaker to use 
6MW-Steyr d I ese I techno logy I n the I r I I ne of c~rs, and Is p lann I ng to buy 
100,00 units per year starting In 1983. The smaller 2.4-1 BMW diesel Is 
being considered for use In the Ford Lynx models, and the larger 3.2-1 BMW-
Steyr diesel Is under consideration for Thunderblrds and Cougars. If by 
1984 the predicted level of 250,000 to 300,000 engines per year can be estab-
lished, SMW-Steyr wll I be a major force among the largest producers of sma I I 
automotive diesel engines In the free world. 
3.7 COMPARISON OF PROMINENT FEATURES 
A comparison of performance criteria from the consumer standpoint Is 
difficult because, as can be seen from Table 3.7-1, ~ach of the discussed 
products has been deve loped 101 I th ent i re I y d If ferent market i ng object I ves In 
mind. Rased upon sales figures, al I of the listed vehicles have met their 
marketing objectives extremely wei I, although technical differences do exist 
which will be a decisive factor for survival against competition and future 
EPA emission constraints. 
Table 3.7-2 shows vehicular fuel economy and performance criteria 
s i c1e-by-s I de as discussed I n the forego I ng paragraphs. P I ott I ng cOlnpos I te 
fuol efficiencies against vehicle weight (Figure 3.7-1), It can be seen that 
vehicle weight Is the primary factor that determines fuel efficiencies. 
P I ott i ng tran5port ef f I c I enc I es I n terms of transport work per fue I con-
sumed (Ib x mpg) against vehicle weight (Figure 3.7-2) or ~uel efficiency 
(F igure 3.7-3) it becomes apparent that transport efficiency Is primarily 
the composite effect of vehicle weight, engine efficiency, drive train 
solectlon and parasitic losses, such as aerodynamic drag, roiling resis-
tance , etc. All of these factors have been highly optimized according to 
tho state of-the-art in all of the discussed cases. Transport efficiency 
therefore, varies only very little witt; vehicle weight or fuel efficien-
ci es achieved. As Indicated by the triangular symbols, turbocharglng ob-
viously has improved vehicle fuel efficiency and on transport efficiency 
(mi-Ib/gal) by approximately 10% In al I cases . 
COMpar I n ~1 the I nsta I led powar-to-we I ght rat I 0 to the product Ion year, 
Fi gure 3.7-4 shows d trend toward higher power-to-welght ratios during recent 
years to improve diesel performance. According to Figure 3.7-5, which shows 
the rel ation ships between power-to-wel ght ratio and acceleration time, a 
near Otto-equivalent performance level has actually been achieved with turbo-
ch r g lng In the case of Volkswagen (VW) and Mercedes Benz (MS). The BMW 732 
o will be the fl'-st hi gh performance diesel car on the road exceeding most 
gasoline-powered cars In driveab illt.,. Turbocharg lng generally results In 
l ow r acce I er at Ion t I me than does I ncreas I ng on I y the d I sp I acement of a 
natur a lly asp lr~ted eng ine , prov i ded The power-to-welght ratio remains un-
changed. This I s attributed t o the use of a wa ste gate, which curbs power 
to protect t he en I ne 101 I thout l os I ng t he advantage of 1 ncreased low end 
t or que. 
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iable 3.7-1. Comparison of Design and Marketing Objectives 
Car Weight Passenger 
Producer Model Ibs Capacity Design Objective Market Addressed 
VoI~swagen R;,bbit 2250 4 Max. economy; no Pr I mar I I y economy 
<Col f) frills transportation minded buyer 
Peugsot 5040 3500 4 (5) Economy, comfortable Economy minded but 
transportation more affluent buyer 
VI 
I 
~ 300D 4000 5 Economy, comfortable Economy but pres-,. 
Oaimler transportation t I ge minded buyer 
Aonz 
30050 4000 5 Economy, high-speed POtfer and economy 
touring and comfort prestige Minded 
Olds 4500 6 Economy with standard Econany but space 
car comfort and ca- and cOlftfort ml nded 
General pacity buyer 
Motors 
\~adi I lac 4500 5 (6) Economy with standard Economy, luxury 
Se",:ile car luxury and ca- and prestige .Inded 
paclty buyer 
;-, - ~~-- .... 
Tabl e 3.7-2. Compar ison of Vehicle Perfor ma nce Criteria 
General Motors 
Prorlucer Daimler Benz Peugeot Vol kswagen Olds Division BMW 
I4ode' :300 0 300 SO 504 D 504 0 506 0 Rabbit Rabbit Delta 88 0 524 0 732 0 
Product ion Y~ar 1977 19 78 197-1 1977 R&D 1977 R&D 1978 1982 1984 
Jomlna l Power, hp 1 t 11 0 62 71 73 50 71 120 115 150 
Inerti a Weight, Ibs 4000 4000 3500 3500 3500 2250 4500 2830 3975 
nower/Wel~h t Ratio x 103 19 . 3 27 .5 17.7 20.3 20.9 22.2 2250 26.7 :3 1.8 37.7 
Comh. Chamber Concept Pre Pre Swirl Swirl Swirl :)wirl Swirl Swirl Swirl Oir • 
Chdrge Systen t~. TC Nt'. Nt'. TC NA TC Nt'. TC Te • 
Transmission Auto. Auto. 4-Spd 4-Spd 5-Spd 4-Spd 5-Spd Auto. N/A ~VA 
VI 
I 
Drive Rear Rear Rear Rear Rear Front Front Rear Rear Rear 
'" VI 0- 60 Acceleration, sec . 21.0 13.5 23 . 6 21 . 0 17.5 18.5 13.5 16.0 N/A 13 
Fue l Economy - City 22.7 23.7 27.0 27.0 27.0 39.0 51.0 21.0 N/" H/ A 
(mpf/) Hwy. ~7.5 28.8 3~.0 32.0 32.0 52.0 63.0 30.0 H/A 24.5 
Comb . 24.5 25.8 30.0 29.0 29.0 44.0 56.0 24.0 H/" H/A 
Em ission He . 29 .17 . 91 .7 .16 • 11 .64 H/" tVA 
( 9/111 1) co 1 .0 . 8 2.0 1.8 1.0 .8 1.5 HI" HI" 
f'K>x 1.7 1.85 . 9 r. 1.02 1. 7 .9 1.62 H/" H/A 
Partie. .49 .5 .38 . 29 .92 H/A H/.~ 
Inter lor r.o I SP. LI)vel 74 74 78 78 72 70.5 H/A H/A 
( db ) 
- Abbreviations : Pre - Precha~her Dir - Di rect injection open chamber TC - Turbocharged 
Swirl - Rica r do Swi r lchdmber NA - Nat urally Aspirated HI" - Not applicabl 
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Figure 3.7-1. Fuel Economy vs. Vehicle Inertia Weight 
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Figure 3.7-6 shows the relationships between vehicle weight and NOx 
emission per mi Ie driven. Vehicle weight Is definitely a primary factor, 
but differences in system quality and Installed power also have a strong and 
compounding effect. , Peugeot (first) and Olds (second) have the lowest NOx 
emission In terms of g/ml, as well as g/ml x I b. A low power-to-welght 
ratio (Figure 3.7-5) and a clean engine are the primary reasons for lowest 
emission levels. Volkswagen leads the field with regard to absolute g/ml NOx 
wh I ch is brought about by a low veh I c I e we I ght. Otherw i se VW ranks beh i nd 
Peugeot, Oldsrooblle and Daimler Benz, when grouped by quality In terms of 
~/mi x lb. Turbocharglng can have a NO x reducing effect (see VW In Figure 
3.7-6) depending upon engine characteristics, turbocharger engine match, 
waste gate control schedules and gearing. 
As can be seen from Figure 3.7-7, vehicle weight also has a strong 
effect on parti culate emission as with NOx ' Volkswagen has the lowest par-
ticulate emission in absolute terms because of low vehicle weight. Peugeot 
and Mercedes Benz are best in quality In terms of g/mi and vehicle weight. 
GM/Olds is highest in terms of g/ml because of high vehicle weight and rela-
t I \fe I y poor em Iss i on qua I i ty I n terms of grams per transport work (gil b x 
mi). Reported ly the Olds diesel has been cleaned up to Meet the 0.6 g/mi EPA 
particulate standard. 
It is expected t~, dt further deve lopments in the near future wi I I I ron 
out existing differences, thus producing a sMaller family of engine designs 
~hat exhihit optimuM proporties in regar"d to clean combustion, weight and 
performance. Veh i c I e we i ght and acce I erat ion capab iii t y wi I I then be the 
primary factors that determine omission characteristics. To meet future 
proj ected EPA NO x and particulate e'l1ission standards without the waiver, 
and with the lowest acceptable power, il reduction of vehicle weights below 
t"lat of the present VW Rabbit wi II be necessary. With tfJe improvement po-
te,tlal envisioned for the near future, VW and Peugeot seem capa~le of staying 
in the market without major improvements, provided the waiver from the 0 . 2 
g/mi standards for particulates wi I I be ex~ended. Daimler Benz and OldslTlobi Ie 
wi I I stay in the market for the dura t i on of the 1.5 g/m I NOx wa i ver, but as 
is evl:1ent from Figure 3.7-6 both will have problems in ''leo ting NOx and 
parti cul ate standards after 1982. With regard to Interior noise (Tablo 
3.7-2 ), Peugeot is obviously the noisiest, and General Motors/OI\1smobile is 
hest. Differences in injection pressure and body insulation are responsi ~le 
for the observed 7.5 db difference . 
Tahle . 7-3 A throu~h E summari e" typicC!1 engine design and perfor-
Mance criteria as available from publ ished material. One of the :'lajor dif-
ferences hetween n9in is the us o f v rious combustion chamber concepts . 
Oalm l er Ranz uses th ei r trus ted and pr prietary pre-chamber, and all others 
cu rrently marketed are ommltted t o the usc of d Ricardo type swirl chaMb r 
o f their ')wn desi9n . Only BMW-Steyr has taken a da-In s tep t owards h 
opon ch~mh~r in t~oir on- go ing devel pm nt. 
All of th 5 iji se ls are shdrply divided Into two grou ps , sac c har ac -
t r Ized y n ent i r e I y d it ferent des i n backgroun d 11 ::1 ppr odch - the d I eso I 
and the gasoline nine diesel conv rslon . Daiml r B nz and Peugeot re 
o i sols de- i gnol1 'rom scratch t o be f rom t he ou t se t (; oi sel , wh ore s Vol 
wa~en and leneral Motors/O ldsmobile are I sel conver s ion s bas on e istin 
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gasoline en~ines . With typical design features such as six head bolts around 
cylinders instead of the usual four, machined cooling passages between cylin-
ders, oi I cooled pistons , and sodium cooled outlet valves, the Daimler Oenz 
()to 1 612 "A" engine is the most conservat ively designed, but al:;o the most 
expensive turoocharged automotive diesel on the market. 
Pou~eot has hroken with conservative diesel design practice by using an 
aluminum cyl inder head and a larger bore to stroke ratio on their 1977 modelS. 
This wa ~ apparently necessary to compensate for a sl ightly over-designed 504 
block which, in contrast to all others , has i nserted wet cyl inder sloeves. 
This ha~ ~ iven r eugeot a slight edge over Daimler Benz with regard to engine 
power-to-weight r at io, apparently without oth er noticeable sacrifices . Peu-
g
eot 
anc1 Daim ler Benz automotive diese ls have established a service and 
reliability r ecor d that is compara b le to that of truck diesels. Volkswngen 
has obviously taken the initiative with a daring but well optimized diesel 
conversion approach which has put them ahead of the field in pow~r ~er unit 
displacement , structur al weight and price . 
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T8ble 3.7-3A. Summery of EngIne Crlterl8, D81mler Benz 
Ch8racterlstlc 
Engine, Production Ye8r 
Derivation 
Displacement, CID (liter) 
No. of Cylinders & Arrangement 
I nsta II atlon 
Charge Sys.fPres. Boost, B8r 
Bore/Stroke, In. (mm) 
Block Material/Cylinder 
He8d Material 
Va I ve Mechan I cs 
Cam Drive 
Piston Material 
~o. of Crankshaft Bearings 
Compression Ratio 
Chamber Type 
Injection System-Pump Type 
Pressure, pslg 
Engine ~/elght, Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Eng. Wt., Ib/Nom. Power/hp 
Aare Stroke Ratio 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Wt., Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. 0 I sp 1.,1 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque-to-Power Speed Ratio 
Piston Speed at M8X Power, ft/mln 
Piston ~ eed at Max Power m/s 
D~lImler Benz 
3000, 1977 3000, 1978 
Conv. Diesel Design 
184 0) 184 0) 
5 In line 5 In line 
Longitudinal 
NA 
3.58/3.64 
TC/l.7 
(91/92.4) 
Cast Iron Integrala 
Cast,tron 
0HCb 
r 
Chain 
I 
Aluminum AltoyC 
6 6 
22 21.5 
Pre-Chamber 
Individual In Line Plungers 
1800 2099 
515 (234) 548 (249) 
77/4200 110/4200 
115/2400 168/2400 
6.68 4.98 
0.98 0.98 
0.149 (.328) 0.190 (.418) 
25.7 36.7 
38 • .3 56.0 
0.S7 0.57 
2548 2548 
12.9 12.9 
Legend: n/a = not available 
TC = turboc~arged 
NA = naturally aspirated 
OHC = overhead cams 
Remarks: acodlng slots open to head gasket between cylinders 
bsodlum cooled exhaust valves 
Coil cooled pistons 
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Table 3.7-3B. Summary of Engine CriterIa, Peugeot 
Characteristic 
EngIne, ProductIon Year 
DerIvation 
DIsplacement, CID (liter) 
No. of CylInders & Arrangement 
Installation 
Charge Sys./Pres. Boost, Bar 
Bore/Stroke, In. (mm) 
Block Material/Cylinder 
Head Material 
Valve Mechanics 
Cam Drive 
Piston Material 
No. of Crankshaft Bearings 
Compression Ratio 
Chamber Type 
Injection System-Pump Type 
Pressure, psig 
Engine Weight, Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Eng. Wt., Ib/Nom. Power/hp 
Bore Stroke Ratio 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Wt., Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque-to-Power Speed Ratio 
Piston Speed at Max Power, ft/mln 
Piston Speed at Max Power. m/s 
Legend: nla = not available 
TC = turbocharged 
Peuaeot 
5040, 1974 T 5040, 1976 1 5060 R&D 
Conv. Diesel Design 
129 (2.1) 141 (2.3) 141 (2.3) 
4 In. II ne 4 In. I I ne 4 In. I I ne 
Longitudinal 
NA TC/l.7 TC/I.6 
3.613.2 3.7/3.2 n/a 
(91.5/83 ) (92.7/83) 
Cast Iron/Wet Sleeves 
Aluminum Alloy 
I I 
OH - Push Rods 
Chain I Chain Chain 
Aluminum AI loy 
5 5 5 
22.2 22.4 21 
Ricardo Swirl 
I I 
Individual In Line Plungers 
n/a n/a n/a 
415 (188) 
62/4500 
91/2400 
6.G9 
1.08 
0.149 (0.328) 
29.5 
42.8 
0.53 
2255 
11 .5 
415 (18.g) 
71/4500 
99/2400 
5.8 
1.12 
0.171 (0.377) 
30.8 
43.0 
0.53 
2451 
12.5 
NA = naturally aspirated 
OHC = overhead cams 
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441 (200) 
73/4150 
137/2000 
6.04 
n/a 
0.166 (0.366) 
31.7 
59.6 
0.48 
2451 
12.5 
Table 3.7-3C. ComparIson of Engine CrIteria, Volkswagen 
Characteristic 
Engine, ProductIon Year 
Derivation 
Displacement, CID (liter) 
No. of Cylinders & Arr~ngement 
Installation 
Charge Sys.!Pres. Boost, Bar 
Bore/Stroke, In. (mm) 
Block Material/Cylinder 
Head Material 
Valve Mechanics 
Cam Drive 
Piston Material 
No. of Crankshaft Bearings 
Compression Ratio 
Chamber Type 
Injection System-Pump Type 
Pressure, pslg 
Engine Weight, Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Spoed, rpm 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Eng. Wt., Ib/Nom. Power/hp 
Bore Stroke Ratio 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Wt., Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Dlspl.,j 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque-to-Power Spe~ Ratio 
PIston Speed at Max Power, ft/mln 
PIston S oed at Max Power m/s 
Legend: n/a = not available 
TC • turbocharged 
en 
Rabbit, 1978 Rabbit, R&D 
Gasoline Conversions 
90 (1.5) 90 (1.5) 
4 I n. II ne 4 I n. I I ne 
NA 
3.01/3.15 
Cast 
Transverse 
TC - n/a 
(76.5/80) 
Iron/Integral 
Aluminum 
I 
OHC 
I 
Cogged Belt 
Aluminum A I uml num 
5 5 
23 n/a 
Ricardo Swirl 
I 
Rot. Distributor 
n/a n/a 
286 (125) 292 (133) 
50/5000 70/5000 
61/3000 91/3000 
5.72 4.17 
0.96 0.96 
0.175 (0.385) 0.239 (0.526) 
33.3 46.6 
38.1 66.6 
0.60 0.60 
2625 2520 
13.3 12.8 
NA = naturally aspirated 
OHC • overhead cams 
Table 3.7-30. Comparison of Engine Criteria, General Motors - Oldsmobile 
Characteristic 
Engine, Production Year 
Derivation 
Displacement, CID (liter) 
No. of CylInders & Arrangement 
I nsta II atlon 
Charge Sys./Pres. Boost, Bar 
Bore/Stroke, In. (mm) 
Block Material/CylInder 
Head MaterIal 
Valve Mechanics 
Cam Drive 
Piston Material 
No. of Crankshaft Bearings 
Compression Ratio 
Chamber Type 
Injection System-Pump Type 
Pressure, pslg 
Engine Weight, Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp,-C:ng. Speed, rpm 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Speed, rpm 
En:. Wt., Ib/Nom. Power/hp 
Bore Stroke Ratio 
t4om. Power, hp/Eng. Wt., Ib (kg) 
Uom. Power, hp/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque, ft-Ib/Eng. Dlspl.,l 
Max. Torque-to-Power Speed Ratio 
Piston Speed at Max Power, ft/mln 
Piston Seed at Max Power m/s 
Olds, 1978 
Gasoll ne 
Conversions 
350 (5.7) 
V8 
Longitudinal 
NA 
4.057/3.385 
Cast Iron/Integral 
Cast Iron 
OH Pushrods 
Aluminum Alloy 
5 
22.5 
RIcardo Swirl-
Rot. DIstrIbutor 
n/a 
n/a 
120/3600 
220/1600 
1.2 
n/a 
21.0 
2030 
10.3 
Legend: n/a: not avaIlable NA z naturally aspirated 
TC • tur . . ~harged OHC: overhead cams 
Remarks: ~5wlrl, own ~eslgn, angled throat, flame slot. 
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Table 3.7-3E. Comparison of Engine Criteria, BMW 
Characteristic 
Engine, Production Vear 
Derivation 
Dlsplac~nt, CID (liter) 
No. of Cylinders & Arrang~nt 
Installation 
Charge Sys./Pres. Boost, Bar 
Bore/Stroke, In. (mm) 
Block Mat~rIQI/Cyllnd~r 
Head Mater' I a I 
Valve Mechanics 
Cam Drive 
Piston Material 
No. of Crankshaft Bearings 
Compression Ratio 
Chamber Type 
Injection System-Pump Type 
Pressure, pslg 
Engine Weight, Ib (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Max. Torque, ft-lb/Eng. Speed, rpm 
Eng. Wt., Ib/Nom. Power/hp 
Bore Stroke Ratio 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Wt., IL (kg) 
Nom. Power, hp/Eng. Dlspl.,J 
Max. Torque, ft-lb/Eng. Dlspl.,j 
Max. Torque-to-Power Speed Ratio 
Piston Speed at Max Po~er, ft/mln 
Piston Speed at Max Power. mls 
5240, 1982 
Gasoline 
Conversions 
2.4 
4 In line 
n/a 
n/a 
nla 
n/a 
n/a 
5 
Ricardo Swirl 
nla 
400 (ld2) 
115/5000 
13712500 
3.48 
nla 
0.286 
47.9 
57 
0.5 
nla 
n/a 
Legend: n/a· not avall~ble 
TC • turbocharged 
NA • naturally aspirated 
OHC • overhead cams 
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The outstanding fuel efficiency of th" Rabbit engine can be credited 
to an opt I mum cy II nder size (F I gure 3.7-8), and to an eft I c I ent overhead 
cam and belt drive, In conjunction with a tuned Inl.t and exhaust system 
that permits high engine speed with r.latlvely low volumetrIc losses. The 
Incorporation of the latest state-of-the-art In Injection and combustion 
systel'Pls have a I so contr I buted to the outstand I ng high speed capab I I i ty of 
the VW engi ne. 
Corn~,ared to VW and BMW, General Motors/Oldsmobile has taken a relatively 
conservative app~oach where cylinder loading (Figure 3.7-8) and piston speed 
are concerned. Combust I on and I nject Ion pressures are re I at I vel y low, but 
this may weI I be responsible for the relatively high par tlculate emission 
level (Figure 3.7-7) typical for this engine. Volume puts the engine at the 
low end of the fie I d with respect to power to d I sp I acement and power to engl~e weight ratio which, as can be seen from FIgure 3.7-9, are practically 
In linear relationship to each other for state-of-the-art designs. 
As with VW, the BMW 2.4-j diesel conv~rslon also has an optimuM cylInder 
dIsplacement layout (Figure 3.7-8) and leads the entire field In specific 
engIne weight (Figure 3.7-9). It wll I be the first hIgh power and practically 
Otto-engine equivalent dlGsel on the ~rke+. 
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SECTION 4 
APPROACHES TO THE EMISSION PROBLEM 
4. 1 BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 
The automotIve dIesel stll I has a great potentIal for further Improve-
ment In al I areas, IncludIng that of emIssIons. The dIesel-oriented communIty 
Is makIng large Investments In R&D work to further Improve engIne performance, 
and to resolve the emIssIon problem to the best of Its abilIty. A variety 
of government and privately sponsored R&D projects are In progress wIth the 
major emphasIs on engine emissIon Improvements, and on the study of potentIally 
adverse effects on health resulting from dIesel exhaust. The fol lowIng para-
graphs present data and approaches that appear to be most favorab I e for 
dIesel emIssion Improvement. 
DIesel engInes emIt a varIety of pollutants, Including hydrocarbons 
(HC), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen (NOx), oxides of sulfur, alde-
hydes, partIculates, polymttr aromatIcs (PNA's), and odor. The relationship 
between these pollutants and certain physical characteristics and phenomena 
are faIrly wei I known. However, the physIcal/chemIcal Interaction leading 
to specific species of pollutants Is stili widely unexplored, especIally 
where the format I on of part I cu I ates I s concerned. Therefore, the rea I I st I c 
modeling and the quantitative determination of pollutants becomes a difficult 
task. 
A wea I th of re I ated I I terature has been pub I I shed in recent years. 
Drawing primarily from References 8 and 32, whlc~ can be considered the best 
condensed co I I ect Ions of em I ss I on-re I ated data, attent I on Is ma I n I y centered 
around the prob I em em I ss Ions, NOx, and part I cu I ates. On I y those phys I ca I 
facts and Interactions will be discussed that are of primary Interest to the 
engine designer and are necessary for the unders+andlng of remedial measures 
and new design approaches. 
Except for NOx, a I I of the em I ss Ions that are current I y regu I ated or 
w" I be regu I ated I n the near future (Tab I e 2.3-1), are I n some way the 
result of Imperfect and Incomplete combustion. The primary causes are Insuf-
ficIent fuel penetration and atomization, Inadequate turbulence and mixing, 
the quenching of oxidation reactions near cold walls, and/or after-Injection 
at a point where combustion cannot be completed. 
The format Ion of NOx Is k I net I ca I I Y contro I I ad and Increases with 
temperature, oxygen concentration and residence time of the hot gases under 
high temperature conditions. Therefore, the NOx emissions from pre-chamber 
engines are lower than those of existing direct Injection or open chamber 
engines. In pre-chamber engines, primary combustion takes place In a confined 
space under fuel-rich conditions without excess oxygen, and very little NOx 
I s formed in the pre-chamber. Excess oxygen then becomes ava I I ab I e I n the 
ilia I n chamber to comp I ete combust I on, but temperatures are lower and NOx 
fornatlon Is rapidly minimized. 
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The emission of particulates and smoke Is also closoly related t o combus-
t I on eft I c I ency. The for~t Ion of the organ I c compounds, wh I ch re of 
primary concern, Is not tully understood. Reactions among the various 
compounds occur within the combustion chamber and continue throughout the 
exhaust system, Including the measuring system, such as the dilution tunn I 
and f II ters. Th I s makes conc I us I ve measurement and character Ilat I on very 
difficult. Depending ~Inly on engine QUllllty and vehicle weight (Figure 
4.1-1) the particulate emission from diesel automobiles of the sizes studied 
ranges typically from 0.:3 -to 1. 'ml, compared to 0.:3 g/ml for uncontrolled 
gasoline powered cars, and abou ', ' 1 g/ml for car!. equipped with cat~lytlc 
converters, and using unlellded gasoline. The EPA schedule (Table 2 • .3-1) 
requIres a reduction to 0.6 g/ml In 1981 and 1982, and to 0.2 g/ml from 
1982 on. While the compllllnce with a 0.6 g/ml standard Is possible with 
present technology, the achievement of particulate emission rates below 
that Is stll I an unresolved problem. 
Systematic studies and characterization tests conducted In various 
pi ac s dur I ng recent years have been very successfu I I n I dent I fy I ng the 
relationship betweon cert~ln design features, oporatlonal factors and pol-
lutants. Howover, because of the large number of variables Involved, the 
conclusions drawn with one design are not always applicable t anoth r. 
An xtenslve characterization of each fndlvldual design wi I I stl II be 
necessary to obtain quantitatively conclusive results. The Inherent trdde-
off betwoen NOx, engine efficiency and related pollutants (smoke, pdrtlcu-
lates, etc.) makes the development of future diesel engines very difficult, 
time consumIng and costly. The englno designer must find the right combi-
nation of des ign features lind measures that, In absolute terms, satlsflos 
the projected emission requirements with a reasonable or prescribed margin, 
whl I simultaneously kaeplng fuel efficiency penalties to an absolute 
minimum. Th p consensus amoung diesel experts Is that most current dlo~ol 
engine desl9ns c~n be modified to meet the emission requirements for 1981 
In regard to gaseous pollutants. Com~llance with the EPA scheduled stan-
dards for gaseous pollutt'lo.ts will require the Introduction of EGR, with 
attendnnt fue l efficiency penalties Md reliability probl 6ms. The contro-
lling f particulates requires new technology not available at this time. 
The approach 5 under cons I derat Ion concentrate pr I mar I I Y on measures to: 
(1) avoid p rl~tlons that are most polluting, (2) lower the combustion 
tempt')ratur s, (3) optimize fuel Injection schedules, (4) Improve combustion 
fflclency, (5) reduce excess oxygen, (6) entrap p~rtlculates, and (7) de-
volop fupi additives that Inhibit the formation of particulates. The 
effectlv nass of these measures are discussed In the following para raphs. 
4. ' OPERATIONAL RESTRICTIONS 
Operation restrictions are measur~s that c n be Implemented with-
out cll nq ln9 the design of an existing engine, by adjusting or modifying 
I nj ct ion tim I ng d v Ices Md governors as necessary to vo i d operat I n9 
condition s that produce tho most pollution. Most of the smoke, odor, Md 
p rti cu l tes are generated during low-speed, high-torque operations, becaus 
of In omplete combustion brought ebout by fuel-rich mixture, poor Intern I 
turbul nce end mixing, reduced Injection pressure and Impaired droplet 
distrlhutlon. 
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Wh II e operat I ona I restr I ct lon, common I y referred to as "eng I ne dera-
1'1 ng", can reduce part I cu I ates and NOx I n some eng I nes, rei ated Increases 
In engIne specIfic weIght and cost-per-unIt power output make approaches In 
thIs dIrection very undesirable. 
4.3 INLET AIR TREATMENT 
A reductIon In NOx can be obtaIned by lowering the engIne Inlet tem-
perature becauso of the assocIated reductIon In combustIon temperature. 
However, th I s Is mean I ngfu I on I y for turbocharged eng I nes. For examp Ie, 
as shown In FIgure 4.3-1, a NOx reduct Ion on the order of 40S cou I d be 
obta I ned I f the cOlllpressor end temperature I s lowered frOlll 265· to 50·F. 
ThIs was accOlllpllshed In the case consIdered by means of a laboratory water 
cooler. Data from sImIlar tests have shown that a reductIon In engIne Inlet 
temperature frOlll 250· to 150·F, whIch Is feasIble In an autOlllOblle by means 
of an aIr-to-aIr cooler, can stl II result In a NOx reductIon on the order 
of 20 to 30S, whl Ie simultaneously reducIng I-C, CO and smoke. EngIne fuel 
consumptIon was also reduced to IS small e~tent. 
EngIne Inlet aIr cooling, which Is frequently referred to as "after" or 
"I ntermed I ate coo I I ng", has a I I m I ted potent I a I for NOx abatement I n automo-
tIve engines because of the weight, bulk and cost of the cooling systems. 
Experience to date tends to Indicate that diesel NOx emIssions can be reduced 
by about 0.2 to 0.3S per degree Fahrenheit of temperature reduction, while 
sImultaneously ImprovIng the specific fuel consumption by up to 0.04S, per 
degree FahrenheIt. 
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Figure 4. 3-1. Effect of Intake Air Temperature on 00)( 
EmIssIon of a Turbocharged, Open Chamber 
DIesel Engine at Rated Speed (Ref. 32) 
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Water added to the Intake 1I I r resu I ts I n lower I ng compress Ion end and 
combustion temperatures and at the same time can reduce NOx emissions, as 
shown In Figure 4.3-2. As long as the amount of water Is sma I I, the Ignition 
character I st I cs of the charge do not change sign I f I cant I y. Large amounts 
of water result In a considerable Ignition delay which requires compensation 
through advanced fuel Injection timing. Without the proper timing correction, 
the NOx reducing effects of water are not realized and, as tests have shown, 
water I nduct I on I nto the I n I et a I r can even I eaJ to an I ncrease of NOx 
emission. 
Volkswagen has experimented with water Injection In their turbocharged 
Rabbit en~Ine, with a water-to-fuel ratio of up to 40., with an observed 
Increase of ful I load mean effective pressure of 6., and a 5. Improvement In 
specific fuel consumption (Ref. 2:5). A noticeable reduction In NO x was 
a I so observed but was not enough to ensure comp I i ance with the goa I of 0.7 
~/ml for prototypes. Although the results obtained were encouraging, VW 
foels that the need for a dual fuel system and associated problems of 
Icing and corrosion make this approach very unattractive. 
Another method known as "fumigation" Involves the Injection of fuel 
Into the Intake air, which tends to reduce the Initial heat : elease rate and 
associated chamber prossure rise and noise generation. Fumigation has also 
been found to reduce NOx but showed an Increase In 00, HC and smoke emission. 
4.4 INJECTION SYSTEM 
Refinements of Injection timing and nozzle design are first-choice 
approaches toward Improving the emission characteristics of diesel engines, 
because they are feasible without changing the existing basic design. Injec-
tion timing has a strong effect on combustion peak temperatures and attendant 
NOx formation, partlcularit if combined with a change in the Injection rate. 
For example, as shown In Figure 4.4-1, a retardation of injection timing 
from 6 to 2 degrees before top center (BTC) produced a 32. reduction In NOx, 
but this also reduced fuel economy by 10~ and In reased HC and CO emissions 
by 35~ and 20., respectively. Simi lar results have beon obtained with 
other eng I nes (other than Ope I) and I tis general I y conc I uded that NOx de-
crc~:;es significantly with fuel Injection retardation, but fuel consumption 
Increasos markedly, as do HC and 00 emissions. Also, smoke tends to Increase 
as Injection Is retarded, depending upon design. 
Changes In Injection rate can be brought about by either changing the 
nozz 10 or I f I ces and/or pump p I unger d I sp I acement character I st I cs. In d 1-
rect Injection engines the fuel Injection rate has been found to havs a 
strong effect on NOx format I on. I n the case shown In Figure 4.4-2, a 20. 
reduct I on In NOx was obta I ned in the high I oad re~ Ion of the eng I ne by 
Increasing the rate of Injection from 5.7 to 8.3 w / deg. and this proved 
to be fairly Independent of timing. Pre-chamber engines are generally con-
sidered to be less sonsltlve to fuel Injection rate, but this does not seem 
to be true where NOx Is concerned. For the case shown In Figure 4.4-3, 
the I rtroc1 l/ t Ion of " larger diameter p I unger (from 9 to 11 111m) resu I ted In 
a 20 to , ~ ~ Increase In NOx over the steady state load range of the onglne. 
Changes In the Injection rate brought about by changing noz z le orifice 
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50 
size and/or number have a compounding effect on NOx development and combu stion 
eff I c I ency, because both the I nJect Ion rate and spray patte.-n are changed 
(Figures 4.4-4 and 4.4-5). 
The re I at I onsh I p between a I I the I nvo I 'led parameters I s very comp I ex 
and it Is difficult to generalize the results. In one typical case, a 20 to 
40% reduct Ion In NOx was obta I ned by en I.-,rg I ng the nOlZ I e or I f Ice d I ~met()r 
from .0055 to .0065 Inches without changing the number of orifices. Howevor, 
this Improvement was dssoclated with Increased fuel consumption (3S), CJ (70 
- 100%) and smoke I eve Is, I nd I cat I ng that the reduct Ion In tmx was obta I ned 
at the expense of combust Ion eff I c I ency. A I though data perta i n I ng to the 
effects of Injection orifice and spray angle on emissions are relatively 
scarce some benef I ts can be rea I i zed through emp I r I cal system opt i m i Zi'lt ion 
for a given engine design . The u:tlr.'late goal for the future Is an elec-
tronlcal Iy control led and progrdl'llmed system that al lows for indepandent 
variation of al I variables involved . 
According to press Informcltion (Ref. 33) , General r~otl)rs takes a new 
appr '.)ach to ~re accurately t med diesel combustion to r- educ '3 he pdrt i -
cui te. As shown I n Figure 11.4-6, the s)' mMetrlc~1 pa tern of r.'licrow av~ $ 
reflect d by ~he piston upo, appro~chlng and passing th top dead cent er ~ rB 
usol1 to accurate I y determ I ne t"e I oca i on of the true ead cen~er. I n a r1 i -
t i on, a lumInosity signal gener ted frO"1 combustIon I s then uSt3d to djust 
InjectIon PiJ"'~ tlmln( reldth"! to the dead center . In the c llrren~ly oropos') 
version, t ml c row 'Ie prob Is Ins~rted Instead of the e< l stlng g l ow p l ug f o r 
I.:) 
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timing ch cks and dJustments In trucks. The probe wll I then b remov d ~nd 
the g low p lu~ Inserted for engine oper8tlon. This method has the potentl~1 
for a cant I nuous SC8nn I n9 and measur I ng of p I stan pas I t I on ~nd combust Ion 
Intensity to variably contro l Injection rates according to optlml z d che-
\.lules. 
4.5 COMBUSTION CHAMBER DESIGN 
Shape nd vo !ume of the pro-chamber have a strong effect on the alr-
to-fuel ratio nd Internal flow velocities, which In turn cause changes In 
combu sti on efficiency, and NOx emission In p8rtlcul8r. 
~ r I vall pre-chamber, I ncreases I n the al r-to-fue I rat I a have been 
shown t o produce a drastIc reduction In NO x• For 8x8mple, ~s shown In 
Figure 4.5-1, Increas Ing the AIF r8tlo from 2.1 to 35 resulted In NOx r -
duct lon by factor of more than two. If brought about by conflguratlon81 
ch n9 o f the ch mb r, th ef f ects of AIF rat 10 are more d I ft I cu I t to de-
fIn b ce.use fdctor s other thiJn a I r mot I on and spr8Y p8ttern are I nvo I ved. 
In pr - cham er eng I nes, Increased sw I r I I ntens I ty has I mproved com ust I on 
e f f I c I ency but , as shown 1 n F I guro 4.5-2, has 81 so resu I ted I n an un f v r-
ab leNOx-part I u I te trade-of f . For a g I v~n smoke dons I ty, NOx em i s Ions 
w re fun d to be l ow :i t wIth tur boch rge1 eng I nes. Improved m I x I ng and 
Inc r e s reaction r t es r esulting In hIgher combustion t mper tures ar 
primarily responsibl e for thI s . Th ratio of the pre-chamber volume t o 
cy llnc1 r vo lume, the throat dimensions In relatIon to the chamb r , ' nd th 
shape of the chamber Itse lf have a lso been shown to have cert in f fect on 
NOx nd HC mIssions . However , the magnitudes and trade-ofts, osp c lally 
b twe n 10 n fuol e ffi c ien cy vary from one design to another and r Quire 
Ind lvidu I t r t ment for optl mlz tion. 
wer 
tin 
n s 
i - In 
f r examp l e , shows thr e combustlC'n chamb r d s i gns that 
for the Old s dIese l engine doscrlbed In S etlan 
d ift r primari ly In the relationshIp o f th posi -
the In J ctl on noz zle ~o each other. In d s ign 
with th swirl on the Inbodrd sid ~: the 
cro s th , chamber I nboar'd o f he ch mb r 
In "A", th throat is 1m d 
PI- - cham r , chan I ng gr dua I I yin "B" and "C" t o a 
Th r 
nti I t o he ch mber wa ll, I . e ., design "A" ctua ll y r pr-
off pr - ch m r , d s ign "C" a swirl chamb r , nd d ign "B" 
In Sectio" ., thos ch mber s wer a ir ady s I ct d fr 
tl on" s the mos t f avorab l doslgns . In th 
v l u tlon, desIgn "A" wa s chos n f or f urth r 
Th i s d sl n produced th l owest NOx ml slon 
I h s t in He . Ways o f furth r reduci ng He 
v l ua t ed "Ith d s ign "A" by v rylng t h 
f orl tl c s . This produc th tr no s 
Accor di ng to GM (R f. 28} HC cou ld b 
without signifi cantly Incr sing nols 
to a visible lev I durin ngln Id l l n . 
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special design and development approaches to make diesel EGR systems reliable 
and serviceable. As In spark Igniti on en ~ lnes, EGR contaminates the engine 
011, requiri ng reduction of time between 011 changes, which Is already less 
than that requ I red for gaso II ne eng I nes. Mercedes Benz has reported I y de-
veloped a new crankcase system that Inhibits 011 contamination with carbon 
part I cu I ates and ra I ses the 0 I I change I nterva I I n convent I ona I (non-EGR) 
engines from 3000 to 5000 ml (Ref. 17). This would ease the 01 I contamination 
prob I em with EGR to a certa I n degree. Reported I y 01 ds w I II adapt the same 
system to the 1981 model engines. 
I nterna I EGR can be 1 nduced to a certa I n degree by var 1 at Ion of va I ve 
tim I ng and over I ap by lower I ng cy II nder scaveng I ng eft I c I en::y. However, an 
opt i m I zat Ion of the EGR percentage throughout the eng I ne operat i ng range 
will require the addition of complex mechanical systems to achieve variable 
valve timing. To assure su ffici ent valve-piston clearance, the relatively 
large va lve overlap required would a lso necessitate the use of piston designs 
t hat cou ld have an adverse effect on combustion efficiency. 
In addition to the discussed problems, c-oncern ha s also been voiced 
(Ref. 5) r egaruing other potenti a l side effects with EGR that must be taken 
into account. Whi I e NOx is produced at peak cycle temperatures, It may 
comb I ne with excess oxygen dur i n9 expans i on at lower temperatures to form 
N02 (nitrogen dioxide) which is not a regulated pollutant. N02 can combine 
In sunlight t o f orm ot her substances , Including nitric acid, which can have 
Inhibiting effects on plant life. 
In summary , EGR is an effect !ve and predictable method of reducing NOx , 
but assoc i at ed side eff ects and system reliab ility prob lems make i ts applica-
ti on questi onabl e from the standpoi nt of economy . Contrary to widespread 
bel ief, it does not se m to be th e answer t o the emission proble~. 
4.7 EXHAU ST AFTER TREATMENT 
Currently know~ reduction cata lysts used in gaso line powered cars are 
not ef fecTive in con trol I ing diesel NOx because of th e highly oxio izing 
n ture of d i ese I xhaust. A I though ca t a I ysts can be efte t i ve In r-educ I ng 
HC ann ° i ssions , t he deposition of soot on tl-)e ca talyst surface and a 
r pi d gradation caused by poisoning of the active materia l ar e sti l I unre-
so l ved problems . Th rma l r act or s , wh ich ar e e ffective in r duci ng HC and 
CO emiss i ons in t h xhaus t of spark ignit i on ngl nes , are not very effective 
In di so l • Oi s I IIC and CO concentrations are gener al l y too low to sustain 
o Id~ti n, and th po l lut nts of major concern, NO x , smoke and partlcL' lates , 
ar / 1 . ... su stantia ll y r duc d. 
:-" i es lOx , m jor problem f concern is that of particu l tes . Be-
calis of th dif fi cu lti s in s Ivin th particu l ate prob l em fr om t h combus -
tion sid , h ntrapment o f particu l te matter in the exhaust is strong ly 
beinq consider d . Entr pm nt Is not th MOst d sirable approach , but it Is 
str Ight f r ward , asl r t o und rst nd , and may we ll be the only way out of 
th dl I mma unti I the physical causes l eadin to the form tion of particul tes 
re hp ,'er und rstood , nd more ffective m asur s can be devised . The 
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undesirable aspects associated with entrapment are the need for an additional 
system that must be serviced. If feasible, It cleans up the exhaust but 
rloes not alleviate engine 011 contamination problems. The amount of particu-
late matter generated by automotive diesels ranges between 0.3 and 1.0 g/ml, 
compared to 0.3 g/ml for uncontrolled, and 0.01 g/ml for catalyst-controlled 
spark-Ignition engines cars using unleaded gasoline. 
The major problems with diesel exhaust filtration are the physical 
characteristics of diesel particulates and their size. More than 65% of 
diesel exhaust particulates are ~ 1 fLm, and 50~ are ~ l/2fLm In size, whIch 
makes a cont I nuous removal by means of vortex f I I ters such as cyc lones 
ve':"'y Inefficient. Filtration devices, such as steel wool, stacks of wire 
mesh, and spiral wound fIlters have proven fairly efficient, but clogging Is 
a major problem. Because of the fluffy and sticky nature of diesel partlcu-
I ates, the dev I ces become plugged after a few hours of operat I on resu I t I ng 
in excess I ve performance losses because of I ncreased exhaust back pressure. 
A periodic burning of collected particulates Is widely believed to be 
the answer to the clogging problem. Unfortunately, diesel exhaust tempera-
tures usua I I Y do not reach the 900 to 1000 OF (480-540 OC) temperature 
needed to I gn I te and to I nr. I nerate soot part I cu I ates, wh I ch ma I n I y cons I st 
of carbon and smal I amounts of unburned hydrocarbons. Alternatives for 
particle burnoff Include periodically Installing spark Ignited bur~ers using 
diesel fuel, periodic throttling of the engine, and temporary operatl n on a 
fuel rich mixture to raise the exhaust temperature to the above Indicated 
I eve I, as we I I as e I ectr I ca I methods such as sparks and Incandescent wire 
mesh fllter-s and, perhaps, lasers. In any case, back pressure will probably 
be used to tr I gger the burn-of f whenever a cr I t I ca I exhaust pressure I eve I 
has been reached. 
A unique approach to the bu r n-off problem Is currently taken by General 
Motors us I ng the dua I trap concept shown In Figure 4.7-1 (Ref. 8). The 
system cons I sts of two f II ters I n para 1 I e I hav I ng separate e I ectr I ca I heat I ng 
elements and a flapper valve that routes only a small fraction of the exhaust 
f low t o t he f I I ter that I s be I ng heated, as necessary to prov I de enough 
oxygel1 f or the burn-off. Most of the exhaust then flows through +he f i Iter 
that i s not being heated. The system is estimated to use about 500 W during 
burn- ff p riod s. 
8~sod upon work already done (Ref. 36), Corning Glass Works has come up 
with cer amic filter substrate that, according to tests, effectively entraps 
80% of d i esel exhaust particulates. The filter material is a Silica, mag-
nesi um, and alumina composition that can withstand continuous burn-off of 
;,rhon parti cul tes under controlled conditions, and Is claimed to remain 
ff i c lent f or 50,000 ml before ~ filter change Is necessary. 
To avo I d burn-off sand f II ter changes, TRW : nc . <Ref. 37), takes the 
appr o ch t o a convent I ona I pleated bag-f II ter m I ~ i atur I zed for d I ese I ex-
haust f l ow rates . The cake of part iC' I es co I I ected on the f I Iter cloth Is 
per l o Ical Iy removed by mechanica l s~ aklng. The device proposed Is schematl-
ca lly shown In Fi gure 4.7-2 . TRW sugg ~ ts using a fiberglass cloth pleated 
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Figure 4.7-2. Schematic of Mlnl -baghouse for Filtration 
of Diesel Exhaust Propo$ed by TRW, Inc. 
(Ref. 37) 
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over 'II I re frame l'tnd mounted I nto a rectangu I ar box that 'II i I I fit I n the 
crush space beh I nd the gas tank. The f II ter cloth 'II II I have to be shaken 
every 500 - 1000 ml to keep the back pressure within acceptable limits. 
According to Industrial experience, It appears doubtful whether a low 
back pressure can be repeatedly restored with filter shaking alone. The In-
depth penetration and clogging characteristics peculiar for diesel soot will 
probab I y req u I re more ef fect I 'Ie f II ter clean I ng methods, such as reverse 
pulse flow, for example. Effective pressure pulsing by using compressed air 
available at fll ling stations also appears to be more reliable and more cost 
effect I 'Ie than the shak I n9 mechan I sm shown In Figure 4.1-2. A var I ety of 
researchers have pursued the approach of coagulating diesel particulates 
I nto larger sizes that a II ow for a cont I nuous separat I on from the flo'll by 
using straight through or cyclone type vortex seperators. 
~nder a program sponsored by the EPA, the University of Arizona has ex-
perimented 'IIlth an electrostatic f IJ "j"ering ~ evlce which has shown encouraging 
reslJlts (Ref. 38). The proposed device (Figure 4.1-3) cOl1slsts of a corona 
'III e extending through the axis of a cylindrical pipe that Is negatively 
charged with -25 kV. A simple clog free swlrler Is provided upstream to 
Induce vortex flow which creates radially outward displacement of the 
particles captured by the electrical field. According to Figure 4.7-4, a 
noticeable r9f'lOvai capability has been demonstrated for all sizes belo'll 6 
#l"'. The prob I em of co I I ect Ion and retent I on of the part I c I es removed from 
the flow was not addressed In this program. Figure 4.7-5 shows a similar 
device tested by General Motors. 
T'lio other prospect I 'Ie concepts for cont I nuous d I ese I exhaust clean up 
are under consideration at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. One, ref~rred to 
as a IISpark Destructor System, II uses an e I ectr I ca I I Y charged gr I d structure 
s I m I I dr to the ones used on the bug-e I I m I nators cu rrent I y marketed I n the 
UnltcJ States. The devle also functions In a similar way. Diesel particu-
lates passing through the grid plane are agglomerated upon approach and 
I nduce spark I ng when pass I ng between t~e gr Ide I aments wh I ch br I ngs about 
a burn-off of the agglomerates. According to Initial experimentation, this 
s ems to be a workable approach that should be pursued further . 
The other concept under consideration, as schematically shown In Figure 
4.7-6, consists of a vortexlng agglomeration device (similar to the one used 
by Genera I Motors) In ser I es 'II I th a cyc lone, 'IIh I ch I s more size-effect I 'Ie 
than a f low-through vortex f II ter a lone. EGR f low I s exhausted from the 
lower end of the cyclone together with separated matter that '1111 I col I ct In 
dlsposahle bag. The extraction of flow from the lower end of the cyclono 
greatly Improves cyclone efficiency with smaller particle sizes. For maximum 
fflclency, the cyclone '1111 I be sized for low engine speed where most partlcu-
13t s are generated, and can be bypassed at higher engine speeds from the 
clean core of the ag lomerator as necessary to keop the back pressure within 
accepta Ie limits. It Is expected that 9 % of all particulate mass greater 
than 2 #lm, ~nd greater than or equal to 80% of the total mass can be continu-
ously r&~ved by the proposed system which Is strongly dependant on cyclone 
speed and on the eft ctlveness of the agglom rator. Possible methods other 
th n e I ectr I ca I fie I ds under cons I derat Ion for agg I omerat I on are mechan I ca I 
b ffllng, pn ulMtlcally Indue d standing shock way s n focused soni c 
Irra:llatlon. 
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Th r ough Dispos3 1 Syst 
AI I of th approach s taken or und r consld ration r ulr some nergy 
In th form of exhaust pressure losses, el ctrlcal n rgy gen rated from 
shaft hors pow r, or xtra fu I for particle burn-off. Th 500 W for burn-off 
which Gen ral Motors has estlmet d for the Plds dies I trap, represent a 
power los on th ord r of on half p rc nt of the nominal power. Each 
I nch of wat r of exhaust back pr ssure caus d by the f I Iter r pres nts an 
addltlon , l pow r loss on the ord r of O.lJ of th par8sltlc losses already 
In xist nc. \'1lth a pr ssur drop on the ord r of 2. 5 to 5. 0 In. of wat r 
common for rros t f II trat Ion d v I cas, th I s amounts to a power loss on th 
ord r of O. 5~ r latlve to nominal en Ine br;1ke horse pow r, dep ndlng upon 
cl og qlr. ,~ ch rac terl sties and cl anln Intervals. Although th s numb rs 
repr s, n ~ a very . ou h st I Mate, it app ars that approach s that do not 
requlr xtr en r y f or parti e l burn-off should b most vigorously pur ued, 
a lthou h p rlodl c servicing wi II b requlr d. 
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Table 5.1-1. Typical Breakdown of Mechanical Losses 
In Diesel Engines (Ref. 5) 
Friction Piston 40 - 45 
Friction Bearings 25 - 30 
Valve Train & Gears 14 - 17 
Water + 011 Pumps 9 - 10 
Injection Pump 6 - 8 
100J 
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5.4 TURBOCOMPOUNolNG 
Turoocompoundlng Involves the extractIon of mechanIcal ener'gy from 
the exhaust In excess of what Is needed to drive the compressor. This exces~ 
energy I s then fed back I nto the power take-of f of the eng I ne, or I s used 
otherw I se. The fue I economy ga I ns that can be rea I I zed from the turbocom-
pound I n~ ot w;')ter coo I ed, turbocharged d I ese I eng I nes are on the order ot 
S, and do not seem to warrant the eftl.)rt except when hIgh boost pressure 
ratIos are structurally accept~ble. 
Turbocompoun~Ing wll t be a necessIty to take advantage of reduced coolIng 
losses, whIch will otherwIse result only In hIgher exhaust temperature wIth 
no Increaso In effIcIency (SectIon 5.8). For a ~ul 1-; Insulated (adIabatIc) 
eng I ne, turbocompound I ng w I I I resu I tIn an eft I c I ency ga I n on the order of 
to 0% over turbocharglng al0ne, excludIng expansion and tran~ter losses. 
The conventIonal design approach for turbocompoundlng usually Involves 
a snparate power- turb I na downstream of the turbocharger, wIth usef u I work 
trlln sf rmed hy a speed reductIon gear to the engIne power take-off (Figure 
5.4-1). Such a des I gn does not seem to be too J:wact I ca I for a sma I I automo-
tlv~ dIesel, becausd of cost, bulk and complexIty. 
A pr0spoctlvo concept shown In FIgure 5.4-2 uses a high speed alternator 
as an Integral part of the turbIne rotor to avoId goarlng problems. Today's 
:-adlal turbines are capaolo of hand I Ing expansion rt'ltlos that would make 
an extra power turb I ne unnecessary. In th I s case, turbocompound I ng does not 
I nvo I ve . nUlter me han I c.a I camp I ex it',' than Is req u I red for turbocharg I ng 
a lone. Tho anergy generated cen then be used to dr I ve eng I ne accessor I es 
such as f ns and a I r cond I t Ion I ng, lind to charge the battery. I n the caso 
f n Insu I atod ( ad I abat I c) eng I ne, an Axcess of e I ectr I ca I power wuu I d be 
ave i I ab I th t cou I d be used 0 I ther to power extra accessor I as or work I ng 
Quipmont, or t o foed an energy storage system. 
Appr dch s In this di rection ~re currently being taken by d~velopers of 
d l se l-p w rod heavy duty work ing equIpment wIth a hIgh demand for accessory 
r.owor . such as Cat erp I I I ar, end John oeero. In conJ Ullct Ion with 0 I ectr I ca I 
or I~ch~nlcal energy storagQ systems such as batteries or flywheel s , electrl-
a l tu rbocomr undlng soems to have potentIal for uso In medium to large-sized 
dl sel-p w -ed passenger cars. ThIs should bo further evaluated. 
~ h k I s also beln~ t ken ~t displacement-type, low-speed expandors 
th t oup l d to tho engine by using a conventional ch~ln or V-belt 
nd PJ II V drive m hanlsms. Ca r. 1 ldate expanders concepts under consldera-
t Inn, pr I nmr I I Y for 1I 0 In high temperature steam and ! n organ I c Ran I( I ne 
en In r r t ry and orb l ta I vzme, as well as Lysholm-type expanders. 
n Id "II h temp r tur and lubrication difficulties, 'MJor problems are 
t il h l ]h • nt nt (f partlcul te !MHer In th exhaust of diesel anglnes Md 
th w r - - - I t d with those Pdrtl cul~tes. 
xp r l mon t l'ltion In all of the above directions Is In progress, but no 
manut c turer h s t~us fdr doveloped a workable solutIon t o the small Cdr 
turbocompound ln problem. B sod upon pr sent knowledge and technology, 
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F iaur'3 5 . 4- 2 . Ele ica Tur bOCOMpounded Engine Svste 
electrical turbocompoundlng to operate engine accessories appears to be the 
most feasible approach for the near future. This will preclpllte down Into 
the smal I engine field from large category diesel powered vehicles that have 
a relatively high demand for accessory power, such liS lIlr conditioned buses, 
specIal heavy duty and certain milItary vehicles. Report~ly, the producers 
of diesel-powered hoavy duty vehIcles are working In thIs direction. 
5.5 RANKINE BOTTOM CYCLES 
Because of a relatIvely hIgh effIciency at moderate cycle peak temper-
atures (sImIlar to those existent In diesel exhaust gllses, 550 to 650·F), 
Organ I c RMk I ne cyc I es offer among the best potent IlIl for convert I ng exhaust 
hellt Into usable power. DOE-sponsored work to develop OrganIc Rankine bottom 
cycles for use In heavy trucks Is currently under way at Thermo Electron/MlIck 
Truck, and at earlier times at BlIrber Nichols of Denver. The developers 
c I a I m that the power of ex I st I ng trucks CM be I ncrellsed by approx I mate I y 
15% over II typlclli duty cycle wIthout usln!? additIonal fuel (Ref. 41). 
However, as schematically shown In Figure 5.5-1, a relatively complicated 
system Is required thllt does not lend Itself easily to sma I I car applications. 
A lImiting factor In sma I ler engIne sizes Is the expander, which In the Thermo 
Electron system, consIsts of an Impulse turbIne geared Into the mllln drlve-
tra In. For sma I I er d I ese Is, the use of a d I sp I acement type of an expander 
and a V-belt pul ley drive lIppear to be a more feasIble solution to the expander 
design problems although less efficient. 
According to press Information (Ref. 42), Chapman Engines, Interna-
tiona I, Inc., of Roseda, ClI" f. a sma" pr I vate deve I oper , Is exper I ment I ng 
In this direction with an Organic Rankine system for medium duty trucks that 
uses a chain driven, positive displacement, so-called "orbltai", expander 
(Flgur~ 5.5-2 and Figure 5.5-3). In contrast to conventional vane expanders, 
the rotor of the orbital expllnder does not rotattl, but performs an orbital 
motion within the outer circular housing without changing Its lIngular posi-
tion relative to the housing. The vanes also do not rotate, but only sweep 
back and forth along the housing Inner wlIlI at II relatively low velocity. 
The Chapman expander Is an attractive concept for applIcatIon In sma I I Organic 
Rankine systems, and also deserves consideratIon In turbocompounding ap-
proaches for sma I I diose I eng I nes I n I I eu of a sma I I, high speed, power 
turbine. 
Based upon present knowledge, the general concensus to date Is that 
Organic Rankine systems are probably not commercIally feasible In conjunction 
with dlesol-englned passenger cars. The driving cycle of the pas~enger car 
also does not lend Itself to exhaust heat utll izatlon concepts because much 
time Is spent at low load levels and Idle speed. 
5.6 COMBUSTION 
The analytical 
combustion mechanisms, 
po llutants, have made 
and experimental tools required to s ' dy high !; pes-:l 
I nc I ud I ng those respons I b I e for 'I' 0 forma't Ion 0 f 
fundamental combustion resoarch a co~ tly a0d tlm~ 
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consuMing ffalr. Proposed resoarch must consider th us of I h sp d 
equ I pment to v I Sua II ze and to quant I tat I ve I y va I uate combust Ion ph nomena 
(Flgur 5.6-1). Fuel Injection flow and heat release rates, pr ssur and 
temperature changes as we I I as any other rap I d I Y chang I ng data thc:lt ar 
neces ary to Interpret and to better und rstand the proces es and Int ractlon 
occurring !n a high speed diesel combu tlon chamber mu~t be accurately mea-
sured. A continuous recording of data at crankangle Intervals of one degr e 
or less Is considered the minimum requirement for obtaining conclusive re-
sults, and for generating the data needed for realistic modeling of diesel 
combustion processes. Expensive special equipment Is required for the 
characterization of gaseous and particulate omissions In regard to size, 
physical structure and composition. 
Some Itams of primary Interest for study are: (1) the effect of ultra-
sonic application on fuel atomization, mixing and flame propagation, (2) the 
use of high energy sources such as high Intensity sparks, lasers, and plasma 
jet techniques to Induce more homogeneous Ignition, 0) the use of ceraoi lc 
wal I coatings capable of supporting a catalyst which wi I I enhance the cracking 
and oxidation of unvaporlzed fuel, and (4) the Introduction of electrical 
fie I d ef fects to I nterpret and, pass I b I y, to i nh I bit the format i on and the 
size of particulates. 
A det I n I te need ex I sts for fundamenta I research of th Is natur. I tis 
expected that such efforts wll I produce striking solutions to diesel problems 
within the near future. Development now In progress Is primarily concentrated 
on optlmizln9 dnd refining the existing designs and Injection systems, using 
conventional empirical and EPA accepted methods, to monitor the controlled 
pollutants NO x, CO and HC, as wei I as smoke opacity and odor. The measuring 
and characterization of particulates are stll I unresolved problems, and 
HC formation and smok.e opacity (Bosch Number) are used primarily, to jud e 
particulate emission characteristics. 
At the present time, the Improvement potential ot the divided chamber 
s ems to be very limited, and a trend el(lsts to return to the open cHamber 
concep , which has attractive potential for Improvement. As discussed 
earl leI"', the elimination of the pumping losses between chambers alone amounts 
to a aln of approximately 9% In terms of mean effective pressure and fuel 
consuMpt I on. Th I s ga In wou I d compensate for 10ssEts caused by EGR, wh I ch 
must b I ntroducer to reduce flOx format Ion to the prescr I bed I eve Is. The 
stratified combustion approaches currently taken to reduce Ox In spark 
I, nltlon engines are, In principle, also adaptable to the op n ch mbar diesel. 
Approaches In this direction are under way. 
Besides emi ssions, the primary problems with open chamber combustion 
r e those of Ignition delay and sudden Initial heat release, which are m Inly 
I'" sponslble for harsh operation and noise generation. Current approaches to 
the reso I ut I on of the open chamber per formance prob I em go I n the d I I'" ct I on 
of using swirl and squish flow generated In the narrow clearance betwe n t e 
pi ston fac and th cylinder head surface upon approaching the outer d ad 
c nter. According to Figures 5.6-2 through 5.6-5, the apt use of squish 
f low h s shown encour ag I ng I'" su I ts I n I mprovement a f heat re I ease, chamber 
pr ssure profile and NOx with r I til/ely sma I i reduction In fuel eftlcl-
ncy. 
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Using similar techniques, the Kloeckner Humboldt Deutz (KHD) Company, 
Germany, has taken the approach to the two-stag combust Ion concept shown 
In Flgur 5.6-5 (Ref. 45). Deutz claims that the concept Is superior for 
reduced ~IOx em I ss Ion. E ff I c I ency losses are on the order of tOto t 5J 
with EGR, as compared to a non-EGR direct Injection engine. Deutz Intends 
to I ntroduce the concept I nto the I r I I ne of a I r-coo led d I ese I s marketed In 
the U.S. for light trucks as soon as emission standards dlctat • 
Flat takes the appro~ch to a three valve open chamber to obtain a high 
swirl and a good match between fuel Injection and air motion over a wide 
speed range (Ref. 46). The fuel Injector Is located between the two smaller 
I n I et va I ves, with one large exhaust va I ve oppos I te. Reported I y, CO and 
NOx em I $S Ions obta I ned I n tests with a F I at 1:51 car match those obta I ned 
with swirl chambers, wIth hydrocarbons beIng relatIvely hIgh (2 g/ml). The 
fue I economy range obta I ned was 42 to 52 mpg, not much better than that 
obt a I nab I e on cars with comparab I e we I ght and eng I nes wIth current sw I r I 
chamber designs. Flat claims that the direct Injection diesel has a narrower 
operating range and requires more gears to use to Its advantage. 
As descrIbed In more detaIl In Section 3.6, BMW-Steyr has taken a daring 
step towards the solution of the open c~ , nber, sudden heat release and diesel 
knock problem, by eliminating high pressure fuel lines and associated water 
hammer effect that greatly aggravate the accurate control of the fuel injec-
tion rate Into the chamber ' . Instead of a central Injector pump common to 
for all cylinders, the B~-Steyr design provides for an Injector Integrated 
pump for each Individual cylinder which, are assumed to be directly cam 
op ';'ated. ThIs Is not entIrely new In dIesel desIgn hIstory, but It nev~r 
has been attempted for sma I I, high speed mu It I-cy I I nder d I ese Is. Because a 
number of oth~r measures such as monoblock-deslgn and engine Insulation 
h \ b en n cessdry for consumer acceptance, It can be assumed that the open 
ch mber knock problem has only been partIally resolved with the Ind i vidual 
pUMp-lnj~ctor design approach. 
R n wod attention Is also being given to an evaporatlv combustion con-
cept .1 monstrated over 20 years ago by Masc" I nenfabr I k Augsburg-Nuernberg 
(M.A.N.) In Germany. The design concept usually referred to as the "M" 
(Meurer) method, prov i des for a part I a I I Y sh I e I ded va I ve to produce I n I et 
sw I r I and a bow I-shaped COlnbust Ion chMlb r lith I ch I s deep I y rac ~sed I nto the 
piston (F igure 5.6-6AIB). The fuel Injected Into the chamb r Is not tom I zed 
but Is s ulrted against the chamb r wal l Md from there It dlsp rs s Into 
a thin film that evaporat s as cOlnbustlon proceeds. Test eng ln s modified 
to Impl nt the conce t have x Iblted unusually flat torqu characteristics 
(FI ur 5.6-6C) and, as wltnoss d by the author of thIs r port, th engine 
d monstrat smooth operation without the tamll lar dies I I<nocklng over Its 
ntlro sp d range In an M.A.~. truck. A probl m r malnlny I th th rmal 
pr con Itlonlng o f the bowl surface bof or continuous fu I ev poration 
ctual Iy t s pi c t ~ contr o l I drat . 
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Also under renewed c nslderatlon re so-cal led semi-diesels (Figures 
5.6-7, 5.6-8) which operate essential Iy ~s an open chamber dIesel, wIth Igni-
tion brought ~bout by ~ high temperature source before the self-Ignition 
temper~ture Is reached. The ad vantage I s th at lower compression ratios and 
br~d cut f ue I s can be used. The Ford PROCO deve I opment Is essent I a I I y 
aimed In this direction, although Ford avoids any reterence to dlesel-I'elated 
features or developments, and refers to the sys tem only as "PROgrammed COmbus-
tion". As shown In Figure 5.6-9, fuel Is metered to each cylinder In a 
diesel-like fashion by using Individual Injection nozz les at relatively low 
pressures (250 to 300 ps I g) , start I ng as ear I y as 70 to 90 degrees BTOC 
during the compression stroke. The compression ratio Is low (approximatelY 
11.5) requiring the aid o f spark plugs to Initiate combustion. Two-stage 
stratified combustion, an extremely wide alr-to-fuel ratio ~nd high EGR 
toleranco are brought about by using of piston bowl and squish flow technIques, 
high swIrl producIng Inlet ports, ~nd two spark plugs (FIgure 5.6-10). 
The system reportedly delivers a fuel economy almost comparable to th~t 
of a c nventlonal pre-chamber dIesel wIthout the known dIsadvantages (noise, 
od r, etc.) (Ref. 48). ~owever. the PROCO engIne must use unleaded gasoline 
dnd an oxIdation catalyst to meet emIssion requirements. This unfortunately 
eliminates some of the prIme features that are attractive to the dlesel-
oriented consumer, such as lower maIntenance cost, fuel storablllty (less 
flammable), and reli ab il i ty. 
The toas I bill ty of the Ford PROCO concept has been demonstrated In 
extensive laboratory and vehicular tests . However, the implementatIon of 
the conc pt , '11111 stili require consl dera Ie development before becoming 
feasible with production hardware. It Is not e pected that PROCO '1111 I 
dr I ve the dies lout f the market, but It might spur deve I opments I n the 
d IrectIon of semld lesels with c npr ssl n r tlos of bout 15 to 16 that 
'11111 accept a variety of br dd cut fuels, ra t her than asol ine or dIesel 
fuel lone. 
5.7 VARIABLE COMPRESSION RATIO 
The re I at I v& I y hi h mpr f automat I v d I ese I eng I nes 
(2 1- 2) Is primarily dictated by c Id stdrt requirements. Once the engine 
has been warmed up, It woul be mor advantageous from ti)e fuel efficiency 
and the N - standpo i nt TO op r te t a lower mpress I n rat i 0 of bout 
1 • The cycle efficiency that c r. b 9 Ined from higher compression ratios 
Is SIMI I and Is usu Ily canc II d b Incr s d Intern I friction losses. 
Lower compr ssl n r tlos re f part i ul r advant~ e In turbocharged engines. 
For a glv n m Imum system pr ssure, low r compression ratl s permit appllca-
t Ion of hi h r i n I t pressures , wh i ch In reases th mass f low through the 
engine an Ilows f r p r tl n t n r Ily I n r combustion with reduced 
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Table 5.8-1. Comparison of Properties of Sil icon Nitride Ceramics 
and Conventional Piston Materials (Ref . 52) 
Den s ity, Mg/m3 
Melting Point, °C 
Therma l Expansivity 
x 10- 6 / oC, Linear, 20-1000°C 
Thermal CondlJctivity, W/rrK 
(at r oom temperature) 
Specifi c Heat Capacity, 
J /kg K 
Strengt h, M Pasca l 
Elongation (%) 
A I um i nu m A I loy 
LM13a 
I I L~26 b 
I (SAE 332) 
2.70 2.74 
-570 - 550 
19 20 
117 104 
900 900 
190-280 250 
-0.5 1.3 
71 80 
Grey Cast 
Iron 
BS 1452 
7.3 
950-1230 
12 
50 
450 
200-300 
103 
Modular Cast 
Iron 
BS 2789 
7.2 
950-1230 
11 
29 
450 
370-725 
17.2 
166 
S iIi con N i tr ide 
I-f'St!c RBSNd 
3.2 2.2-2.75 
1750-1900 
decomposition 
25-35 
700 
800e 
300 
I 
2.5 
8-40 
700 
230e 
175 Young ' s Modulus, G Pascal 
Hardness \ 150-80HSf 100HB 180-260HB 250HB 11675-1950gl 900-13509 
I . ________ J _______ 1 
Analysis %: Cu SI Mg t~ I Fe Mn 
a LM13 0.7-1.5 10-12 0.8-1.5 0.7-1.5 1.0 0.5 
b LM2 6 2.0-2.4 8.5-10.5 0.5-1.5 1.0 1.2 0.5 
c HPSfJ Hot Pressed Si I icon Nitride (fully dense) 
d RBS t! React ion-Bonded S iii con N I tr i de (I ncor.'lp I e~e I y dens I f jed) 
e 3-Point Bend Strength 
f HO Brinel I Hardness 
9 Knoop Hardness, 100 9 load, kg/mmf 
TI 
0.2 
0.2 
Zn 
0.5 
1.0 
Sn 
0.1 
0.1 
Pb 
0.1 
0.2 
CERAMIC TOP: 
S13N4' LAS, FUSED Si02 
SiC 
FASTENER: 
UDIMET 7OG, NIMONIC 115 OR 90, R-41, 
WASPAlLOY 
S816, V36, l605, etc. 
INSUlATING 
WASHERS: 
HARDENING 
GRADE STEEL 
HARDNESS 32 
RC I SURFACE 
200fol in., 20-
4 .2x O.4 x 
0.010 
SPACER: 
STEEL 
SURFACE 
HARDNESS 4BRc 
BEllEVilLE SPRINGS 
TYPE 302 STAINLE ~S 
3-0.75 x 0.38 
0 .056 
CUMMIN S 
PISTO N 8ASE 
I lIr 'j . -4 . Ad i ti c [ n in P I stan Concept Under Study 
t Cummins Diese l (Ref . 51 ) 
- 7 
Table 5. 8 - 2 . S~resses in Cap o f Cer amic Pis~on as E s~ima~ed by f. 51) 
Coeff i c i en~ 
Thermal Elastic 
Expansion Thermal Modulus Combined Thermal 
x l 0- 6/oF Conductivity xl06 psi Stress, Stress, 
Ma t e r ia l Ty pe (1 OOO°F) Btu/hr-ft-F ( 1000°f) psi psi 
Reac~ion Bonded Si I icon N i ~r i de 1.2 6.4 23.1 3300 5250 
Ho~ Pressed Si l icon Nitride 1.2 10.5 44.0 5120 7070 
V1 
I 
V< Sinter ed Si I icon lI i tri de 1.7 9.7 40.0 6750 8720 CD 
r.eac~ ion Sinter ed S ili con Car bide 1. 9 30.4 54.0 6490 6580 
Sinter ed Si l icon Carbide 2.6 19.3 56.5 11,000 12,990 
Magnes i a Alumina S ilicate 1 • 1 0.85 17.4 7750 9660 
Fused Sil ica 0.3 1.2 21.0 700 2610 
a conventional aluminum base. A stack of Bel levll Ie springs Is provided to 
compens~te for longitudinal differences In thermal expansion. A unique 
des I gn feature I s a stack of high I Y I nsu I at I ng disks between the top and 
the body, which allows the use of high strength ceramics (silicon carbide), 
wh I ch have a re I at I ve I y high therma I conduct I v I ty, and can withstand high 
temperatures at moderate compression loads. Th~ Insulating properties of 
the disks were ach I eved by I ntroduc I ng a high degree of surf ace roughness 
wh I ch creates an eff I c lent the rIM I barr I er when the disks are used I n a 
stack. According to Ref. 51, a hot pressed, silicon nitride capped piston 
was operated for 164 hours under operating conditions that produced a BMEP 
of 245 psi, a 20.4 A/F ratio, and a peak pressure of 2500 psi cylinder pres-
sure. The test was discontinued because of bolt loosening problems. 
Another approach that essent I a I I Y circumvents the prob I ems with cer-
amic poppet valves Is that taken by Johnston (Figures 5.8-5 and 5.8-6). The 
Johnston engine takes advantage of aIr motion and the potential of the two-
cycle concept for the application of ceramics. The Johnston englna Is gener-
ally of conventional single piston unlflow design but uses a cylindrical 
"cook I e cutter" type of sleeve va I ve I nstead of poppet va I ves to circumvent 
the stress and Impact problems with poppet valves. Swirl Is Introduced 
through the ports of the sleeve valve and Is enhanced during final compres-
sion by the convergence of the space between the piston crown and the cylinder 
head, which produces vortex acceleration and spiraling squish flow. Figure 
5.8-7 compares the projecte'i power versus fuel economy produced with the 
concept as compared to current technology. The fuel economy gains shown are 
fairly consistent with those predicted by Cummins (Figure 5.8-3). 
5.9 HARDWARE DE SIGN 
In the past, development of diesel engine hardware was primarily de-
pendent upon testing tec~~lques which concentrated on eliminating weaknesses 
that would otherwise Jeopardize the program objectives. Such development 
approaches have frequently led to an unbalanced design, with certain compo-
nents over-des I gned or conta I n I ng redundant structures and mechan I sms. As 
shown In Figure 5.9-1, considerable Improvement In specific weight has been 
a(.;, I eved between 1920 and the Second Wor I d War, pr i mar I I y f rom the comb i ned 
results of combustion efficiency Improvements, and the Introduction of light-
wei ght materials and improvements In foundry technology. Progress leveled 
off because of I Imitations of analytical and material resources. The advances 
In computer technology and the adoption of "Computer-Aided Design" (CAD) 
techniques are partly responsible for the renewed reduction of engine 
spec I f I c we I ght after 1960, and it is expected that further ret I nements In 
CAD approaches will make additional Improvements possible as Indicated by 
the proj ect Ion In Figure 5.9-1. As can be seen In Figure 5.9-2, the more 
comprehensive use of CAD wll I al so considerably shorten the learn ing period 
t hat each eng i ne proj ect must go t tl rough before I t reaches t he product Ion 
stage . 
Complex computer programs are now available to the engi neer whi ch empl oy 
di g ital and analog simulation techniques , and which wi I I be helpful In 
r eso lving dynami c , heat flux, stress and deformati on probl ems In critical 
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components such as pistons (Figure 5.9-3), push rods (Figure 5.9-4), crank 
shafts, fuel ! Ines, etc. The use of CAD will also be helpful in pin-pointing, 
reduc i ng and eli m i nat i nq the pr i mary sources of no i se deve I opment cau sed by 
housing deflections as shown in Figures 5.9-5 and 5.9-6. 
Further reduction in engine weight is also expected to come about with 
the i ntroduct ion of advanced light-we i ght mater i a I sand improved product ion 
tochnology. Of course, the discussed hardware improvement potential applies 
to the gaso I I ne eng I ne as we I I, but be I ng a more stress cr it i ca I piece of 
hardware, the diesel is expected to benefit considerably more from the appli-
cation of CAD technique5. 
5 1 0 FR I CT I ON 
I n terms of tota I energy ) the eng i ne fr i ct i on as can be seen from 
Figure 5.1-1 and Table 5.1-1, is not a large contributor to total losses. 
However, because it is d direct trade-off between work exerted on the piston 
and app lied to the crankshaft, mechan i ca I fr i ct i on has a strong ef fect on 
fuel economy, engine speed rating, specific weight and size. According to 
competent I i t crature (Ref. 55) d i ese I eng i nes have a cons i derab I e potent i a I 
for reduction of friction to the extent indicated in Figure 5.10-1. As 
i"ustratea in Figure 5.10-2, this potential can be used to either improve 
power output and fuel consumption up to approximately 10%, or to increase 
I; ,:':> speed rating of the engine by 25%, with the resultant benef it of reduced 
size a,ld weight. 
At th i s time, there is very I ittle known abou t the physical nature of 
friction, the total energy actual v wasted because of friction under actual 
operating ccnditions, or the degree to which various design parameters con-
trol fri ct ional losses. Available friction data are obtained from motoring 
the engine and from extrapolation through the so-cal led Wil lansline (Figure 
5.10-3). Speed rating has a prominent eHect on friction losses. Engine 
friction also depends to a great extent on oil viscosity which, in turn is 
strongly affected by oi I temperature. 
In addition to using a low friction oil, the primary approach to lower 
fr i ct i on is through increased and more tight I Y contro I led 0 i I temperature 
during all operationcl conditions. Unfortunately, with increasing temperature 
the min i Mum f i 1m th i ckness a I so decreases and, as shown in Figures 5. 10-4 
and 5.10-5, requires closer tolerances or larger bearing areas. This means 
that most measures to reduce fr i ct i on a I so I ead to increased eng i ne d i men-
.:>ions and ~/eight, and cannot be indiscriminately used without making an 
engine too heavy and bulky. Extensive design and cost trade-off studies 
are r equ ired for optimization. It has been estimated that engine friction 
can be reduced by as much as 40% with an optimized design, which would improve 
fuel effi ciency by approximately 12% (Ref. 55). 
The appl ication of roller and needle bearings is also a means of r educing 
friction. Ro ller bear ings are used for the crankshaft in a number of l arge 
vehicular diesel en g ines, such as the Maybach engine shown in Figure 5.10-6. 
Maybach di esel eng ines have an undivided tunne l typA crankshaft housing, and 
the crankshaft bea r i ng assemb I y is inserted in one piece from the eng i ne 
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end. To accomp lish this, the bearings must be fitted over th~ journals of 
the rankshaft. Approaches In this dlr ctlon are usually undesirable for 
automobile engines from the cos t standpoint, but should be a part of frlctlon-
ori ented design optimization studies. Because most efforts to significantly 
reduce the fri c tion of conventional bearings lead to increased engine dimen-
sions, there mi gh t well be a cross-over point at which the Introduction of 
roller bearings is favorable, from cost standpoint as wei I. 
5.11 THREE-CYLINDER ENGINES 
A three-cylinder engine can conce ivably be of advantage in the sma l I 
diesel class of about l-i to power two-seated subcompact co~~uter cars having 
an Inertia weight of about 1600 I b, and a fuel economy of 60 + mpg for a 
natually aspirated, and 80 + mpg for turbocharged production duction engines. 
Accord I ng to the Vo I kswagen des Ign trade-of f study, discussed inSect Ion 
3.4, the choice of the number of cylinders has a noticeable effect on engine 
spec ific wei ght and power concentration (Fi gur es 3.4-8 and 3.4-9). This 
re I at I onsh I p becomes i ncreas I ng I y pronounced wi th i rig Ie cy I I nder d I sp I acement 
sensitivity t o power concentration brought out by the composite effect 
of size-r lated Interna l ~erodynamics and thermal /mechanical I imitations, 
such as pis ton speed, boreto-stroke rati o , etc . In the case of V\'I, the 
single cyl inder displacement chosen for their family of engines was 400 cc, 
which led t o t he need for five cylinders for the 2-), class. Extrapolating 
the resu I t s of th I s study of sma I I d i sp I acement en£ i nes downward from the 
1. 6-), Rabbi t eng I ne, the same study suggests that three-cy I I nder eng i nes 
could conceivably be of advantage in the l-i d isplacement class. 
Reasoning In th is direction is not new. Loop-scavenged, two-cycle 
spark-ignition engines , for example did show a strong sensitivity to cylinder 
displacement wi th a distinct optimum at about 300 cc per cyl inder. Three 
cy II nders were therefor e chosen for the Auto Un Ion two-cyc I e eng i ne that 
powered the German Auto Un i on (OKW) and Swedish Saab passenger cars for more 
than two decades (1 938 t o 1963 ). According to recent press Information VW, 
Ford, Buick , and Genera l Motors have vo iced plans t o Introduce three cylinder 
gasoline and diesel engines for computer mi ni cars between 1985 and 1990. 
5.12 TWO-CYCLE ENG I NES 
Two cyc l e diesel engi nes ar e widely In use for marine applications, 
rai Iroad l ocomot ives an trucks . The ir per f ormance and fuel economy is 
competitive with their four cyc l e counterparts a lthough they ar e considerably 
I ighter. AI I of the two- cycle diesels in use are of di r ect Injection and open 
chamber design and are unifl ow scavanged , using a combination of p i ston 
contro I I ed I n I et ports and poppet out I et va I ves, or pis t on on I y contro II ed 
Inlet nd outlet ports . Mechanically driven Roots or centrifuga l b l ower s 
r e common I y used f or scaven I n on two-cyc I e veh I cu I ar d i se I s , with or 
without the ad d itiona l use of tubochargers . The operatln speed of all 
two-cycle diese ls In us is enerall y l ow, bel ow 2500 rpm. 
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One of the major reasons why high-speed, two-cyc I e automot I ve d I ese I s 
are not In use today Is that two-cycle en Ines are more difficult to develop . 
An approach to the high-speed automotive diesel through the two-cycle concept 
wou I d have meant an unnecessary compound I ng of prob I ems wh I ch deve lopers 
were reluctant to undertake. This does not mean that two-cycle engines have 
no pote:'lt II!II for II ght I!Ind mad I um duty vet, I cu I ar I!IPP II Cl!lt I on I n the future. 
Two-eye I e eng I nes of the va I ve or opposed piston un I f low type def In i te I y 
deserve renewed attention I!Ind re-evl!llul!ltlon, taking current and projected 
technology advances Into account. 
A wei I known problem with two-cycle engines Is that of residual gases. 
Th I sis pr I mar II y respons I b I e for the re Il!It I ve I y poor vo I umetr I c eft I c I ency 
of two-cyc I e eng I nes as compared to four-cyc I e eng I nes. With EGR poss I b I y 
becoming a necessity In diesel engines to meet future emission requirements . 
the residual gas problem of the two-cycle engine cl!ln possibly be used to Its 
advantage. The two-cycle engine I!Ilready has a built-In EGR capability. The 
amount of residual gl!ls entrapmen+ can be varied over a relatively wide range 
by control ling the Inlet pressure and back pressure of the engine. No addl-
tlonai systems that can contl!lmlnate I!Ind fall are required to Implement and 
to control EGR . 
Because of their simplicity, two-cycle engines, In particular those of 
the opposed piston unlflow type, lend themselves better to the application 
of ceraMic materials than the more complex configuration of four-cycle cylin-
der heads. The latter require the accomodatlon of at least two poppet valves. 
Smal I two-cycle engines wll! require only one poppet valve In the center of 
the head. I n opposed piston type eng i nes , there I s no cy II nder head at a I I. 
AI I Interior surfaces are cylindrical and essentially flat. 
The opposed pis Ion two-cyc I e eng I ne concept has a number of other ad-
vantages. As shown schematically in Figure 5.12-1, the major loads between 
pistons and crankshafts can be balanced by using tie-rods without imparting 
strain, vibration and shock loads to the housings. The sleeve can be free-
floatin g, and compressive ~oop stresses may possibly be Introduced by wrapping 
the ceramic sleeve with glass fiber. 
Aerodyna Ical Iy clean radial swirl can be Induced with the Inlet ports, 
wh I ch I s necessary to ach I eve low NO x em I ss I on I n open chamber strat if led 
COMbust I on. Exper I ence with un I f I ow opposed piston eng I nes has shown that 
without t he use of swish tech niques the residual swirl Intensity Is su fficient 
to produce a half-turn of the compressed air volume during Injection and t o 
enerate a radIal gravity field that rapIdly displaces hot combustion products 
toward the center of rotatIon with a minimum of turbulence and mIxIng. ThIs 
should be favorable from the ~JOx stand point . 
The need for a synchronizing gear train between the two c rankshafts has 
been a major deterrent 'n th e adop tion of opposed pi s ton concepts by devel-
opers of cor,lmer c I a I d I E::se I en I nes . With recent advances for sma I I eng i nos 
I n the des I n of cogged ny I on be Its, t h Is prob I em may poss I b I Y be overcome 
In a cost- ef fective and economically vi ble way. Attempts t o circumvent the 
two crank synchroni zati on problem have been made by Introducing additional 
rocker arms and push rods that connect t he piston s t o a 5 i ng 10 common 
cranksha ft (Figures 5.1 2- 2 and 5. 12-3). This results In a relatively bu lky 
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LEGEND: 
1. ONE PC. CERAMIC CYLINDER SLEEVE, COMPOSliE, HOT PRESSED 
2. FILAMENT WOUND HOOPS 
3. CERAMIC EXHAUST PLENUM 
4. CERAMIC PISTONS 
5. PRESSURE PLATES 
6. TIERODS 
7. TEMPERATURE COMPENSATING SPACERS 
8. METALLIC HOUSINGS 
9. INLET PLENUM 
10. INSULATED SPACE 
11. YOKES 
12. CRANKSHAFT BEARINGS 
13. LIGHT WEIGHT COVERS 
14. HELICAL SCAVENGE FLOW 
15. RESIDUAL HOT GAS CORE 
FI ur 5. 12- 1. Concelva Ie Concep t of ~n Adla atl c 
Oppos d- Pls t on Two-Cycle Engln 
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en Ine. But as described In Section 5.7 (Flgur 5.7-3), It also offers a 
feasible means of Implementing variable compression. 
The ext ens I ve deve lopment background of two-cyc I e tj I ese I eng I nes wh I ch 
exists, can be usefully applied In assessing their developmnef potent'al 
for light and medium duty vehicular US9S. In th~ United States, General 
Motors and Detroit Diesel Allison have beer. the leading developers of two-
cycle heavy duty Vehicular diesels which are all of the unlflow, multiple 
outlet valve type as shown In Figure 5.12-4. 
The Th I oko I Cham I ca I Corp. attempted to deve I op a 101 C I D I I ght duty 
two-cycle diesel engine for trucks and boats In the early sixties. As shown 
In Figure 5.12-5 the engine w~s of a un!QuE' radial twin crankshaft design 
us I ng a U-shaped combust I on chamber shared by two adj acent cy I I nders. The 
purpose of the dual crankshaft arrangement was to affect piston phasing for 
Improved scavenging and volumetric efficiency. As shown ;n Figure 5.12-6, 
tho concept would have been very advantageous from the packaging ~tandpolnt, 
but It suffered from a number of Inherent drawbacks. These were primarily: 
(1) an Intolerably high heat rejection rate bacause of a large surfac-a to 
volume ratio of the combustion chamber, (2) the Inability to start on d ~ osel 
fuel because of cross-over volume befwesn adjacent cylinders limiting the 
COMpress Ion rat i 0 to approx I mate I y 18; 1 and, (3) poor scaveng I ng 9ff I c j ency 
b cause of Insufficient piston phasing. The development was therefore dis-
continued. Ceramic lining of the cylinder heads, which is believed feasible 
in tho near future as well as turbocharglng and preheating of the Inlet air 
c uld possibly have solved the heat rejection a~d the starting problem which 
wer one o f ~he pr Imary reasons for d I scont I nu I ng th I s deve I opment wor k . 
Encoura£ lng development work with a four-cylinder, two-cycle rad ial en-
Ine f or Il g h~ aircraft which had been started during the 1950s, was reported 
by tho McCulloch Corp., Los Angeles, In 1970. As shown In Fi gure 5.12-7, 
tho nine has unique toroidal combustion chamber which, as McCulloch c laims 
c laims, has shown superior ..:ombu5tlol1 efficiency and emission charac ~eri stics. 
Ta I .12-1 summarizes projected performance data derived from 'lests. Re-
ported ly, evaluation tests with a prototype engine wll I be conducted by the 
NA SA-L ewi s Research Center In Cleveland In th~ near future. The radial en-
Ine concept does not seem to be favorable for vehicle applications; however, 
t ho t or o idal combustion chamber concept d finitely deserves attention. 
Oppos d piston two-cycle ng lnos of the type shown In Fi gure 5.1 2- 3 
wer d v l op d I n t he 1950s by Sulz r In Switzerl and and MAP (Manufacture 
DIAl-mas de Paris) in France. Opposed piston diesels for Industri a l uses 
o f fr e-pl st on and dual c rankshaft design were devekped by Junkers and 
Pescar a In G rmany and In France prior to The ~econd W0rl d War. Turbocharged 
and tur bocompoun d d opposed piston two-cycle diesels tor a ircraft usos 
Vi r dov l oped by Junkers In Germany, llnd by Napier In Br i t ai n duri ng and 
ft r t ho Second World War. 
On I Y two I so I t ed resear ch approaches us I ng the two-cyc I e concept have 
r centl y b n t ak n . One approach, a imed primarily at the Implementation 
of var l b l compr ssl on rati o , uses an opposed p i ston eng ine desi gn as shown 
J n r J gur 5. 7- 3 (Ro f. 0 ). The ~ppro~ch does not ta ke dvantage o f t ho 
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ORIGINAL ?AGt:: 
SLACK AND WHITE PHorOGRN'f 
Figure 5. 12-4. 
KNUCKLE ..-:!'----
"INS 
CRANKSHAFT 
X>URNALS 
Cross-Section of Detroit Diesel 
Allison V92 Two-Cycle Diesel Engine, 
92 CID Per Cylinder (Ref. 58) 
cYLINDER 
LINER 
cYLINDER BLOCK 
Figure 5.12-5. Cross-Sectional View of the 101 CID 
Dynastar Two-Cycle Diesel Engine 
Developed by the Thiokol Corp. (Ref. 59) 
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Figure 5.1 2-6. Size Comparison of Dynastar Radial Diesel Engine with 
Typical Conventional Diespl Engine I)f Same Displacement 
(Ref. 60) 
I-INJECTION NOZZLE 
2-TOROIDAL CHAMBER 
3-TORO IDAL SWIRL FLOW 
~-SQUISH FLOW 
Figure 5. 12-7. Schematic of McCul loch Two-Cycle Diesel 
Engine with Toroidal Combustion Chambor 
(Re f. 60) 
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Table 5.12-1. Dynastar Radial Diesel Engine Projected Performance 
Based Upon Single Cyl inder Tests (Ref. 59) 
Dynastar Model tJo. 
Characteristics CL430 CL830 CL843 
Brake Horsepower 50 100 200 
RPM 2500 2500 2200 
No. of Cy I I nders 4 8 8 
Bore (i n.) 3. 0 3.0 4.25 
Stroke (in . ) 3.5 3.5 4.25 
Piston Area (in. 2 ) 28.3 56.5 113 
Displacement (in. 3) 99 198 480 
Compression Ratio 17: 1 17: 1 17: 1 
Wei ght ( I b) 200 400 800 
Length ( 1 n. ) 21 23 27 
Heigtlt ( in. ) 17 26 32 
Width (in.) 26 26 32 
Installation Evelope (ft3) 5.5 9 16 
Lb/HP 4.0 4.0 4.0 
HP/ft3 9 . 1 1 1 • 1 12.5 
HP/ i n2 ,-:J i s ton Area 1.77 1. 7 1. 77 
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concept of stratified combustion and the appl ication of ceramic materials. 
The approach taken by Johnston is pr i mar i I Y aimed at the imp I ementat i on of 
ceramics (Figure 5.8-5). It uses conventional single piston unlflow design, 
but has a sleevo valve to control the outlet flow, instead of the conventional 
poppet valve. As described in Sections 5.7 and 5.8, both of the above ap-
proaches have shown encouraging results. 
In summary it appears that the two-cycle engine concept has a potential 
for appl ication in high speed automotive diesel engines and definitely 
deserves attention. In particular, this is true for smal I displacement three 
cylinder eng ines that wil I display six cylinder four-cycle engine character-
istics. 
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SECTION 6 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The major findings made in this study are summarized as fol lows: 
6. 1 FUEL ECON().1Y 
In their present form, dlesei-powered ca,-s offer fuel economyadvan-
ta~es to the I nd I v I dua I COnSUmei" and to the c.orrmun I ty that make further 
dlesellzatlon of the U.S. fleet of light to medium duty vehicles desirable. 
Based upon EPA ratings, diesel cars currently In use are 25 to 60% mor~ fuel 
efficient than currently designed gasoline-powered counterparts. On the 
bas I s of sa I es, the aver~!Je d I ese I tue I economy advantage over gaso II ne-
powered cars Is 33 percent, but on I y 25~ if compared aga I ns t gaso I I ne-
powered econoo,( cars of the same we I ght c I ass. The tot a I energy sav I ngs of 
petro I eum fue I that w II I re!;I!! ~ from d i ese I I zat Ion are est I mated to be on 
the order of 4 to 6% with 2J% mark~t penetration. 
6.2 DRIVEA81LI1Y 
The typical characterisi":c drawbacks of the diesel in regard to noise, 
smoke, and odor, have been reduced to a degree that Is not overly objection-
ab I e to the consumer when tak I ng the fue I economy advantages I nto account. 
The diesel's inherent sluggishness can now be overcome by turbocharging, at 
acceptable cost to the consumer because of recent improvements in small 
turbine production technology. 
6.3 SERVICE LIFE 
Conventionally designed automotive diesels such as the ones rnarketed 
by Mercedes Benz, Peugeot, Perkins, and Nissan, for example, have establ ished 
a superior record of reliabil ity and lower operating cos . The producers of 
~asoline - diesel conversions do not ma ke any claims that their diesels wi I I 
outlast their gasoline counterparts. There Is not enough general road exper-
ience available at thi s point in time t o ake any statements in this regard. 
The initial mechanical problems encounte red with the General Motors/Olds 
d iese l are not necessarily typical for gasol i ne-diesel conversions. 
0 .4 1ARKET TREtJOS 
The factors suggesting significant growth of the diesel ma rke in the 
Un i teel Sta t es are: (1) fo r t he consumer - an improved fue I ~conomy and he 
des ire to cont I nue dr I v I ng a larger , safer and more comfortab I e car, (2) for 
industry - th8 need to meet CAFE regulat ions and ~ti II se ll larger cars , 
ann (3) for the commun i ty - the increase In mil es riven per barre I of crude 
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oil, and the potent i a I of meet i ng future em iss ion req u i rements without the 
use of critical materials, which are now needed in catalytic converters. 
Desp I te the f act that d I ese I cars are about 10% more exp<;j ns I ve an(1 
the price of diesel fuel has risen to 87 percent that of gasoline, the demand 
for diesel cars is growing. Many of the major producers of gasoline-powered 
cars not marketing diesels now wll I outfit selected lines of their cars with 
foreign-made small diesel for the market of the 1980s. Most auto manufac-
turers also have their own diesel development underway. 
A projection is that 25% of al I cars marketed in the United States wil I 
be diesels by 1985. However, current consumer interest wi I I possibly diminish 
with progressing diesellzation. This may occur because of mandatory refinery 
changes and I ncreased process i ng cost that w I I I have to be passed on to 
d I ese I users. Regu I atGd d I ese I f ue I pr ices to benef it overa I I petro I eum 
energy savings would require subsidies from other fuels. 
fi.5 EM ISS IONS 
The primar y factor Inhibiting and possibly curtai I ing diesel ization 
of the U.S. fleet is that of emission. Diesel cars have generally met past 
standards but dre now requiring waivers to meet current standards for gaseous 
emissions. Diesel c~rs wi I I not comply with the EPA proposed future schedules 
for the control ling of particulates, NOx , CO, and HC. Of particular concern 
is the emission of particulates which are believed to be carcinogenic in na-
~ure, though this claim has not yet been proven. Unfortunately the measures 
known to reduce specific emission constituents are not necessarily compatible 
with each other. There is unanimous agreement in the diesel comMunity that 
more fundamental research is required to significantly reduce diesel emis-
s ion s . There is serious doubt that the goal of the EPA sched ule, whicl) is 
to rerluce the problem emissions of NOx to 1.0 g/mi, and particulates to 0.2 
g/ mi, can ever be ach;eved, unless a technological breakthrou gh is Made. 
Otherwise, a further downsizing of diesel cars below an inertia wei ght of 
2000 Ib (less tt)an the V\~ Rabbit) wOlJld be the only solution to the emission 
prob I eM. 
To g ive the autOl'1Otive industry more time to clean up their diesel 
en g ines , the EPA has grdnted a waiver that relaxes the 1981 standards for 
NOx from 1.0 to 1.5 g/mi for the period of 2 years through 1983. This is 2 
years I ess than the d i ese I industry had or I gina I I Y asked for. 
EP - I mposed em iss i on standards as we I I as contend i ng gaso line eng i ne 
rl vel pMents Make the future of the diesel car in the United States very 
uncer i n. European coun tries are equally concernec about diesel emission. 
Howev r- , t is may not inhibit further dieselization of t he ir fleet s until 
ernative aut oMOtive fuel sources (I iquld fuel derived fr um coa l, 01 I sh.:l le, 
or b j OMdSS , f or examp I e ) or sign I f i cant I y more ef f i c I ent a I ternat I ve power-
pi n ~ s have been developed . 
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6.6 CONTENDING ENGINE CONCEPTS 
In addition to the emission problem, the diesel is also confronted 
with the prob I em of keep I ng the f ue I economy I ead over its gaso line f ue led 
contenders which are also rapidly improving. Challenging the diesel in 
particular In the gasol ine engine field are cy.llnder cut-off techniques, 
pro~ramrned fuel Injection, turbo and supercharging techniques, and Improved 
combustion chamber designs with lean burn that wi II allow for the integration 
of compression ratios as high as 15:1. 
6.7 POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVEMENT 
The d i ese I st i I I has sign i f i cant potent i a I for fue I economy i mprove-
ment (40 percent) over the present state of the art. To util ize it, however, 
wi I I requ ire a great deal of further research. Primary areas with the largest 
improvement potential are those of open chamber combustion, engine insulation, 
turbocompounding, and hardware design optimization for the further reduction 
of structural weight and friction losses. 
Advanced diesel R&D work in progress is primarily aimed at open chamber 
combusti on and the use of cerami c mater i a I s to ach i eve hotter wa II s; wh i ch 
r educes cooling lossos, HC and pa r ticu late emissions, and snoke development. 
The initial effort of advanced diesel work wi I I probably be on truck diesels 
first and become appi Icable later to smaller displacement diesels whe n eco-
nomically feasible. 
Two- cyc le engines deserve r enewed attention in adv3nced diesel R&D work 
because of their potential for high EGR capabi I ity, open chamber combustion , 
and their simp le config ur ati C"" which makes the applic3tion of ceramic materi -
als '''lore fea sib le . Weight and packaging advantages particularly T0r the 
va I ve I ess opposed piston tyr,e cou I d make the two-cyc led i ese I ttract i ve e 
A defin ite need ex ists for more fundamental rather than produci-oriented 
r esearch . Reso luti on of the particulate emission prob lem espec ially r e-
quires r elatively high initial inves tments in special equipment for h igh 
speed combu st i on ana I ys is , f low v i sua I i zat i on and for ins tantaneou s par~ i cu -
lato sampling . Br oadly based , wei I coordinated research programs with long-
term f und ing are , t herefore, bel ieved necessary to solve t he diese l emission 
prob I em , nd t o f u I I Y use the known f ue I economy potent i a I of the d i eSt:! I 
eng ine . 
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